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Sender hal published abo a. Jive-aet

THE'

Hmtl" Corti~ l!Hl, not yet
translated into Enslish, and finished
recently other plays which he ~xpects
to publish orO«er to the Jta8e. '
With Sendefa play the NMQ. in..
W TH.tA TEll. lWnOn J. sen- troduces literature of the theater, un..
der, the intcl1'iluonaUy bown Spu. . til now not represented in i~ paget.
ish novelQt. contributed all. etlaJ-oD
"Faustian .Germany "nil Thomu W GUEST ARTIST. V.In
.Mann!· to out SUn'UDel' 1949 illUe" correspondence with the Editor. Carl
1'Ihete 'We!pvc a. bi~phicallketch Zi~.when apeakiD! of his cri·
of him. Since p\lblication of The tique of Howard Cook, writes:.'uIt is
Splttre in Febniary of last )c;tr, he sympathetic,. but I trUst IlOt too exbat (omplet~· anodter
The travagant in its pmse. lam inter46.~1~ UQ"gm.,.. A long book of e$ted in Cook as :an :a111$t apart from
.poems. with all the venehe bas 'Writ· current fashionable ucnds." Many
ten (thougb ne\'cr published) since will agree with Mr. Zigrouer. How.91t it in theprocest of final editing. ard Cook it a sincere artist andm£lS-; ,
Sender. 1ikc.other contemporary man. a ·'warm New E~l:ander:' who. \
authors a Utde irked at the growing wrapped in his ,a,ork, bal taken pains
conunerdaliution of the theater, has in mastering practically :all media.
kept at a cllitance from tbe scene. but' and who has kept aloof £rom the enhas not been completely di\1»{ce<! ticementS of casy succeA. His old
~rom it. He[orc 1"The House of Lot:' house at lbnchos de Taos, rebuilt
whi(h~ written cxprmly for the with his own hands and graced with
NMQ,he ~"'ote H£1 Secreta" (195S). the presence ()f his girted artist wife .
a one·aet play, often staged in Spain. Barba~ Latham. is a good tetting for
and translated and pr~nted in most his honest industry, directness~ ud
European countries. The American attachment to New- ~Iexico.
1I0ward Cook· wrote the critique
, version of ·-The secret" was pub-lished in One Ad Pl.y Jf'gttune-) of Ernest L. Blumenschein, our tint
1988: Later he wrote "La LIne," guestarti~t. in the Spring 1949 illUe
N~fQR, where-. biographical
presen~ed in 1986 in Madrid by the of
Teatro Espauol, the leading pl~y .. sketch of him was given, which will .
home of Spain. Art. *eater groupa' not be repeated he"- Salient points
have given this one-a.ct play in var· of the anist"s career ~ discussed
iou$ (Ountrle$. The American -trans- by Mr. Zigrosset. Mr. Cook's recent·
lation of liThe Key" was pubU$hed- activities include a. one·man exluoit
by Kenyon Rtt'itw, Spring J945. and of oil. paino.ngs.. pastels and water
stag¢ in New York in 1945 by a colors of New Mexico at the Frank
group of Broadway actors under the Rehn Galleries, New York. March
auspices of the art magazine Vitro.
continued Oft fxlg~ uJ

.EDITOR'S CORNEll

dr.QDa,

-r.
~

no,-cl.

me

4
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Franlt Waters
T·RE N'AYAJO· MISSIONS
..,
1

- .X.c.co. a.D.'I.NG.. to.•.<t.t.he.•. .t.·erm.'.s O.f.. ·.·.t~e. . N
..• ~vajo~tr.e. a.ty
....bf... l86.·.S.
. '.
whereby a $ChQOI for every thutychtldren wu to be pro~ .' . .
videdithe firsfgovernment school on the reservation was
established in 1873 at Fort Defiance. .
,
D. M. Riotdan :of the U. S. Office of Indian Aff,drsdescribed .
it in 'his report:

.-~

.

, i

It was lDiUlagedas.an industrlalboarditig Khool;tbougtinosystem"' .'
ofteaching indU$trial~patioJl$was in operation or .could,beundet .
the conditions existing. Thu- was owing tothell$ual' failure o£the'
United States to' perform itsagreemenlS in .connection' with Indian
work. The Governme~t,by itsfailut~,c:ornpelled the 'Opening of the
school in an unGtiished building, wi~out,$uitable applian~;even
without a wood.med'or waterdoset;.with a roof iolts kitchen and
dining room that was about as good as a .sieve asa protection;,_ • :
lans everythingalrnost that was needed for success in a $Cbool of thi.
kind. '
.

.

".

.

.

.'

.

~,i

.

.

...•

.

.

.,'\

.

.

.

In 1871 the Supreme Court had ruled that the P~ebtos were
not "wards of the United States···~d hence not unde~·govern.
ment guardianship. Nevertheless Congrest.appropriated funds
for otherdoo~5 at Tuba City and Tobatthi,at Keam.s.<:aiion
'just east of the Hopi First Mesa." and at the bottom of the ~$.
They .were n()·~tter. Thus among the Pueblos,·where school,

'

5

, .'
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6

.'

~,'.,~

o

were not l~ly pmnitdbl~t'chndreriwere forcibly taken from
their parenu by Goveml'l\eIlt troop" to .&11 the llChOols. But·
among the NavajOf. where ample provision of IChools was requited by treaty. few were thereafter provided.
, 'Vith the failure of reaervation boarding and day schools.
'non-reservation or "away" tchools were established. The pat. tetnWa$ let by the Carlble Indian School in 1819. Colonel R. '
H. Pratt, who hadset\-ed in tIte Indian 'VatS of 1814-'15j had'
taken a liking to, the young prisoiten,placed in his charge.
Lamenting that the few Plains Indians being schooled by the
go'V~rnment 'Were sent to Hampton Institute, Virginia, an institute for lhe segregated education of Negroes, he suggested
that, a school be provided fOr Indians alone. Accordingly he
, was. allowed to use the abandoned army banatks at Carlisle.
Pen~$ytvania, which ha~ previously $erved as a cavalry -depot.
His, .ucce~ with 189 Kiowa, Sioux, Comanche, Ch~yenne and
Arapahoe children proved his- point. There were built Haskell
Institute at Lawrence, Kansas. Sherman Institute at ;Riverside, ,
California. and similar schools at Phoenix,. Arizona, ~d Albuquerque and Santa Fe. New l\fexico-each drawi~g Indian
consttipts "from aU Indian reservations in the United States.
(The theory was to r~move the children from: their h~me reset. vations and educate them out of their Indian background by
a militaristic routine.. Their ,hair was cut.'They were "forbidden
to s~ak their own language, to wear their own clothes, to keep
theit" traditional customs, even their own names. Th~y were
~en expeCted to settle in white communities and forget they
were Indians.
Among the Pueblos and Navajos the theory did not ,work•.
Both bitterly fought conscription. 'If the children were callght
and ~ sent 'aw~y to school,. they were dismissed' u~trained for
anything but manual or menial labor. Developing a sense of
inferiority under the racial discrimination of white employers,
)
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T"RE N AVA)O ¥U$lONJ .'

they hung around t h e . ~of
unk~pt and unwanted
'With that ~er 'Western racial' minority, 'the mestizo 4fMdd·
c:ans.t • Eventually they returned to theirr~tionhom~
··backto the blanket:"
, 'Indian objections to this JYStem·weren~t.~) .. IUppoted.

town

upon a stubborn refusal to better-their lot by JearningfteW:
customs, trades and crafts.BoY$Wet~teer.etedin kivu and hidden .
in the mountainspredsely because the' a~ at which they .~
. taken away coincided with the ull1cdnring whicbthey 1Vefe pre..
pared for .initiation in tribal <:eremoniaIistn.
.
When this finally b«ari1e apparent inlga6tbe Indian Com..
"mis$ionerattended.acounci:! meeting at1'aos pueblo. He,in..
:fonnedthe'membeU,that their religion made,' them "half ,ani..
,mals," and forbade the withdrawal of Pttebloboyslrom 1cl1001
'for kiva initiation. Wh~the 'oldment.:efused to comply. :the .
whole body was- thrown into 'jail for.violating thereligipUl
crimes code-oilly to be releasc([by the F«ierat- DiJtdet Co.utt
under prd$ of publicity.
,Meanwhile it' was as incumbent. upon the govetnment·to break the Stin resistant will of the roving Navajos,. it 'Was to '
destroy the traditional self-enctOsure of: the Pueblos within-their .
independent. city-states. Both, governJUent reServation-schoOk.'
.and ··away" sth091s '"being failures, various denominational
Christian chUfChe$and missionary $OCieties wercencopragedto ; '.
e$tablish ache>QIs on the reservati9n.. TbeIlld~Bureau"~
to the proselytizing of Navajo childrenandi later $l1b$jdited the, ''schools with Indian funcb held ingoYet1l1nenttrust. And the
churches" grasping, at .the opportunity to bnngaalvation ,to, the
souls of heatbensavages, agreed to give them pl'imatylCh~ng/ ,
For agenerado~ then, the,,result was the sam~."pruelt,.and '
stupidity ingovemmentschooIs,. kindness. and incompetency
. in mission schools" com.bining towiden stiUmorethe gulf be..
tween the red and the white.
•
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TUX NAVAJO METHODIST MI$SION. Th~ .firstofth~

miNion schools, the one whose background is an integralpattof '
·my own cbildhood, and with which I am most familiar, was the
·Navajo Methodist Mission along the bend of the San Juan.
'Vh~

out famU,.. two old-maid aunts, previously fiction·

alized as the Vrain Girls, in my novel Btlo'W the Grcrss Roots~ .
went
there
in thelSgo's the region had aU the elements of a
,
.
movie frontier epic. Farmington, at .the convergence of the San .

l

Juan, La Plata and Las Animas rivers., was its center. Ten mites .
'West lmthe little Mormon village of Fruitland. ,Twelve mileseast was nloomfield, home of the cattle rustling Stockton Gang..
To the north was the Ute reservation, to the east the Jicarilla
Apache reservation, and to the south and west the Navajo reservation. There was.nothingat Shiprock but Hubbard·, Trading
Post. Gallup was, four days travel by wagon.Durango,tsixty-nve
miles north in the Colorado Rockies... was the closest Tailroad
junction.
'
~
Farmington's main $tteet was two blocks long. It was filled .
with swaggering cattle rustlers. unruly cowboys. Indian (rad'ers•. Utes" Apaches and Na'9ajos.. Here from Hon-Not..Klee, the
tradingpost'at Shallow \Vateron the Gallegos which· the Vrain
· Girls made- their headquarters. they came on rare occasions to
catch the stage and to bring to a boy those vi\'id reels of their
unaccountable life and that of the other women with whom they
were associated.
The eatltest. of these was ~frs. }\fary E. Eldridge, the first'tuise
$ionaty in the 1.'egion. A member of the \Voman's Home Missionary SoPety of the l\fethodist Episcopal Chuteh. she founded
the first mission near Hogback, .about twenty miles west of
Farmington.. Her work consisted main.ly of administering t~
the sick out of meager funds contributed by. the church and the
government. The second was ~fiss }\fary Tripp who started the
.
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'9
'fint ,ltboOl about 189s. asaisted·1attr by.Mia Edith Dab!>. In
.September, 1899, Mi. Frances E.R.ykett came from upper. N~"
Tfl~

N AVA 1 0 ·MJ$$l~.NS

. York to help them ua teacher. 1 tem~ber ~ervivid deserip, tion 'tome of her fJ:jght~1l1g journey by ~infroniAlbanY.l!by
stage,from,Durango,and by 9n,to" Hog~.
Ii.. half..(Jozen women limited. 'by funds," bowledge- and' ex~ience, wiih'little$uppon and.mpetvisioD"trying to -convert.
teach and heal the Navajo nation! In the movie they would have.
.succeeded.. )0 life theiiattetnptS were ~t(Jnce ludicroUl·an~.
heroic. '".

,

Mrt~ .tldridge $OOn:h~~eSteaded ,tile Janel 'and ,. offercdlo '

MissionaryS<>ciety of lletcll:urch. When
it Wa$ 'refu~, me deeded it ,to the PresbyterianCb,urcn. She
then located three miles.' Welt of. Farndngton, -acr()$StbeSan "
.Juan rivet, establishing a new pQ$t from whicboncQfthe Vrain'
, Girl$ worked a$ a field IlWton. '
.
.
The )fethod~ moved' up the river·anare.es~blimedthe
Navajo Methodist" MiS$ion School on bottom land about four
, miles WCK of Farmington on the west-side of the San JUan near
the La Plata $uspension bridge. Here Mi$$:MatyTripp~tal)..
. , . Ushed a small place unclerthe auspitet otthe Indian Rights
Association of lk»$ton. ~~e~oo .MbsRy"kert 'worked u ." ,
teacher; assisting,her",was the·,other Vrain GjrI.
The' work was progressing. but u a movie "plot it was also· .'
developingcomplicationsi If it 'wei"e not nvalryber.weentheMethodists Presbyterians'and the Indian-Right$:- ~ti()n;
it was the adtnonition of the. government., Indian agent"co~6iet..
, jng with the advice of experienced Indian traders, the 'demands'of cattlemen .and townspeople. Medical $upplies !lereshQnand ''
money to buy them. Only the' women held together, rldingt() ,
remote 'hogam -by honeback~ teaching the °jduslVay";ind
holY- to sew and read. " " ,
'. " , '
, " "
-How wondetfutthe children werelThere was' En9Ph.the
d~

it to the

Hom~

l ,
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to

.... AM&. WATZ.I.S

.pu~y

Iittlegirl named Kigpah (non the warpathtt) and Va.batp tnea~ing "brave" beaUle he "always dared to do right."

,,-..

....

On~ of the molt inspiring dUldren Mia Rykert evertaugbt
wUia boy of five. He could read and embroider as wen as ~
wo~. Of him she wrote. uHe left us when he was only nine.
I think of bimnow in the place that our dear savior went to .
prepare." Unfottunatelythere had been no medicine to cure
IliJn when' he became fatally' ill. His father carried him away
an~ held for him a last sing. One of the Vrain Girls followed
on ~oraeback and looked after his burial.
. . ,

.

J~ w. diseouraging work. Misf T!:ipp died in .gog; and after
,

•

L

.

-letiing five years as a teacher andth:ree year$: as IUperintendent
Mi~ Rykert returned Ea$t seriQusly lll.
the new superintend~nt of the Navajo Methodist Mission
w~'
Mr. Simroonsand his wife. both new to the country. 'Vith
hi . wer,c,. Mbs Brown. a teacher; fran~ie ,Damon. a b1fud half·
b
interpreter; an old Mr. \VcsterD who boarded there; and
a ~r. Ticc from Illinois. The buildings consisted of a siX-room
adc)be used as their living quarters. a two-story adobe whose
do~nstairs was used as a schoolroom and whose upstairs served
as ~ dormitory for thetwenty·seven Navajo schoolchildren, a
laQndry building, and corrals and sheds for stock and chickens.
*,cre it was then, as I T~member it•••• Nol It is too hopelessly tragic to be recalled in actuality. It had best be characters
and setting of a movie after all. The plot reach~its climax
L,

I

ip lSepte~berJ 1911. It is raining.
Athin drizzle obscuring the sage with a wet grey mist. Recurrent sho-wers. A steady downpour. Then cloudburst after cloud·
burst in the mountains. The San Juan, Las Animas and La
Plata .rise ominously. By Thursday. October 5, the rivet'$ are
overflowing their banks.
Townspeople, ranchers and traders are in an uproar.Mes.
sages from Colorado warq. of an oncoming flood; the Rockwood

i
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damahove Durugo- is w~ening.A11peop1e' in the lowlandJ '
. ~·noti6ed to move to safety. PartictiIar anxiety is felt for the' -_
Million School as it·js 1oc:ated.:0Il the bottom'lands of-the Sin .
Juan roaring with thetlood waters of ,both tb~ La 'Plata and
Las Animas. Mr. Simmons is notifie4.,
It is noon. He is praying at the head of 'the dinner table.
Around it are patiently standing Holt~. ·Alice. Geraldine~.
Percy, Abigail. John, lra-twelny-aeven ~avajo dtildrcnne.tly
named. with ~eir hair cut, leaming the Jesus Way.
'~
u
U)Ve will not move. 'he answets. God w~ll protect us:
.Afr. \Ve5tern is seventy-five yearsold~"The river h~ never: 4C

:::::~~ rve lived ~

:UT~:~

l

_

this part~f~.

Mr. Tice grins. CCl am ail expert JWimmer..u o
Lessons resume. But late that afternoon Frankietthe blind
'interp~eter,stealsout' to .mwtlre=the water.. It is waist deep before he l:eachesthe 'approaCh to the bridge. He co.mt$back '
. to propose·they all move -to a vacant homesteadet'$ho~on
higher ground nearby..
'~ .
,
';"
ClNor' shouts hk. Simmons. "God wiUprotect 'his children
fronithe floodl:'
This raise$ anecclesia,stical argumentin·dte bI,ind halfbreed",·
mind~ According. to the whites there is God and there is the '
rain, theftood,the ~ud'and .all'inanimate nature.. Butaccol'd..
ing "to the Navajosthel'c is God in tileheavetls, 'Godin'the tain,"
the flood, the mud, Godin hischildten, The People, and all thtJe'
Gods together are one God, the. Gad of aU the jiving universe.
What does it matter which manifestation of God is preeminent
for the momen~ Itis.mostconfusing.. Stin he ish1dined to· beli¢ve
that for the present it would be expedient fbr~..in.the-children· .
to reU!bve to higher ground from God..in..the·Bood-lest,they.co-- .
incide with Some iIlconveniencetoaUconcerned.
'
So while the clrlIdren are ordered off to bed and the white
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staff' obdurately retire, he mnainJ at the telephone.. More calls
coMe.. Angry calIs from the Indian Agent, Mr.. Shelton, "demand..
ing that something be done by IOmebody for the. Wardl o~ the
Government.. Imploring calls hom neighbot$., ~fr. SimmODl
refu5e$ to answer. Abruptly the line goeJ' out.
.
It ... still raining.. Blind Frankie cannot· hear it for the roar
of the fIood.
He gropes. toward the dormitory. rouses Hortense,.Perey.
Abigail. Geraldine-all the twenty-seven Navajo children. They
lead him out tathe corrat and help him. hamess the horses.. Inside the house the two frightened women, Mrs.. Simmons and
MiD Brown. heartbem. They come out and beg to go too..·It is,
. , .still raining•.
The 'blind man loads 'them all into. the wagon
takes the
reins. The water has risen. It covers the' hubs, is belly deep on
the horses. They cannot get to the abandoned homestead. But
they do make' it upriver, two miles to ~frs.. Eldridge's place.
At two a.m. the first rise takes out the suspension bridge. At
four' a. Dt. the .second rise strikes the ltfission.
The sight at daybreak is appalling. The river looks like a
monstrous brown snake writhing back and forth. uprooting
huge cottonwood trees, gouging holes in the ground.. The ~r1S
sion buildings are all gone except the floor of the laundry, hel~
down by heavy machinery. On it stands )fr. Tice and. the Mis..
sion dog. Nothing can be done to ~ve him. They watch him
despel'ately all morning.
Indians come. They are carrying a bedraggled and uncon·
sciousold
It is ~rr. \Vestem. He had jumped from the
window. crawled through the water to a mud bank. MD. Eldridge manages to restore him to life. but he has lost his mind..
Suddenly 'ltfn. Sinunons screams. Through a neighbor's field
, glasses she sees her husband perched in a tree top emerging ,
from the river. \\'hen the walls collapsed he had been washed
away. clinging to the stairway. Luckily he had grabbec;l on to the

and

man.
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tree. Here he dinp'fC?f aeyeralday. until teacuetl fll()rc dQd. '
than alive.
.

,.,,'0

and

Near noon the laundry·floor riset
'up' Mr.. Tice.and the
. dog into the river. The dog is washed toWard shore and rescued by IODlCCOWboys with lariats.Mr.TiCe disappeal1 instant1~ .. ,·
'Two days later· his body is found,twelve mn~downriv:er.en"
"circled by buzzards flying overhead•

.J

And now the.. finale. Hundreds ofN~vajO$ lashing ·then-,
hones
the mu'ddy Toad toward ·~fn. Eldridge·, place. bit
,Indian raid? No! They are the parepts and re\ati\'cs Of~c.
. twenty..seven· children who bad seen the Mission destroyed-and
had believed their children were d~wned.·" .. " Clo*up.Qf.the
undisputable hero: Ftailkie Damon, the blind interpreteJ'~who,
.had Javed their lives. .. .. ..
Next year the Mission, was~builton anotbetnew. site' up" '

up

an

river Just a mile west of Farmington, and Miss' ay~ert ~as in..
duced to. return and help it get 'tarted.BilttIte Vrain Girls .
bad gOne. Something mysterious had happened toone of thell1•.
She had ~n converted by the, Navajos. ,Becoming ··que::r:'

;"
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adopting their beliefs and customs. abe vanilhed into the f&r
. reaches '~f the San Juan and has never been heard of since.....'
Strangely enougb, l':neof the children she had taught Joved her
and took her English name. Today he u ~ Singet or medicine
inan; and with his wife, Tab Dez Bah, he is living in a hogan
near Fort Defiance•

A few years later the Presbyterians, like
~e Methodists, abandoned the site at' Hogback an~sent" the
equipment to another small mission established at Ganado,
. Arizona, in 1901.. The $ite was fifty-six mUes northwest of Gallup.
ncat the location or~the prehiltoric Pueblo'Colorado. and just
one mile from Lorenzo Hubbelt$ Trading Post, the first post
t$tablish~ on the reservation.. For aq~artel" of a century it per-" .
siued as no'" morc than another insignificant and ranWtaekle
outpost in the wilderness..
Today. owz:u~dand operated b}" the Board of National ~{is..
sioris of the Presbyterian Church, G~nado ~fission is the largest
Indian Mission in the United States. Nothing describes it so
aptly as an exClamation made recently by a lady tourist to Dr..
Salsbury;--its head: H'Vhy Doctor, it's an A-osis in the Desertt..
An oasis it is. Two hundred acres of green lawn threaded by
flagstone walks. and gravelled driveways," shaded by· rows, of
elms and cottonwoods, and supporting nearly seventy buildings.
It is as tidy as a ~ollege campus, modern as 1950, self-contained
as. a small city..
.
_The million-dQllar plant includes a power.plant, ice-pla~1t,
deep freeze unit, steam laundry, carpenter shop, swimming pool,
contmisW'y, and ·a, farm with pigs, chickens and a registered
Holstein dairy herd to supply food for the four hu"ndred people
who are fed thre~ meals a day. Several miles away the Mission
. GAN4J)9 M.lSS10N.
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.~ and operate5 its own. .COal· mine. The High: School. with
. an ent'QUmentof ·1.7 $tudenU•. is the only Jndianhigh .lChool·
tQ be state accredited.- In. the uCathedral of. the Purple $age'. .

sennoll$ are delivered in English, then tl'aIlslatedinto NI-vaj9
. andtransmitteti by loud speaker-into the wanb of the hospital.
Thit sage Memorial HO$pi~ withiul50 bed$,its iron tung,

--

...

-.......

. ',--

X..ray,. Wassermann baths-operating room and taborat()ty~'is .
undoubtedly the showplace of the teServation...In connec;uon
with it Js Conducted theonlynurae$'trainingscl1oo1 for India~
in the United $t;ttes;ovetone hundred girls, representing fifty
tribes, have beengradUat~ ..

The whole place is ~ memorial to its present $Uperintendent
, andmedicaI direCtor, Dr. Clarente G. 8aIsbury.. ·T<>day,.;tt the
. age of sixty..three. his fame as tb~sagebX1lsh$u~n ·haJ. spread .
'throughout the world.. He bat heen.elettedto fellowship intbe
American Coll¥of Surgeons" the Atnerican~>COnege.ofHoc-

pitat Adlninisttatof$,:the·lnternational College of .Surgeons tlf
Geneva. Switzerland, and··nanted President of the Atitona .H<.J$o. .
pital Association. Last spring stlln~eightyentinentsurgeol}$~
sembled i~ conveJltionat Ganado to pay their respetu to their
- .

•

Q

.-.

-

,,-

remarkable :tol1~aguet, the Big' lVhite DOCt~t-.S5,pounds big.
To watthhbn do a caesarean twenty minutes 'Was apl~re
this -writer declined withtbanksiJ,ut watching him dean Q. mess.

in

.of' catfish for two young nU.Mwat' justas reveaJingofcbaratter.
There ls·nothing slow~orawkward about, his driVing either. He
hits the rutted dirt roads at aneighty..mile..an-hourclip that
leaves no doubt he knows evexy tlOne. 'Wash andtnrve; He is
a kindly man. a real chara~1 and his story is one of the most
unique indle 'ourCorn~. A missionary doctor ~ ~hina .for .thirteen year$~ be cante
. home in .1921 to atcept a temporary ~ssigntfient' among the

-Navajos•. 'Vhen he~vedatG~do he found aramsltad;le'
.
.
t
infirmary ~ twelve beds tTyingt.o wve a people much worse·
-.

- ,

~

~

.-

~~.

, ' .

-----.:..-.
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off than the, ChiDete. Putting up tents to hold typhoid, diphtiled. and tuberculociJ patients, he talked the Pl'e$byterian'
Board into building him a two-story, stone hospital. Then he
struck out into the reservation to drum. up trade.
.
A.ttording to the story. biI first break came when he brought
in a little gid for an operation. The child took the anesthetic
beautifully. Then luddenlya thrombos~ a blood clot formation. Itt in. Despite his skill he could not save her.
Swiftly the news of her death spread. A mob of angry Navajos .warmed in upon the hospital. threatening to run him out
or kill him.. Then R.ed Point, a venerated old singer, stepped
out and addressed the crowd..
"For many years I have been )'our singer. But I have' not
always succeeded.. Did you talk of kining me, of running me
a.way? Thb Big \Vbite Doctor is a medicine man too. H~ is .
trying to help tlie Dinneh.. But wh~t man has. the power' to
always preserve life? So what is this empty talk of killing
him, of tunning him away? Let him alone. Go home. I have
.,said it!·"
In return the Big \Vbite Doctor invited Red Point ~to the
hospital to ·see· how his medicine worked.. The old sing~ was
particularly: fascinated by. the microscope. ·'See ·those bup"
The Doctor pointed to the contamiIli~ed water on the ·s1ide.
"They'll kill aU of you if you don't let me help:'
Red Point was impressed; and when the typhoid epidemic
sttuck in 1980. it was largely due to his efforts that The People
were induced to receive inoculation.
In 1933 the fP'st cia5$: of two nurses was graduated &om the
school of nursitlg. Both of the girls were Navajos: Ruth flendersonand Charlotte Adela Slivers or Naglinyil Nazbah rPeace
ArmyU). the daughter of Da-Ha·Na·Hez. a medicine man. Jled .
Point gave the commencement address.
.
Today the Ganado ?\fission is expanding its' activities beyond
its sphere of influence around the mission proper. One Satur-
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day we' went with the DoctOft ·two nurte$ -nd i1uerpreter. to a.
field dinic held thitty,-fivemilel north at Taelani. Beretta I:
little stone building near. Art
TradingPoat•. rode Nava. joIftom their tenlC?te hogans.along the he.nbrmingly, beau-

Lee·.

tifulcanyon and from the edget·of the dbtant Bla~ Mea where
there stin liVe Navajoswhobavencver seen. white
Ofthe fifty patiently tquatting on the floor only two .poke Eng1~~
But one by one they 'got up, baring their-arms for. the needle.. At
. Cornfields, Nazlini" and GreasewoOd similar- acetlel take place
weekly':"'field clinics with inoculauoD$and emergency treat..:
menu cahying the Big White Doctor·, powerfUl.medicine.to

man.

The People.
,.'
- On Sunday we went with the Reverend Doutltitt, the .mission .minister, and his interpreter, on still another field nip. His
field u every hogan within two thousand sq~re. miles around
the, mission. His job is to convert t'he People to Christianity.
In onehoganaftet'another he stood ~forethe'familY1
friends or nejghbO~' who had 6een indtteedto attend. ,The.
Belicana Short Coat so incongruous1Y attired ~his black sUit;
white shirt and black bow tie-praying, ttllinga Bibliealstory,.,
singing Jesus Loves Ale or another gospel hYlDn tranSlated into
Navajo:
Jesus a"Y04oso 'nih.

the'

lJinal..tsOS yeh sil hal..ne,
Al-ein·i..gi a..nb·t'eh
'
Do sioodlU ~.~, Ei bidzil.

-After months of hearing about the :tf.jesus lVay,U a Navajo
Umakes his decision for Christ and the ChurCh~"Then be is ,
brought into the 1tfission compound for baptiw in the ~tltdl.. _
lVhena conversion is made, ~ccordingto Reverend!>outhitt.. it ~
sticks; ther~are 'few backsliders. ThecbiIdren "are enroUed in'
the. nUS$ion .school. art tlughtto forget menld ways and to"
make a complete transition to the new.
-
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Michaels Mission, manned ,by the Franciscan Fathers and located at Cien·
ega between Ganado and Gallup. operates just as efficiently..
There is no hospital. but its influence on the Indians is very
great in other ways,. through the Mission', traditional reluctance
to' dir~tlyoppose tribal ceremonial lire and the tremendous
kn9wledge of Navajo P'Ychology brought by Father Berard
Haile.
It maintains a large boarding school for over threehundfed
Navajo children. and supports ten buildings'incIuding a chapel.
·dormitorieJ, gymna"ium. a light and water plant, a barn and
~op'inwhichfanningand practical trades are taught" Father
Haile opened the school in 1901. His admitted purpose was to
,teach Christianity to the Navajos. But" $CCing the barrier of
language which alienated them and the ~ore difficult task of
teaching a religion to a people who have no word for religion
in their own language, he set about learning their language
and the m~ing of their ceremonials.
. ,
Ednishodi Yazzie, ((Father Shony,'" first learned Navajo flu::'
cotly. Then he set about transcribing it on paper widl characters
to fit tlte ,sounds. The result was a standard written Navajo .
language utilizing English and Greek ch~cterst glottal ~tops.,
.
batfe!ll's and adler symbols. To reproduce these he set upa'
monotype of his own with a special keyboard, and printed his
own books. f\feanwhile he began compiling a complete encyclopedia o~ information on Navajo thought and customs, and this
led to an exhaustive study of the great Navajo sings or "'Yap."
His text books now include: Learning Navajo, a NavajoEnglish and English-Navajo vocabulary and An Etlmologic Dictionary-in whiCh he devotes thirty-four pages of descrip9.on to
the name "Navabo" and accounts for this writer's prefetted
spelling and stubborn use of UNavajo:' His religious translations are A Catechism oj Christian Doctrine in Navajo, The
ST. NICHA&LS MISSION. The Catholic St.

1
~"
~
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Hot, Gospel For Sundaysl HoI, D"$~ aild TheC.tetllism -nt{._
Guick. And for posterity ~e·has -t«OrdedTht: Origit.t>ltll.e .
N#fU4jo Enemy Way for the Yale University Press, Th~ .Flint
W., for the university of Chicago PtCSl.and.tbe NfrtJ4joFlre
D4nce" and N«Hljo Wa,.Dance. .
Little wonder that ~he P~ple have nicknamed him . '-The . '
Little Priest ,VIto Knows~J.· Father Shorty, greY4taired. felt.. .
l1ipperCd under hb long brown robe, ba$ dottemol'c than any
man to codify their .language,.and. probably knows more about.
them. than any whiteman living.. '
.
. Thus at this mission ftomthe very ~ beginning religious in",
struction was given. to the children in their . native 'tongue~
Father Anselm'Weber, another great miJsionary. and linguist.
rode horseback to Klagetoh, ·Cornfields, Tqhatebi and Luka..·
chubi gather~ng·pupils. 'Vi~bthis dc»epersonal.(ontaet be
.- also fought for Navajo rights. against. white aggression, ··.and
through his inRuenceat \Vashington was able to 4?btainmore
grazing land for Navajo sheep, ,The Peopl¢" -onlysoutce .of
livelihood.
.
..
Unlike at Ganado, no tuition is l'e<iuir~. Classes ate held
up to the~inth grad~1 half the day beingspcnt in the classroom
and the other half ,in learning practical arts. All students ate
encouraged to become Girl
Boy Scouts. Upon graduation, .
they are'givenopport.unity' 10 attend St. Cathenne's Indian. . .
-

'

_

or

High Sdioolat San~Fe. " .
.There are several otbersmall misSions on theresetvatiotn .
the Rehoboth ~fission of· the. Holland Christian· Reformed. .
Church eastofGall\lp; the Seventh Day AdventistNavajo Mis._
·sion near Holbrook: the Good S~epherd Mission9:tFott.. Defiance, and St. Christopher·s Mission at Bluff,. Utalt,both span.. .sored by the Protestant Ep\scopalChurchr and the ;catholic
Tcgakwitha Mission at Houck.; dedicated to catherine Tegak~
witha, the Lily of the 1\fohawks~supposedlyrthe' first Indian.
. north of ~fexico to become a Catholic in 1655.
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MOlt of thete have.been recently founded and' ~iie the older,
larger missions their principalfullCtion is secular .education.

In addition to the mislion,. there are scattered throughout the
t~tion

isolated missionaries like Shine Smith, I. G~ Bennett at Tuba City and Andrew ~fcGaffin a~ Kayenta-devout,
humble, iIl..paid men armed with no more d~ their Bibles
and their own' indomitable courage.
;
,
Today. three quarters of ~ century since the first tchool was
establUhed,. over eighty per cent of all Navajos are illiterate,
and there are school facilities for only five thousand of the
twenty-four thousand Navajo children of school age. 'Vhether
this gte~t. need is to be corrected by ·endowed mission' schoo~
State or Federal Govemment education systems still depends
upon. the formulation ola national, long-term Indian policy-a
policy that will be formulated in part by these people who have
now been granted tbe franchise as voting citizens of both New
~fexico and Arizona.

~--

}!

..

-

..
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makingwell or properly arranging:) the late

Ananda Coomaraswamy once wrote. ·'of anythIng what..
ever that needs t9 be made or arranged. whether a ftatU· .
ctte. or automobile, or ·gatden~ ••• In the wordso£ St.TbolllU
Aquinas. $there can be no good l.l~ without art:, It isobviollStbat
if things. required.{or use. whether an inteUe<:tUa~ or a physical
use, or under normalcitcum$tances both, areno~pr()pedy made. ~
theycannpt be enjoyed, meaning by enjoyed soniethingm~re than
merely liAed. Badly pr~paredfood, for ~mple., Will disagree
,with ~s; and in the $arne wayautobiographicalot other aenti..
mental exhibits neCessarily weaken'the morale of tho~ who feed '
upotl them. The healthy patron is no more interested in the art-

ist's petJ6nality than he is in his iaiI~fs private ~ife; allth~t he
needs of either is, that th~y be in possessipnof their art." _
Thus art, according toCQOmaraswa~yt is 'not an inherentot
absolutequalityt but is the technique for making tbings'W~lI;and '
a masterpiece ofart is any work executed by an artist after be bU
21
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, ceaJtd to be an apprentice and has become a practicing muter•.
Thb definition has the advantage of bringing works of an into
- the framework of healthy normal human activity, and is a statement of the traditional impenonal attitude, concerned with ex- '
pJUlion .rather than self.exprestion. At any tate it will serve as an
introduction to the work of Howard Cook, for he might be called
just auch a master of arts. a'man endowed with and trained in
special tkills or am. one who has produced ~a$terpiecC$. His
.special skill is pictorial expreMion. the representation of nature,
man. andhis worksin graphic form. in a languagepossessing widespread communicability and obeying itsOWD laws of beauty, or..
der,and fitness.. Because his attitude toward expression is, in the
main. detached and objective, his work does notrequire elaborate
interpretation or exegC$is. 'Vhat he bas to say about life or the
phenomenall\'orld can be read by any,intelligent person without
further.ado. One may or may not like his message, but oneisnever
in doubt as.towhat it is. Thus it becomes difficult Or even"superfluous to \\'tite much about bispictures because they speak for
themselves and in their own tongue.
Howard Cook is primarily the observer, and his interest is in
the thing observed. This fact rules out the amere penseel the
autobiographical or sentimental touch in bi~ expression. Not that
feeling is ever absent in his pictures: it is always present, but only
in connection with the object observed. He is ever the recorder.
H~ began as tbe pictorial reporter and developed into tbe com·
memoratingartist-a distinction not so much of inherent function
as of d~pth of insight. A reponer illustrates a single incident or
the surface aspect. The artist telescopes many experiences or
£acetsmto one tellingsynthesis.
His work is alwayswell made and properlyarra:nged; in a word.
it has a technical perfection. In drawing with (balk or pen or drybrush. in wood,engraving, lithograph, etching and aquatint. in
water color and oil painting, and in the most exacting te<:hnique
of huon fresco; Howard Cook has displayed an impressive techni·
....
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cal mastety. Pedection oftta~ is not the end creati'/esptelsion, but!.t is a Sine. qua non.
.
A $tI'ODg individualist. Cook is of h~ time, yet quite apart from'
its uisms." He has a personal vision, and lie remainl true, to it at
aU tiDies.. To be expedient, to climb on the band w.gon oftb.isor
thatartmoveme~t b«ausecertamkindsofpittutcl Jell; is to hUn..
dithonest and vulgar. There is a (Ore ot integrity in all hil wo~k.
Yet he is noacademician Or tradltionalisJ. Heseesthing$ in terml
of today. He has~milatedthe lessons of modern art and adapted .
them ror his own use.:The mul~is a d}:namicframework.neitlter
wild nor weak, a -balanced yeteloq~entidi.om. Ilia Juch'an -en- ,
dowment, coupledwithsytnPatheticobservation.that baJ-made
him an able interpreter of :such diverse subject tnatteruNew
England, New YorkCity. Mexico, and the Southwest...
Howard Cook was born in Springfield, Massachusetts, inlgo1.

In an autobiographical ftagment he,hu written: .

My boyhood Wa$ spentin Western Massachusett$worlting Qntanns
and in the tobacco fields during the 'Wann~umrners ·of bighKhool.
days; and. between thteeSCS$io~ at the Art Students~Le~gue.'WO~ki..g
·in- photoengravers-' and lithographers' shops and: painting-outdoor ~

billboards. Fornve yeat${rom 1922 -on. pen drawings and w()()(1cut
illust:tations for Tht! Forum;, SuhJeyGraphic~ and The.Centur, made
possible some sketching trips to Europe. -North Africa, Twkey. tile
Orient. Central America; -somethnesinsteerageJ once working -. as

quartermaster ona· coastalsteaxner -tbr.ougltthe Panama Canal"
drawing all the tUne on shipboard ~dashore .....thiswas my -early
independent schooling.

~

Compared to his. later work, the' productions of his apprentice
period ,rank as competent reporting. not. too ,good, not
~dl!
They did, however, give him valuabletrabtinginthe tecbniqueJ
pen drawing andotlier illustration proc~. It is' interesting .
tonOle that The Fomm then Jtuldea pta.cticeof using woodcuts .
and linoleum cUlsfor illustration.. The production ·ofwoodcutl . '
naturally involved considerably mo~~alx\r 'than ~traight pen or

too

'of

-.
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.-n.tch..board drawinl- YounrCook was DOt ODe to shirk. work,
and he became one of the pcincipat illustrators for the magazine.
pininrtbereby an unwual dextedtywith woodcut too1s.In 1916
Til' FotUm- comn:Wtdoned him to make a serle. of woodcuts for
Willa Cather', Deelh Comes lOt' tlu: Archbishop, to be published
-.mally in the: periodical. He therefore went to New Mexico to
gather local color, and stayed for a year and a half.
.
It wu around thil time that he began to male prints for theirown lite and not II illusttations. The fint independent woodcut
was made in 191!5: the tint eay in etching Wal begun during the
same year in'Parii in Thomas Handforth', studio; the fint lithograph was printed in Paris in 19!9. The period of his greatest ac·
.Uvity asa print maker faU$ roughly in the period from 1917 to
1953. He d.id. to' be sure. make occuional prinq thereafter:· but,
with a few exceptions, they lack the impact of the earlierwork. It
-is for luch p~ts as Tttos P"~blo Moonlight~ S"'jJCTC~1 LOflJet"
Manntltl4d" Qu~emboro Bridg~~ N~ Engliutd Church, Cocoe..
P,dm,M~";C4nlnterior and Gu~rrero Woman that he will be
tetnem.beted as agraphic artist•.
In 19St Cook went to ltfexico on a Guggenheim fellowship and
on a subsequent renewal spent a year making Itudiet and gather.ing material in the SOuth. He went to ?\-fexico prhnarlly to study
.tbctechnique of fresco painting. but the journey was more than .
a -quest for tc:chnical information; it represented a new tum~a
tnajor step in his artistic development. He had begun as an illusttator.a pictorial reporter; from this be had grown into an ini-.
portant American print maker;, though still limited to black and
white ona relatively lmallscale.. He now was entering a new
phase. that of all-round artist with V3$t new potentialities in color
~d largeness of scale, u a painter in oil. water-color. or freteo.
Coinciding with this expansion of interest, or perhaplsymbolizing it. was his intensive study of the human figure,. the portrayal
of people and types.. Hitherto the focus of his interest.~ad been
landtcape and theaspects ofa big city; now man and his activities.

""t
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HOWAk» COOl.

t5

loomed1arge" in (Ountlel& drawings and aketchainprepuati~ ,
for his '\'OCationaa mu~ painter.
Hebad been attraetedtotheaustereand monumental formsof' "
. .mural paintingin preference to the moresensuoUs'potentiallties
of easel painting in oil~To worl in true ~•.that is to Ry.di;'
rett1y onth~ wall in wet plaster, demands clatity ofco~ption
(the~ tan be no fumbling, ai,tec mista~el ·tan~t.be etMed).
$urenessofdrawing, anacUte plastic sense. and a mastery ofover...
all design. These challenges Howard Cook WQespecially' pte·
pared by temperament ~d· by training~·to 'ttleetandtoQtq ,
'through to a'succ~ulconclusion. He wa$d~tined'byfate to be- .
, tome,a mural painter. He went to Mexico, as has been laid, to .
tearn fresco tedtnique. Hedid$tudythe:greatmuralsofthe Mexi·
(an Sch.ooli he had some advice from Diego.R.ivera about where
to get pigments and materials: but most of bisknowle<lgecame '.
from independent eXperiment. and research., He had ~e. oppor.. ",
tunity tomakc hisnr$t fresC~ o~ *ewaU'of aJlotelin ,Taxcoln,
1983. He also executedscveralfragmentarysketthesin pOrtable
frescopanels:tll19S6 be completed a mural ~bput ttn by $even- •. "
teen feet onthewallof.the Pittsburgh,FederalCourthQure.,
.,
In ·1987 he was awarded. on the bas,so~~pen(om,petition.the
decoration of the newlyerectetl, post office at San Antonio, Texas.
,This was, at the. dme~ thelargest IDuralcommi$sionever bestowecl'
in Jltis country; and it has been, surpassed in $uebyonlyoneother
since, namely the post office afSt. LOui$,decorated. by two artists.
~dwatd Millman and ~litehell Siporin~ 'Vith its seven hundred " '
" and fifty square feet ofpaifited w~llsurta(;e it isnotonlyoneof the
bigges~ but certainly one ofdte most distinguisbed murals inthiJ
country. Its execution, consumed two ,and .on~, half, year~. not
'counting the time devoted to preliminary research fortbecont~
petitive sketches. The artist has written an intet~tinganit1eon
his experiences in ·san Antonio for the AfagatineoJ A1't;,frotn .
which 1shall quote otily1h.e few sentences giving what might be
callecthis mural credo:
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It [the fresco] must te~in its telation and $ustam its own lite and -

dignitJ in the ~. it amveylon • monumental scale coincident

with the feeling of stability in the building strUcture. I feel thattlle .
subjeamattetmust be of JIl()t'e than passing interestI that it IIlUSt con·
.tainthe elements of uni~ty. and Ipdngfrom a riChness of visio.n

and thought,. revealing the deeper significance ofhumanity.. To my
mind our great muralswUI, with the power·and beauty derived from

();r~ reason and fat.-eeing composure, create a record otenduring

-

m~'

-

After San Antonio.. Howard Cook executed another muralfor
the pouofti<;e at Corpus· Christi, installed in 1941.. This was
smaller and oncanvQ.. It marked his lastmura! commission. since..
·with the entry of the United States into the war,-the government
policy
fOf the decoration of new public buildings wu changed.
.
. '
. .
..
I
F~ Howard Cook, the mural painter par excellence; the lack ~f
. waUs to paint on represents a real frustration.. He has; however,

ways.

He ·has Come to terms' technical~y ~ .
overcome it in various
with easel painting in oil. and he has explored more fully .the
possibilities of water color Painting. He has reveled in the color
anel pattern of the Southw~t terrain; he has re-created sUPerbly
the moods of sea and rock; he has returned to grapple with the
plastic complexities of skyscrapers; he has r«apitulate4 the
rhythmic interplay of forms in Indian dances or cbildrentsgames..
~is latest worK. then. indicates a return to earlier subject ma:tter~
but witb this great difference: that, be has poured into it an the
richness of his experience with a depth of feeling and concentra~
tion on inner structure previously absent. No longer the cub TC-.
porter" he bas become the master of orchestration in line, form,
color, texture, and design. The wise and mature artist now garners an~ shares with us his autumn harvtst of pictorial images.
lVhat Cook has to say about the world and mankind today is
well said and truly said and no nonsense about it.
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THE HOUSE OF LOT
A -Miracle Play
'TASTE

LOT

THE HIERARCH

HEAlllNG

FsmEa

VOICE OF A }\fAN

SMELL

TOUCH'

STRANGER

V()ICE OF A ,\VOMAN

SI~HT

CRoWl>

The ,patio of Lot's hOlue. A. large d(Jor~ closed) in the 1'ear~ Light

columnsand archu,lihethose in lhepietures 011talitin primitive
. painters. A .1cnocltis heard"at' tile door.
.

.

.~

ESTHER. Dontt open.
LOT. \Vhy not?
ESTHER. Donttopen..

,

'
' , (Pause. A.nother lnoc1 aithe'door.)
t
It $ a tramp. l$aw him through die window.. A hunchback~
tramp. The people are following himshouung.(A stone is heard,
thrown against, the door.) You see? They're throwing $tones at
him. Don't open.·
....
. --...
LOT. All the more reason. Those brutes can kill him.
-ESTtiER. And what's that to you? What do you care about the life
ofa stranger?
'
(Theyltnoclagain.)
LOT. There ate no strangers. (Opening the' door.) Come in.
,brother.
'
--

t'

,

,

A shrun1cen black .bea,.dedhuncllbac1centers~ wearirtgadarltcape __
and a cap ofth.e same color. He leans 'On 4 stick. Lot closes the
,

.,'

door again'"

.

",
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~NCD.(Timid".) Thank you.

\

!'.StH!.... 'Vhy did you knock at rnydoor? \Vltat ate you looking for

. here?

.'

sn.\NG& The people are after me•.
·~.And what have I got to do with that?-_.

mtANGIi... Pardon me.AI soon ail rest a moment

.' ...

ru move 011.

l.OT. Sit down•

. MAN'SVOIC!. (Ouuide.) Open the door,

Lot.
ANOTUER. MAN'SVOIC£. (Outside.) Lot. give the stranger to us.
WOMANlPS VOICE. (Outside.) He comes from Samaria,. (Laughter.)
Let y-s see the man from Samaria.
1"$tHEk. A Samaritan in my house I lVe could fall nolower.
I..OT.. Hush,. woman, (To the Stranger.) Are you realty from Samaria? .
~
\
ST.RANGEIt. No. sir. I cbme from another country. Are you Lot?
. Lot". Yes.
$'l1'tANGER. Godbleu you.
.
ESTItU. And how do you know my husband's name is Lot?
StUNGER.(Pointing to tlle door.) The people just said so.
Z5mEk. And what do yon care about. ,vhat the people say? \Vltat
'bu$incu'do the tramps of Samaria have with my family?
.
l.Or.. .Don'tmind·her. Stranger. (To Esther.) Bring unleavened
bread and Galilean wine.
UI'HEJl. (Sarcastically.) And what else?
LOT. Nothing else. 'Vhy?
E.STH£1t. You are w~sting your, estate on a Samaritan. That's the
way things go for you~ No one in Sodom respectsJou.
(She goes ollt. muttering.)
STRANGER. (Timidl,.) It looks as if they are all like that in the city.
LOT. It is sad to oonfess tbat most of them are worse..
~fAN'S VOICE. (Outside.) Lot, there are only five of us•.9pen the
door and let us see your stranger.
. "",r,.
LOT.fTo the Stranger.) \Vitat do they have against you?
STllANGEIt,. I don't know. But they keep on shouting. They shout
and insult me. Until now no one has dared do more.
_
LOT. \Veren't they throwing stones?
STltANGER. One. Only once..
MAN'S VOICE. (Outside.) Han~ over the stranger. There are six of
I

-

_

•
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HOUS,B 01' LOT',
.

'

' .

,us. Look) more ate corning and if youdon't open the door itWiU'
be worse.

"

,

."

What do rou, want? ,Lea,vethe
stranger alone.
' ,
','
~".
"
,
W~M'AN'S VOICE. (Outside.) 1want totouc,h his hump. They Ayit '
brIngs good luck.,
' .,
'.
'.
"
,
LOT. (.d.pJ!!oachingthedoor.)

-:---:

. (Laughter is heard outside. The, sing in4ch()tU$
beating ,!ut the rh,thm with theIr haradson thetlo.ot.)
SEVERAL vOICEs. '
I had in Samaria
,

,

. c,

a'one-eyeddonkey ,

ay, ay. ay. ay ... !' '
, , a o n e - e y e d donkey.
. .',
!sim:Jl. (Entering with 'bread 4nd wlne.) The neighbor 'Women
are at their,windQws. Everybodyis laugbingat us.{Scorn/ul',:.she
leaves the wine ana bteadon ,4 st!J'ol.) R.e~~tbeJ,Ctibe·lwife.
looked at me hom her temce as If I were a dog.
wretched.. .
ness! And Y0l,l so calm!

,,,hat

L04.. 'Voman,'bdngwater 'for ablutions. ,
, ESTHER. A stray Samari~n doesn't need to wasb..bi$fett.:
StRANGER.. Don't bother.
'
ESTHER. Of course 1 won~t bother. How could It"
LOT. (J'exed.)'Vhy lllUstyoualways bese16sh .and ham to get
, along with, woman?-(Starlingto go.) I'llgetit.-.
' , ,
ESTHER. If you' are 'from, Samaria, why do'you walk? Samaritans
usually have at least a donkey•. Some have 'two.. \Vith them .they
cart water and firewood and they make a living.'
.
,
, S'rkANGEk. I already told your husband that I,do not come from
Samaria..
" ..
-'
'
,.,
EsTItER. \Vheredo )'OU cornefronl. then? (The: stranger. does not
. answer.) You mmt ha~ecomtnitted~mettitneifvoudo not wish
to tell. And who ga"C you permission losit down? (The Stranger,
gets up.) You have lice. You surely havcJicc. 'Vhat'-s. your name?
SI'RANGER. ,Everyone cal~ mc'as he likes.
ESTHER. And what is your trade?
$l"RANG~.}'fessenger•.
ESTHER. (LtJughing.)~fessenger. take a message for tne to 'the
Rabbi-of Sidon.
l\fAN'S VOICE. (Outside.l Lot, let him go. Look, there are ten of us
now.
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uraD. (LAu,hing,. g(g$ tOUl4rd the door.) \\That do you want
.him for?
.
.
'.
:MAN~$\·Olc!:. (Outside.) lVe want to eaten him alive.(uughtt'r.)
~d to make him dance in the market place.
. .
. AN~ VOICE. (OUt1ide..) If you don·~ let him go, we llnotify
the Hierarch.
. '
.
(Lot returnswith water' and towels, maAes the
St-ranger·.sit down again and begins It) 'WtlSh his feet.)
. ESTU!".' He isn't from Samaria, he has no donkey to ride, he
scorns thepeopte of Sodom, and he has'lice. .
,
SO

t

t.oT. Today is feast day inSodom, Stranger. The people arc more

o

.

excited than usual becauseof the feast.
. .
ESTlttK. Anyday can be feast day for honest people who have food

ami"drink.

"

LOT. \Voman, be quiet.

r.sTHtl.Tbrow that human wr~k out into the street and I'll be

quiet•.

LOT. I told you to watch your words.
ESTIl!R. \Vhen I am dead of $bame I'll watch my words.

LOT. (Indigna.nt.) 'Voman..... A curse upon }'oul
ESI'HElt. No, not that. Don't curse me, for the spell will fallon my
daughters. Rebecca·! hus~lJ,d cursed her and a wen came onb..eT
daughter's cheek.. (Pleadlng.) Take the curse off me. (Lot dnes
ti,e feet Of tile Stranger without answering her.) Tak.e- the curse .
off me.. please! (Pause.) Stranger.. tell Lot to take the curse off me.
STRANGER.. Listen to your wife. Lot..
'
LOT. l\fay God be with you. And may He bless }'ou. woman. .
(Sobbing1 Esther statts fot the interior of the house,
but before going out s'u~ stops and turns herlace toward Lot.)
ESTHER. Aren't 'you ashamed to need the permission of a Stran~t:
to take the curse off your wife?
(She leaves.)
LOT. They are all like that in the city. Forgive her and forgive me, .
too.
STRANGER. You? Why?
LOT. Because I am unable to bring peace to her heart.•
STllANGER. Like everyone in the city. she has a furious soul.
LOT. Yes. And a dry heart.
STRANGER. In the city everyone speaks wounding words.
LOT-. It is: true.
.
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$TlANGEL The imaginationoftbe.people is full of wcl:viOUl

shadows.
... . ,
.
,
-.
.
LOT. They don'tdistinguisb good fromevit.
STRANGn. That bas been hapj)cning since the Demon of the
Penianscame to dwell in thisdty.
.
.
LOT. ,How do you' know? ".
.
S11tANGER. You onlyhave to look attbern. Theya1l1auglt. They all
laugh without reason•. They s~k poisonous wordS and laugh
withouttause. It is the Demonofthe Persians who laugbsthrougb .
them. I come to tell youso7 Lot. To teUyou that aU will die a boX'.. .
rible death.
.
," '
.
.
.tOT•. (Astonished.) Obt All? lVhy all?
MAN)'s VOICE. (Outside.) Deliver theStrangei tauso"The 1trange~
whocometothe~citybelong tathe people_.
'.•." .
,
(Another Yoiceoutside imitates thebarlt f)faQ(Jg.
"

.

(-

-

Laught~.

THE HIERUCH. (Outside.)
~om.

Three knocks are lzeardQttlle door~J

Open the door to the Hierarch of
.

'(Lot looks at theStrangetwithout1r.nowlng w1tattod.o.)

STRANGER.~penJ Lot,anddonttbeafraid.

C

.

•

Lot opens the doorcare!ull, and the Hierarc11. enters.C,.iesand·· s1zoutsar~ heard belzindhim.ln vainLottritsto tloiethe
.
door without llarmingtho§~ who are pttting'inand.shouting.
THf: lilERAllCH.(Addremng those who wish. toentl:r.) Back.Don't
.you see that it is I who orders it? Isn·t it ~noughforyou that I am...
the one who gives the order?
',...".'
..... ....
.(Anotller Voice out.side imitatts.tbecocl'sttQw"
·jtag. Lotsuccetdsinclo$ingth~ door,,)
LOT.
you .see, Your Honor,thesesupetstldouspeople'are in..
$ulting theStranger.
.
, . .,....
."

As

.THE HIf:RAltCH: Easy,

-

Lot. (Loaking at tlie StrangerJrom lirneto.

time.) You cal~ superstition what IcaUttadition. Ttaditionisre..
spec:table.But you also lorget that Sodom has laws. Xt is truetha.t
none of them are obeyed among us. (!.aUglIS.,> \Vhy should we? .
\Ve understiUld eachother". But withs~angeJi,itis:different. 'Vhy' .
have you opened Jour door·toaStranger who has no~ tegistet<d
in th~ market place or paidhis.t~vel1er·$tax?Eb?Can' you.
answer me that?
STRANGER. I was there, You.r Honor, but the rabble.·~· ...

C

i .

.
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SENDE-It.

TmBJQAJt.Clt. In my citythereisnotabble.onlycithent.. Hon~

",r>
...........

citizens..'Vhydo youall$wer 'When1asked Lot the qUesUo,n? .'
LOl'.. Your Honor.... "
. .
,
11I£1tlnAaCH.. (To the· St'4nge-r..) They $aY you come from Sa· .
maria. You know tbatin our city no Oile loobator I~.to a
Samaritan.l.peak to yon because 1 have no prejudices.. (Outride '
4Yqice is he414 imit.ting the !"~i~g 0/ a, (ow.).. Do you l1ea~t
(lAughs.) How droll. The one ImItating the cow IS .anepbew of '
mywife's" A son. )fore than a JOn.. to me. (Laughs.) No one. then.
would speak to,or toueha Samaritan With his bands. There are
some 'Who say.that we are proud~ but it. is not so. It would be
r&sonablefor us to be a little 'arrogant because we ha\te wealth
and nobility, and we are all better than those of Galilee and.infinitely more clean and handsome than those of Samaria. Really, '
one could say that we are unique. (Laughs.) J don·tsay so. but the .
Galileans themselves do.. But we axe not vain. As you ~. Evett
though you ate a Samaritan they ~" want to com~ in and touch
you because-you have a hump and 1t 15 the day afgOOd luck. se~en
.days befote Pa5$Over.··
,
"
., ,.
'.
r.smt:R,,(Ent~ing.} Thank 'You. Hierarcp, for brin~ so much
. honor to this house. Let me perfumeyour mantle.
"
. TltSHlElWtCH.(Flatterea.) I have no objection. (He talces oD his ..
··'mantleantlgjlles it to her.) It is not the best one.] have others of '

royal purplctoneofthem with $ilver fringe.
·F$l1lEJt" ?fore- than all the tnaritles. I admire the natural grace of ,
your. body•.( Pointing to the SIYtlnger..) This one must have COID, mitt.edsome.erime.inhiscountry. '
mE HIEltJUCIl. He will· ,pay. Foreign criminals pay. (Lauglis.)

They pay in good gold and then they dance naked irl the market.
place for the merriment of the people., It is the tradition. I have
. never-seen a hunchback dance. You, Lot, are guilty of having
. taken bim into your house, but as courtesy to your wife I pardon
. )·outbefine.
..
ESTIttR:. Thank yon, magnificent Lord.
THE ltlERAltCH. You, Stranger. Do you·or do you not come from
Samaria?
.
STRANGER. No, sir.
TK&HIE~cn.

Don't tell me that you are frOID Pentapolis.
STRANGER. No, sir. I am not of this country.
\
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~~.·(OuUiU
It. VoictJ",itMtu_pg.
.
Thellimtrch liSttmttUll4tlilts.J
mE HIDA1l~H.Of course lOu are not ftomt'biI(OUntl'y: Here-we
have not a single hunchback.. That is the reason for tbeinterat
and curiosity youexcite.·Good, letmetouehyc>ur hump.(H, dM$
TliE aOUSE OJ' LO-r

- . -

This is not $U~ition.Cou'ldanyQttealsoQ11.u~tkm
the virtue ofthe aapphirelwearintbil ring? It is poIfi6te. Loti$
-a man who dareltQ -have' ideas like thoae.. Andwore.But allow
me~. Stranger.. It brings.still better luck-to .pit in.bun~·$
facesevendays before Paseover. (lAughs.)
'.' '.'
I!'.STHER.. (R~turning .the mantle .' 10 Tzimand putting it_~nhi$
" shouldtis.) Lord....
~
...$0..)

Th..ank .you, Esther. (Smelling toithd~light.)
Mm ... Mm ... Clvet?· " " . ' ..
E$11lEIt.. Civet, saffron and cinnamon.
'TUE.HIEkAllCR. Now yon ,know. Loti thatI.~~o~'yOU· ~efi~e•.
(LAughs..1Andyou, Stranger, wbocome to ditty our aty WIth ..
your presence. Ustento me. (Laughs.) Dontt look at me•. Youue '
" . toq ugly even for aSatnaritan.. (lltJ4f1prQ4che$him4n~vfl1ithout·
,ceasingto laugh spitsin.his f4C~.) I did'not wishtoinsutt ~u. Thil.·
, evening! haveav~ delicatebusmesson han4andnowll1Ilture
\ it willtpm out well. "
..
LOT.. He is mad.. Theyai'ea1lmad~(To.the Stranger,,} Fowv~hitn.
for the love of God.· , . . . ,
.
' ..
,
ES'ni!R. ~ou$eC. Hiemcb? Heukshim to (orgive1ou- YoulOb,
what I have bad to endurewith bim!
'
THE HIERAkCa•.(To the $trang~.)AreyouJtillltubborntyhiding .
YOUfCOuntry andoriginr Towhat tribe dQyou belongt,
STR.ANGu.. There is only one tribe, Hierarch. "
. -"
TltEHl£RAttcH. Now.you've b~tdit.Onlyone uibC. Then (laugb.; ,
'i'l1g) you and J are brotherS. Is that what you meanP A11ri~t.you
teU ~$ nothing about yoUt country and origin, but ituusele..
You know th~tyou are obliged to wear a belt 'Withthc (;olorsof .
yOUf ttibe•.. Everyone·has -that obligation in Palestine.Andigno-- ranee of the law-is noexcuse.Imp~ youwearsuthabc1t beneath your cape.. If you do notJt is really ~ause you haveJOm.~
-thing to bide. Come on. show your belt.
. .
.ESTllELObeytbeHierarch,youlol,lsc-riddenman. .
''
" ,
- (The Hierarch approaches theStrangerw"obg,cM4WlrJ.
"The Hieratch.snatchel oD theStranger'$manfle. Tn,t
THit .m£LUCH.

r
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Str4nget',twho wears 4 white tunica71dhas two large wings
afalight fost hue on his bllC1c/:slowly straightens up.
.'
His golden hair falls over his shoulders. IVhen the
StrlJnger's cape is tomoD /';s cap and beard come off also.)
TH£ lJ1ERAJlett. AnangeI?
ESTItER. A miracle•.A miracle in my house.
LOT. {Kneeling.) Thank you, Lord, for choosing
I

ling.

.

my poot dwel-

STRA!,!G~ItO' (To tl,,~ Hierar~h.) Re~pc:ct

this house. Respect Lot
who IS Just. Respect the w1l1 of EhJah. Go away and ~ell no one
wbat you have $Cen.
,
THE ltIEItAltCH. (Stammering.) I will not tell it. No ••. but, who
are you? I do not believe in miracles. It is not enough to be handsome and have wings to be an angel. I ... I know my Cabala. I
dQ not deny tbat you ar~ an angel, that, no. Remember, I have not
denied it.
STRANGER. Neither your faith nor your doubt counts, Hierarch.
THE HIERARCH. I know my Talmud and I doubt, doubt. Forgive
me, $tranger, but I doubt.
LOT.. 'Lord, he is not in the habit of believing his own eyes.
STRANGER. Get up, Lot. Prepare yourself for the exodus in order
to save the seed of Abraham. Think of yourself and your kin. 'Ye
are going to leave the city.
ESTHER. 'Vho. Lot? It is true. He has never thought of ~is·kin. But
don·t you go, l\fessenger. Stay here. The best bed in my house for
you. I have fresh linen sheets and rose water.
STRANGER. Forget it all. The hour without name, the hour of terror, approaches.
THE HIERARCH. (Laughing.) The hour of terror? 'Vhy? I am not
afraid. You are prophesying and that can be done only in the
name of Elijah. '\Vhat harm will Elijah do us? \Ye are the best
peopleofPentapolis. 'Vhy do you threaten us?
ESTHER. It is true, l.fessenger. The wise men have said and have
written that we are the salt of the earth.
ST'RANGER.. Tremble. You have done nothing in your whole life
but spin around yourselves and your vices. l\{y words announce
the end to you.
THE HIERARCH. I don't believe it. The old scriptures must be fulfilled. But what you say about us is quite true. (Laughs.) 'Ve are
like the cat that turns around chasing its own tail. (To Esther.)
0
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S5,

How-does what I just saidstrikeyouf (A Yoi(eoUl$ideimital~$
the br(J.yingof an4SS.) Don~t worry, Esther. It stiU i$n~'tcertlin
that he·$an angel.. Arid eVen if he Were•.there are angels of light,
false angels without any power overmen. And whether hehan
angel of light arnot only the Sanhedrin could laY..
LOT" (To the Hierarch.) Yourheartisrot~n.
me HIERARCH. (Indignant.) \Vhat 'Words are those?
. LOT. The wordsoftruth.
.
.T~E HIERARCH. (To Esther.JoIt fills me with' pity•. Doyau hear
what Lot is saying? He thinks~e is protected by theanget al1dhe
dare~anyt!Ung.Stupid! You, Stranger, .CQme '\"itbme to,the ~n
hedrln. It 1$ my command. If you had come at thebehestof Eb]ah
you would have gone;to the Sanhedrin or to my house and not to

..

the home of Lot~
.
.
.. '
'. . .
ESTIlER. No, don'.t take the Messenger away.· Take my husband
, and leave the l\f~ssenger with me. He has milk and honey in his
cheeks and his breath must smeUof gilliflower. Hierateb~leave .
him with. metonight.·
. .
...
THE HIERARCH.; Let .ussupposethat J l~ve him.'\Vhat aboutt&morrow?
.
ESTHER. Let the world go hang.
THE HIERARCH. Very handsome he is, I do declare. Butonl, the
Sanhedrin can' decide. Some time ago it met to deal witllthe important question of the sex of angels. (¥zughs.) A difficult but
very suggestive topic. Some believed that tbeywere sexless. others
that they had a.certain angelical way of loving.1 gave my 0einion.
Notable perso~s were there, but my opinion is always highlyre-garded. (Laughs.) And that hour which is approaching. ".. eh """
\Vhatkind of threat d~s it hold?
'
srRANGER.
. .
. It is the hour of desolation. . ~.
THE HIERARCH. I've heard words like those before. They go in one
ear and out the other. Only Elijah eQuid $peak like that.
LOT. Hierarch, the hour of expiation. All will pay for their crimes.
ESTHER. I too? I have done nothing. .
.
'.
SI'RANGER. It is everyone's hour. Esther. Everyone's hour, Hierarch. Rabbis, paganS; old a~d ·young. babiesdutehing their mothers' breasts and virgins on their wed~ingnight.
ES'l'HER. Aly hour, no. Impossible. We are the salt of the earth.
Thathas been said of me at least.
.
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llAM6N

V01C!S·OUTSJDL (Singing.)

.

J.

S£NDEIl

Thejudge of Sodom
knowshisTorah
squats like a lady.

'tlIE HIElWtCH.. Like a lady. (Laughs.) Those raSCals k~ep on mak-

ing arackct. (A.fJproach~st"e door, opens the peephole, and
ShOllts, feigning indignation.) Silence! Don't sing indecent songs.
. It is the HierarCh who commands it.
MAN'S VOI~. (Outside.) Give us the hunchback. Look, there are
already morethan a hundred of us.
.
TH& HIERAllCH. Today everyone dares to threaten the authorities.
They threaten from within and without. (Shouting to those in the
street.) He isn't a hunchback. He's an angel.
MAN'SVOICE. (Outside.) lVe have seen his hump.
E$nIER. (Shouting.) It was his wings folded on his back..
.
nm HIE1tA1lCH. (Shouting.) He is an angel. An emissary of Elijah.
tbeysa.y. (To the Stranger.) You see? I impose respect upon the
mob. Even without being sure of what you are I impose respect
for you. It won't last long. that respect. I know them. But don't
you thank me for it? Tell me, Stranger. I can ask you one question.Just one. Are you man or •.. woman?
ESTHER. The l\fessenger is a youth.
THE IUERARCH. The fact is that I ought to take the news to the Sanhedrin. It'is not unhealthy curiosity, but my hierarch's duty. Are
you man Or woman? I promise you to keep the secret.
~OT. He is supreme truth and beauty. Fear your own irreverence.
Hierarch.
mE HIERARCH. (Laughing.) Supreme truth, supreme beauty. supreme foolishness. (Laughs.) Forgive me, lwfessenger. The supreme foolishness!
ESTHER. ~fessenger... I want to kiss you with my lips....
THE HIERARCH. Pardon my insistence.... You are like .•• Esther?
Or like me? You, Esther, are the salt of the earth as you say they
have said. They could say 50 of me with greater reason .•• but.•••
ESTHER. Ishmael has written it on the wall of the temple.
THE HIERARCH. It may be true but I have not seen it.
LOT. (To the Stranger.) \Vhat shall we do, Lord? The Hierarch
does not believe in you nor does he go away. ~fy wife looks at you
with impure eyes.
STRANGER. Don't mind them. Thev have some moments still tO$(e
themselves in all their vileness and to recognize their own crimes.
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TREJUnAJtCH~}'fycrimes? Whatare my crimes? I MUg<> into the·
temple and I will bow my head in prayer ifyouteUmewhat'Yout
insidesate l~e. Are you like her or liketn,e?Ordilferentfrom. her
and me? \Von't you answer? I see. You WatltlO frighten. us.
(Laughs.) The timbte of your voice is adorable. Your fa~eis dlvine. But J have to know what you are. Let me touch you•. ! am the
- Hierarch and no one can opp<>se me..I am the. ~ • • (1l~ aP.proaches
THE UOUS£ OF- .LOT

the Stranger w;thhis hanas in t1}e air, feverish andimpatlent.)Eh? \Vho ha$ put out the lights? Lot, 1 can't see. Why did youmuff
the tapers? Light them again. for 1 carf\sce...
.
LOT. The tapers are lighted. Hierarclf.urhe shadows are only in
your eyes.

.
srMNGER. They are the very shadows ofhis soul.
THE HIElWlCH. I am blind. then? How is it possible?ltfy talisman
has lost its virtue. Stranger, don't forget diat in my city 1 ama
highly honored man. Lighttb."etapers.
ESTHER. Hierarch. it is useless. The ltfessenger has punishedyou. .
THE HIERARCH. I am blind. (lilith,a pitiful voice, almost weeping.)
Let me go. I am good. I am a model citizen and I have at times believed in Elijah. Stranger, you have thrown me out of the bouse of
Lot and I obey you. I obey you humbly. rm going. \Vhere is the
door? I want to go out. \\There is the door?
STRANGER~(To Lot.) AccOmpany him, but that door is not for
leaving but for entering.
. - THE HIERAltCH. (Groping about in tlzt! air with Ids hands.) For en·
tering where?
- '
.
STRANGER. For entering the ~isery of your past once again.
mE HIERARCH. (Feeling his way through the air.) Help me, Lot.
You see? Those who are outside have quieted down. thanks to my
orders, and no longer bother the Stranger. .
'.
'

I

,

.I
~

}

(Lot takeS/lim by the hand and leads hi~ to the door.
Wizen it is.opened the shouting beginsaga.in
and a Voice imitates the cawing of a~f'()U1.)

Make way for the Hierarch of Sodam. And don't molest the
Stranger. He is an archangel, an emissary of Elijah. (He goes out.)
Don't molest the emissary of Eli jab.
LOT. ( Altel' closing the door ag4in.) Lord, he had to lose his sight
to begin to see. Forgive him.
STRANGER. He only sees his misfortune, not hisdegradation.
LOT. He went away, Lord. Forgive him.
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$T.RAl'iGER., He didn't go away. Even though he has gone to his palace hi~ fivesenses have remained here behind tbe door.. I see them.
F.St'll£k. Hi$, senses? (Goe-s to the door and opens the peephole.

Closes it again f~ightened ..JYes. The Hierarch's sense of hearing,

$metl~ sigbt.

taste- and touch are here. They are horrible. Black,

black asnight.
'
LO.... His$Cnscs? Can man understand it all, Lord?
STRANCEk. It is well not to understand too niuch. Lot. Esther, fetch
your daughters.
ESTHER. They are in the market place. ltfessenger.
STkANGEJl. 'Ve are going out and with them you will all four walk
toward the mountain. I will guide you. You. Esther. you will not
look back again. Fire will descend from the heavens. Other angels
more powerful than I. stronger than rock and fire. are approaching. Don't you hear the distant roaring of a storm? That fire cannot be extinguished, because the Lord kindled it in the beginning
of the world and it is a white fire. without flame or smoke. Every·
one will die and everything will be tumed to ashes.
LOT. Lord. why must everyone die? And if there were fifty pure men?
STRANGER. If there were just ten I would save the city for their
sake.
LOT. There are., Lord.
STRANGER. But the fire of their imagination is also extinguished
and they are perverted by cowardice and fright.
MAN'S VOICE. (Outside.) Give us the angel or we will batter the
door down. Hand over the angel. There are now a thousand of us.
Over a thousand.
. .
"
ANOTHER VOICE. (Outside.) Is the angel fair or dark? Open the
door. The Hierarch went away weeping and talking to us about
the sex of the angel. He said that he had seen him. Is he a man? Is
hea woman?
ANOTHER VOICE. (Outside.) It doesn't matter if he's man or woman.
Open the door. He is ours. Open. Lot. Behold. all the city is here
now.
LOT. (Fearful.) Lord ...
STRANGER. Open and have £aid) in me.
A VOICE. (Outside.) Bring the battering ram. \Ve are going to
knock the door down. All together! (A knock harder than the preceding ones is heard.) All ... together... !
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THE HOUSE OF LOT

£STHl:k~ lVait..1 have twodat,lghters" I

but let theStranger be. .

wiUgiveyou lIly daughters. '

-

'

" .' ,

,

NAN'S VOle£. (Outside..) 'Vedon'twant}~ourdaughters,;'\Te 'Want

the angel. The' Hierarch went away weeping but his $enleS remained in the door. And hissenseswant the angel, too.

'

STRANGER. (To Lot, who opensthe doortimidly.J Don'tfeal'.

tot. '

All are blind. And for tile moment they are confused and ter·
rified.
.
"
'"
.

-

.

-

The door opens wide. Five figures, one beside the other, refiresenling the five senses in t!lis order: Hearing, Smell, Sight, T4Sti!
and Touch» fill- the dooTtLlay~ Th~ are all dressed in blade tights
that cover"them completely~eventheir heads and the tipso/hands
and feet. In place of the lace-coveredby tile tights-Hearing has
an immense ,earl Smell a huge nose" Sight G large ·-eye, Taste an
enormous mouthl and Touch a big hand. Behind them the crowd
is seen, motionless.'
,
Someone imitates the grunting ofa pig.

I
'!

I

Lord, once again. Have pity. They are like animals.
STRANGEk. May Elijah have pity, if tbereis still time for forgiveLOT.

ness.

an af/ectet;l voice, as in ancient tragedies.) J hear,
the voice of the angel. It sounds like the zephyr on the waters of

HEARING. (JVith

SHoe.

1

I sense his aroma. It smells of the breezes of~fay at the
foot of the tower of David.
SIGHT. (JVitlz the same voice used by the other Senses.) I see his
countenanceJ his wings. His wings are like the light of dawn on

SMELL.

the nacres ofthe Ark of the Covenant.

'

(A growing mUTmuris htlJ.rd in the crowd. The Stranger
looks in that direction a~d tile murmur ceases.)
TASTE. I feel in the air the savor of his divine essence.
, TOUCH. I perceive the forms that the different climates of desire
issue and transmit to me.

.

(Tile growing murmuf' oj the crozvd is heard again.)

Afercy on them J Lord.
STRANGER. The mercy of Elijah is present here, Lot.
LOT.

LOT.

\Vhere?

On the' backside of p-te Senses. (Shouting.)
for the family of Lot. Make way in the name of Elijah!

STRANGER.
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J. SENDER

(The Five'Senses turn their bacles and like policemen begin
to open a path in the crowd. On the bac1csoltheir black
tights the, wearslullandslteleton so that when they
Itlm around they loolli1ce five skeletonswalking backward.)
ESTHER. Horror!
LOT. That is your mercy. Lord?
It is the only possible gift of God for them.
LOT. Your mercy is death, Lord?
S1'IlANGER. (Afoving toward tlze door followed by Lot and Esther.)
STRANGEIt. Yes.

Yes~Death.

CURTAIN

I
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THE BLACK

EW~

up his master's pet ewe in the small round
palisade of juniper posts behind the low adobe house, old Agapito
stacked some hay against the palings; then h~filled the hewn~
log trough with water from the stream close by~ This. ewe.
which he had raised from a lamb, was most unlike the rest
the grey and brownish flocks. The fine wool alone, and theal..
most jet sheen of it, set her off from thousands of others. The
patron had e~trusted this sheep to his care aU winter, but now
- he had ordered Agapito to leave her in the_corral at· San BIas,
so that he might enjoy the sight of her,. he said.
.
San BIas was but a handful of earthen huts by the shallow
Rio Puereo where the wives of the sheepherders stayed while
their men went out on the range with theftocks shared out to
each. Young or old, most of these women had families to keep'
them busy day and night; a ,certain young one, however, had
become a byword among the herders when her husband was
beyond earshot. Although the hacienda of the patron was. on
the great river in the valley, north of the Indian .puebloof Isleta, he often came to San BIas and s~yed a few days each time
A F:r E R. PEN N 1 N G
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ito oversee the work. so he said~ This time he had called for
[Agapito and the black ewc; but now. as the old herder was about
to leave with his sheep for his own range of pasture, he did not
~ook into the master's eye. Gravely doffing hiS tatteredsom'btero. Agapito bowed deeply and trud.ged off under the hot
'afternoon sun. with a heavy heart~
Not that ,Agapito had any worries of his own. or about his
own, fol" he had no kith or kin. He was a gaunt, gentle fellow
with the white beard of a Spanish grandee set on a kindly
Indian-like face. and this made it look almost false~ Standing
among his sheep he looked from afar like a scarecrow in a field
inbloom. Nobody knew where he came from. or if he had been
bom in the region or elsewhere. He was by far the best sheepherder on the patTon's vast ranch, venturing alone deep into
the N~vajo country where virgin pastures lay, since these wild
people did not have many sheep or horses in those days. It was
told about that the Navajos never bothered him or his flocks
when other herders closer to the valley' had to be ever on the
watch against a raid. Nor did his fellow sheepherders envy him
in the least, but rather sought his advice about the care of sheep.
even if they let his counsels go unheeded whenever idleness or
thievery could be covered up by blaming coyotes, the weather,.
or the Navajos. It was to him they came in time of sickness.
whether it was a lamb or one of their own children, for Agapita held the secrets of various herbs, and his hands, they said,
had the touch of prayer.'
The patTon, still handsome and vigorous despite his graying
hairs. took it for granted that the flocks Agapito cared for were
the fattest and the most fruitful, as they had always been since
he could remember, for the old fellow had served his father
quite as faithfully; and he did treat him with all kindness after
his own fashion, just as he now, for example, showed a tender
concern for the black ewe. But to the patTon's wife, who always
'stayed at the hacienda by the river, Agapito was not merely a
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Jheepherder but 'a'shepherd, clothed with the aura whic1ltbat
word has.keptfromthe gc>spelsand
psalms.
.
As Agapito followed his dose-packed bleating'sbeepeager'to
reach their usual f~g ground., he thQughtof tloiia!$a\)el
down at the hacienda and felt very sorry for her.- A true lamb of
the Lord's flock she was, he~?ught to himself-a white
His 'mind .could form 'Domore flattering likenessfor~rneone
so meek and good. Although het grandparents ·had been great
captains in the conquest of the land, she did, not look down on
her household ServantS but treated them more likecousins.Agapita felt like the father, that he never was as she embraced'him
whenever he came tQthe hacienda. Although past middle age.
her dainty hands, her dear blue eyes, the grace $he lent to her
. sweeping skirt and slender bodice;'allpresentedsomethiJlg beautiful to be worshipped. He lyould Il:ever forget that time, last
year, when the ratdesnake bit him. WhUe cutting aet'OS$'a field
towards the rambling hacienda under the great cottonwoOds, he
had stepped on what his aging eyes told him was a long.dried
cow dropping; the angered coiled viper dug vicioU$lyinto his
foot through the tom rough-hide shoe. As soon as he reached
the house, Dona Isabel tore' off the shoe and, slashing the flesh
with a razor over the ugly marks of the fangs, began . sucking
and spitting out the dark gory.ooze until she was satisfied.that
the color of the blood was as it should be. It was like the story
of her namesake, the great Queen Saint Elizabeth of bygone
ages, washing and kissing the sore~ on "the feet of lepers, for a
shee·pherder"s feet are not very dean things. Afterwards, having
washed bOth his feet and bandaged the injured one with cool
linen strips over the herb remedies be took out of his pack, she
had put him to bed, in. the great white bed where she and the
patron usually slept-for he was at. san Bias at thetime-:--and
there she kept him for some days ~ntil the fever that had set in
was finally gone.
All that time, however, ,he had watched a deep sadness in her

the

ewe.
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blue eyes, and he knew that she knew without saying a word.
Itldeed, her eyes 'Cemed to tay that he also knew and ought to
do something about it.. But how can a poor peon~give advice in
such matters to his patron?
It was drawing on to .du$k and Agapito 'was still far away
from his usual range, having traveled but a few hours away
&rom San BIas. Fint he drove the sheep into the shelter of a
blind canyon, low arid shallow, which he had often used before.
At itsmoutJ;t be sat down to munch a piece of dry bread and
some jerked meat, then prepared his bed on the soft sand in a
shallow cave under the low sandstone cliff. But try as he would,
he could not fall asleep. The thought of what the patron was
now doing plagued him like a toothache. Agapito was not one
to judge or condemn with just ire. If he saw evil in others it
was to regret the fact deeply an~ pray for its removal. And
here there was greater cause to pray, for Dona Isabel's sakeand the patron's also, of course. So now,1 as he lay curled up in
his small shelter, he began fingering the large string of beads
that always hung around his neck under his coarse frieze shirt
and leather vest.
How long he prayed he did not know, except that the full
moon. after coming up like an oveiTipe squash over the far
valley where the hacienda lay, rose steadily higher and smaller
into the velvet night, its light sharper and more silvery as it
dwindled in size. His thoughts, too, had traveled from the Gar..
den of Olives, where he had placed them at the start, up to
the haciendas of Caiphas and of Pontius Pilate, thence to the
top of the mesa called Calvary. But more than once he had
to round them back. like so many sheep. as they strayed to Dona
Isabel at home by the big river, or to her husband at San Bias.
The sharpening moonlight had backed up over the canyon
floor. like the imperceptible rise of a flood, until it crept along
the outer edge of the little cave. It was then that the beads
dropped from Agapito's fingers and he sat bolt upright. Some..
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one was crossing the sandy" ~ttom and. coming -up the anall
. slope to where he lay. It was a lone.Indian.a·taU Navajo. Aga....
pito had never seen .a"·Navajo so,tall. Hethre~,a ahadowUke' :
that of a long pine tree. He was naked except for a bretdltlout•.
as Navajos- went about in those times.· Hi. dteat 'and limbl. even
his cheeks, _were, streaked with weird jagged lines, ·lu~inous in
the moo~light. Whether. warrior on the~tpath.·or.medieineman on a. cure. or both. he carried a war club and $Orne aeatps'
on his belt,·asa!so·sOmeqinkets of hum~·bone. dangling from
it. But all thisdidnotanta%e A~pito 10 much as lh~fatt that '
the warrior or witch doctor was carrying a sheep, a blacltshee.p.
aqoss his broad shoulde.rs. It was thepatrorls black ewe; There.
was no other like it in the whole country; and ifthete were,
Agapito could have picked it out" from a whole flock of black
ewes.
First. Agapito uttered a greeting in .Navajo;he knew a few
phrases of the language. The Indian grunted acoqrteous reply.
but then continued in Spanish. No Navajo knew more than a
few· Spanish words, but this witch· doctor spoke the. .1a~guage
better than Agapito himself, better even than the patton~r .
Dona lsabel~ His-inflections were more like those. of the .Lord
Governor himself, who had stopped at the.hacienda with his·
retinue once· when Agapito .happened to he there overnight.
StilJ, this did not keep the herder's eyes from· wandering away
from the black ewe, which trembled and struggled .in stark
terror. Howe-ver, the Indian's two giant fists gripped each pair
of legs like a scabbard around a rusted sword. And yet, -all this
was not half so outlandish as the request he was making in very
high Castilian. It was more of a command.
..Agapito. the master wishes you to~hear the black ewe tQ-'
night, right away. I shall hol4 it for you .and. after yOll have .
shorn off the wool-closely and evenly. mind )'oul-I shall
turn both sheep and wool to the master:' His eyes-lit up sharply .
and seemed.to spit forth fire when Agapito did not offer to~e

..,
\

re-
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a move.. "'Simpletonl Spur )'our old lazy flanks! Here. take these
freshly ground shears which I brought
along!"
.
The old fellow obeyed as though in a trance. His thoughts,
however, moved about freely, knocking each other down like
panicky wild horses shut in a small round corral after a roundup. As he began to clip off the wool while the Indian's massive
arms)pinned the ewe to the sandy ground. he wondered what
this cacique was doing all alone in San BIas, and so near to the
valley. If he had stolen the black ewe as the prized prey that it
waS', why did he want it shorn now when the wool was not yet
full-grown? But· there was no answeor to this and many other
jumbled questions. The stampede in his mind merely served
to raise: greater clouds of dust. Nor could he understand why
the ewe struggled and bleated so much. It was not the way of
sheep, and her alarmed cries were more like those of a frightened nanny-goat. \Vhat with the poor light of the moon and the
eyesight
animal's spasmodic struggles, not to me~tion his
and the whirl in his brain, Agapito pinched and cut the pulsing
hide several times. The master would be very much displeased.
Finally, the distasteful task was over.
As the shearer got up and stepped back, the Indian's arms
and fingers relaxed somewhat. In that instant the ewe broke
loose and scampered madly down the silvery sandbed. Promptly,
and very gracefully, the Navajo unslung his war club and sent
it speeding like a hawk after a low-flying grouse. The heavy
stone end caught the ewe· in the middle of the back, and she
rolled over with a heart-rending cry, like the pained shriek of
a woman in the still of night. The Indian ran down to it. stuck.
the club back in his belt, slung the limp animal across his neck
-all this in one continuous motion-and kept on running like
an unburdened antelope in the direction of San BIas. Agapito
cupped his gnarled hands and shouted for him to come back for
the wool, but the Navajo kept on bounding across the rise and
fall of the moonlit landscape, when s~ddenly a black cloud

poor
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blanketed the moon, throwing the whole countrysi.de -and the .
enchanted sheepherder into total darkness.
.
Agapit(l did not even lie down to sleep. Early at.dawn. be£ore
the sun slipped out of the horizon where he· had watched "the
moon co~e up the night before, he wu~ving his. blea~btg

herd back over the rolling y~llowish grassland! towards San
BIas. In his knapsack rode the bails of black wool which the
Indian ·had left in his haste. If he had any misgivings, they were
too vague to chase C\way the prayers he kept telling. on the beads '
around his neck. He laid no stock in the common superstitions
regarding Indian medlcinemen,' but he did have a good idea
about the devil gomg about the affa~ of men. But why a dumb ,
aniniaI should be the one to suffer, this bothered him. He 'Would
look into the corral as soon as he arrived~
By midmorning he came within sight of San BIas and of the
low adobe house where the 'patron was staying. Behind it lay
the corral along th~ little stream. But there was 'the master already, and running forward to meet him, an unusual" thing for
a patron to do, as if he had been, watching for his appearance
all morning.
"Come into the house right away, old man, my 'friend," he
said, his handsome face drawn so tightly down as to show the
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red flesh \Jnder his lower eyelids. UAgapito, something terrible
happened toner last nigbt4"
Without a word, Agapito unslung his pack and laid it by the
door. then $tep~ inside, his master respectfully holding the'
doorfof him. and following after. In a comer was a bed, a
large bison hide, stretched across a square frame slung from
the ceiling vigas by fOUT stout braided thongs. on it lay a moaning }"Oung woman covered with a blanket. Her head was
wrapped in a towel which she held with both hands. Her eyes
stated with terror from the frame made by her forcarnu and

f

elbows.'
"It is her back," said the patron. "As thollgh it were broken.
But she docs not remember falling out of bed., I my~lf did
not hear,her." Here he stopped short. like the breathless pause
of a penitent waiting for a $Colding and absolution.
The woman moaned and shrieked 'When the t\\!O men slowly
turned her face-downward. ltfodestly. Agapito raised her blouse
a little and lowered her skirt a bit at the small of her back.' In
doing so his deft fingers found the spinal bone that was out
of place. He ordered her to say the Apostle's Creed; it was commonly used as a measure of time in those days, but she also took
it as part and parcel of the old sheepherder's curing powers. In
a way it was. for. as she was engrossed in reciting the articles of
faith correctly•. Agapito suddenly pressed heavily with both
thumbs and jerked the bone back into place. The swinging
thongs sang out and were drowned at once by the woman's
piercing cry of pain and surprise. The towel fell off her head.
revealing a close-clipped scalp which was chafed and bruised in
several spots. She looked so utterly funny that Agapito might
have laughed were he a laughing man, or if much more serious
thoughts were not beginning to make sense in his muddled
mind. She had reached down for the towel· and was wrapping it
back on her bare pate in a fluster of deepest shame. For th~ bair
of a woman's head is indeed her 'crowning glory, Agapito 01>-
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aerved to himself-and .the patron, too. With lterthkkb1ack
tresaesthis now pitiable creature- had been quite .• ·beautiful

even to' Agapito'. dUintetested eye: for .hehad·.known '
ber $inee she·-was born.·· thecbild ··of a' Pawneeaquaw captured
woman.

on the bison plaill$ JDdof the Spanish soldier who had brought
her in. Manyo£ thesegeni%4fQS· were· often prettier· and· more
appealing than. the Spanish women.
Mu.ttexing something about .herbs, Agapito went. out to his
knapsack by the door. By now h~was not $urprised to fi~(l two
braids and the restofa womm'$ hair instead of the much
bulkier balls of wool. Taking oUt a leather pouchfi.lled with .
herbs he returned lOthe toom~A£ter mu.inga· paste frontvari..
ous dried-up leaves' and roots. he· applied a poultice to.the
woman's sore back, and 'also persuaded her to let· him use it

-.

asa salve on her ravaged head.

Then the master followed the servant 'to the TOundcotra1.
There, peacefully browsing, as innocent as anyyoungslteep
can be. no JDatter what the hue-~f its coat. wu tIlcblatk- ewewith aU her wool. As both men watched -the glint-oElun out.lining her slow movements with gold, Agapito begaf\to tell
.his story. When he was ~nished he looked ·at the patron straight
in the eye.
Dona Isabel became a very' happy lady although $henev~r
heard about what happened at San BIas. The village is notlloi'e'
because this took place a couple of centuries ago, before longperiods of drought turned the high .grasslands into a desert.
wben the sheepherders abandoned their homes there. and ,the"
once shallow Rio Puerco cut through the site to fonn the wideand deep black arroyo that you see today.
_<
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AMERICAN NATURALISM:
REFLECTIONS FROM ANOTHER ERA

·
W

us naturalism has been not so much a ~hool
.. .•.•. . .... as a climate of feeling, almost in the very air of our
.
modern American life, with its mass patterns, its
rapid social changes, its idolatry of the mechanical and of ufacts."
The French may have conceived Ie Toman nattlTaliste~ but Chi·
cago, many an American writer has suspected, is its incarnation.
And while the term is inevitable to our discussion of the twenti, eth-century American novel-it evokes for us a particular concentration on "society," from Frank Norris and Theodore Dreiser to
John Dos Passos and James T. Farrell; it establishes a dividingline between temperaments in the novel (certainly it is hard to
think of Hemingway and Faulkner as "naturalists," their sensi·
bility is too wide) -it will not help us much to trace its intellectual pedigree too solemnly, to follow its track, in the usual aC\·
demic way, out of literature into the history of "influences."
The influences are there; they are still here, in the life aU
around us. Naturalism in America is not easily reduced to-the
well-known formula of determinism, its pretensions to ulaws'" of
human behavioI:, its severe air of necessary meannesS. Think only
of the career of Theodore Dreiser, the most deeply grounded of
IT H
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,ournatil1:alisuenovelist$, with 'Wh~'Si$ter, Carrie ,(lgoo)~ ..
much of 9ur twentieth-cen~utysocial·fictionseeJll$·t().begin. Ste-- ;
phen .Crane~~ctly his contemporary. an~Ftank Noms;ontya
yearol~ertwerewriting4fnatuta1ismttbe£ore
b e did,. ~utfor
themitwasstiU in the experimental lllo(le" Granets Afaggie
·(l8gS. and almost. too 'polnt~lY$ubtitled uAGitlof lIte
Streets"; it comes out of the world of Jacol? ltiis'$ Hovrihe Other
Half Lives) is a.social expose and rather a trickt·the ~1.of a
precocious and restless young reporter who has ·roundan·un-,·
tou~hedsubjectintheslum~. It b,!s nothing of th~ daemonic sin...
cerityof The R~4Badg~ o/-Cour4ge" Frank Norris~$1\f<::reague .
(1899) is powerful, and as we soofteJ)say ofthechal"acters in the
naturalistic novel,. Utragic/' for we stiUbave no~ther WOrd-for
it; but there is something curiously repellent about it, 'not be..
cause of its subject. but because it is so obviously patroniziDg
toward the "conunonn and .f'brutal" "materials he has chosen.
Morally Norris is not inhisbQok at~ll. just as Crane ,ltas been,
led to Maggie by its scandalousness;; everytbingseems just a little.
too deliberately planned; Norris has ~enreadingZola, and with..
out anything of Zola's humanity..·would like to.manipqlatetragic
destinies; he is ironic, superior. arid rather coldly intent on
squeezing all the horror out of the situation and biscllaracterswhom. in fact. he bas chosen because they are $0 "pl'lmitive"u .
either in their grossness (~JcTeague)or theirpite<>u$ness ;
(Trina) rather than for anything felt in their characters.
.As soon as we~ turn to SisterCtu"rie., we. know that 'Weare in the
presence of a writer' for whom· "naturalism" is the only way ~f
addressing hitn~lf to life. There' is an impalpable emotiQllthat
.

--

,

t

arises&om the very commonplacenessof human existence.
"Dreiser had beenanewspapeiman writing Sunday supple!pent

"human interest" storie$.; he:was now a novelist, butanly becau$.e
he found in himself the courage to believe thattbe kirid of life he'
had always PtolVn cO'lld.be brought into the novel-it was a belief that cattle slowly and painfully, and one he was to lose fora

..
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timeaftcr Sister Carrie I() shocked his publisher'$ wifeihat me
had the first edition withdrawn fromcirc:ulation.. In many ways
he was doser to the worldly. driven. inarticulate characters in his

novel than to IOpbi~ticated young naturalistlof his generation.

., .
.

~

I

.
f

i

.

•

Hewas not. arefonntt. least 'of all a revolutionary: because ofbis
own bitter poverty and his life-long identific:ationwith the faU..
ures in American life. he yearned toward succeJS with that love
of thepowtt..wodd that he was to bring into The Financier and
The Titan. For all his reading in the complacently scepti~ philO$Qpbers of·late nineteenth-century materialism. he had no c0herent philosophy. and tended to brood like an animal· in pain
over the "welter" of life. \Vhen you compare him with the ()lder
ctrealists:' like Howells and ~fark Twain, who were also challenged to their depths by the urbanized and plutocratic society of
the nineties, and who were outraged by its degradations of the old
American freedom. )"OU cannot help feeling that Dreiser was not
even concerned with questions of human justice. These older
writers had been shaped by \Vestem life before the Civil \\Tar,
with its relatively unformed class structure; egalitarianism was
still the breath of life to them, as it had been to \Vhitman. They
have an ethical directness (if no longer the old certainty) t a deep
sense of their own dignity, the artist's dignity. with all its consonant feeling for personal style, that are completely missing in
Dreiser. Howells and l\{ark Twain are in their different ways
elegiac in their hostility to the emerging new patterns of power;
they are still outside the age they are writing in. Dreiser is not;
he is confined to the American success story of the period for his
whole experience of life.
The distinguishing quality of Dreiser's characters, that which
particularly marks his thought as a novelist, is the air they have
of being limited entirely to the society of their time. of being
locked up in the terrible equation: life is only what America has
made it. His people are not simply doomed.. like the .characters
in Frank Norris and John Dos Passos; the cards are not that Coldly
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,aac~ed,aiainstthetn. Dtc:i$eti$loolittle thcprlsouereven of his"
bwn theoty, vagueas it is, to fit hischaraeten toa ~ule. !turatber
that he can start only with what iSlnost ordinary in life. He is'
pOssessed ~y'the force of the bana~. I think you 'Would. feeJthb, ,
even if you: knew nothing about Dreiser~sca1"eer"Ther~ is in 'Sis..
let Came none of that savagery against thec:temalbourgeoi.
wmchwe find in' Flaubertttporttaitof Hotnaisin ltfadame liD-

in Herningway'$ ironically constfu,ctedpladtudes. Fat
, from beitig detach~ fromUSisternCarrie(whom he calledtbat.,
unconsciously putting the name down a'pieceofpaper before
he even thought ofthe novel. because she W;l$ his suter, asJennie
Gerhardt was"another) ,heovervaIues her symbolic humanity at
the end of tbe~k, addresses her sentimentally" does ,not seem
torcalize how mediocre she appear$to us. Thesearc'tbe ,omy
kinds of people he has,ever known-the provincialgirlonher way
to the bigoty: the cheap dt\! Olmer, Drouet;theflashy testaulUt
manager in Chicago, HUI'Stwood, 'with his, rings and his conde,.
cending heartints$, whom the )'QurigDreiser had so much envied~
But in some way bam of bisownnarrowness.of experiencetof
his leaden concentration
what is most familiar 'to, ,him. he
brings us face to face with the 'idea of necessity.
If Dreiser had been more sophisticated.·more intellectually,
self-conscious, the effect of Sister Carrie would bediminishedj we
would feel that he is trying to prove something to us, to give us a
theory rather than an ~perience. And; in fact, Dreiser is annoy·
.ing whenever he is tempted to "fine~' writing-the difference be..
tween, th~ careening uphilosophy" of his chapter, titles and the
painfully sober prose oEthe narrative isstartling;o Themapter,
titles show Dreiscr in his real uncertain.ty; trying to blow'realism
up into a metaphysic. But the awkward honesty. of his narrative'
style is finally overwhelming; one feels the imponderable mean·
ness of daily life.
' '
'(J(J/f'j1or

on

I

,

'

on

Cattie looked about her, very much distu.rbed andquitesuretbat
she did not want to work here. Aside from making her uncomfortable

17
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by sidelong glances, no one paid her the least attention. She waited
until the whole department was aware of her presence. Then some
word was sent around, and a (oreman, in an apron and shirtsleeves,

the Jatter rolled up to his shoulders, approached.
"Do you want to see me?" he asked.
liDo you need any helpi" said Carrie, already learning directness

of address.
"Do you know how to stitch cap5?" he returned.
"No, sir,,' she replied.
"Have you ever had any experience at this kind of work?" he
inquired.
She answered that she had not.
"'VeIl'" said the foreman, scratching his ear meditatively, "we do
need a stitcher. \Ye like experienced help, though. \Ve've hardly got
time to break people in." He paused and looked away out of the window. "\Ye might, though, put you at finishing," he concluded reBectively.
"How much do you pay a week?" ventured Carrie, emboldened by
a certain softness in the man's manner and his simplicity of address.
"Three and a half," he answered.
"Oh," she was about to exclaim, but checked herself and allowed
her thoughts to die without expression.
"'Ve're not exact!)' in need of anybody," he went on vaguely, lookingher over as one would a package. "You can come on ~fonday
morning, though," he added, "and I'll put you to work."
"Thank you," said Carrie weakly.
"If you come, bring an apron," he added.
He walked away. and left her standing by the elevator, never so
much as inquiring her name.
The simplicity of this writing is oppressive-certainly nothing
could be more naive of its kind than "Carrie, already learning
directness of address," or less encouraging about a writer's mind
than "she ... allowed her thoughts to die without expression."
Yet the whole scene, delivered in the most fiat, toneless words,
has in the context of Carrie"s arriv~in Chicago something beanbreaking about it. There is an immediate image of the factory
wall itself, of what is purely abashed and helpless at this moment
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in. Carrie,- staring straight at it and at the man who.$poke ·to her

apackage.u ·That
"vaguelyUmakes the whole $Ccnecome' througJ,t: Carrie, iJ,sUspended in the inhuman air.! can never read it without a feeling

"vaguely.looking bel' over as one

~ould

of dread. And it is a dread that remains with melongaftet,carrie
has made herself independent of factory lobs. $Ometbing not to..
be explained by her joblessness alone. It is in the'very naturcof
life. There is nothing else but this. \Ve are moved not becau~
the people are suffering-when they are. they cannot give voiceto it-but because with these broken gesturts, these natural
silences, these fits a~d starts and i!flds. ofcQmmunication ' (as if
speech were the hopeless resume of an experience too deep for
it) t they seem to be commenting uselessly on their own destinies.
The textbooks call it "determinism," and in its grimmest signification ~t is an idea which Dreiser upheld aboutassttadily'
as he did anything-that we are not responsible for'what we do,
that "we suffer for our temperaments, which we did not ma~e.
and for our weaknesses, which are no part of our \villing or doing. to Yet this does not convey the rcal tone and quality of Sister
Carrie, which is anything but complacently uscientifiq," and in
fact rouses us to a deeply felt sense of the mystery ~f tbe buman
condition, a compassion for aU that is beyond our control. These
people may not be conscious of the dark power that moves them;
they do not protest; but they are humanity unde~ the pre5$ure
of life itSelf; nothing intervenes between them and the cruelty
of dle human condition. There is an unconscious loneliness about
them that is more affecting than any critical suffering could be,
f.or they do fJot know what is llappening to tllem. Carrie goes to
Chicago, then to New York; she lives first with Drouet, then with
Hurstwood; she becomes an actress and finally le~ves Hurstwood,
but all with the same dreamy subjection to the forces-around her.
She is taken up, she plays a part, she is unwittingly the instrument
of Hurstwood''S downfall; but fundamentally there is no reason
for her. doing one thing radler than anQther; she is simply swept
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on by accidents more akin to nature than to her nature; to the
very end of the novel she takes in life with the same dim, incredu..
lous stare with which she first looked on Chicago, ··a lone figure
in a tossing. thoughtless sea:'
So, too, the deeper Story in Hurstwood's degeneration is the
general indifference to his fate. Once he has been cut off from his
accustomed success in Chicago and has come,- already more than
half a failure, to New ·York, he is absolutely defenseless. He is
faUingout of life before our eyes: his decline is awful in its steady.
remorseless consistency; there is no one-least of all Carrie, the
catalyst ofms fate-to stop him. Yet worse than all this is the in·
differenCe, which he accepts as a matter of course. and which
finally kills him. Force alone rules ~is world. as Simone \Veil
wrote of the lliad-a (orce like the tyranny of everlasting war over
the Homeric warriors, the reasons for w~ich have been.almost
forgotten, while force still hangs over them like .the real divinity
that shapes life, calling out awe and submission in the heart of
man. And it is our world, incontrovertibly it is this world. in its
most naked essence. \Vith all his faults, Dreiser has gone straight
to the issue, that which it was his whole merit to understand-the
tragedy of man in a society fundamentally more inhuman than
"nature" ever 'WaS•
. It is unnecessary for me to speak at length of Dreiser's defect
as an anist, of his fearful lapses in taste, of his pedestrianismthat which everyone knows best about him, and has always made
h~m fair game to his critics. At a time when his kind of writing is
completely out of fashion, when we are ready-at most-to praise
him for his "candor," to bury him deep among the pioneers of
our self-conscious modern Uhonesty," it seems- to be more useful
"to stress ,his involvement in the human problem, his creative pity,
and all this leads to in the actual texture of his novels-his way of
converting his slowness, a certain stolidity in his world·view, into
the novelist·s grip on character. Let us bypass for once the pseudoscience of his philosophy, the fundamental illiberalism of his so-
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ciat, thought. the brutal commonness in tituchof his writing.,
,Dreiser certainly made every mistake a writer can make and $ti11
remain alive; but in our current reaetionagainst naturalism. we
tend to forget that in his best work he is" fortunately••uperior
to his own ideas.'For Drdser was in many ways realty an oldfashioned kind of realist. or Hportrait-painter,tt with all that im.
plies. If, ,today" we do not go in for usolid" character: if we are
suspicious and rightly so-of his literalism, it isbetause'wc,arc
no longersure whatchancteri$. \Vesee it as a complex ofinward
forces or symbols; it presses upon our consciousness as 'something
hatf in ~ndout of the visible world we. inhabit~: We "'haveua
.character only in its subtle infinitude of suggestion; but in
the flickering. there is the steadier light of an idea. Every note on '
a character is crossed by an intimation from the private .imaginatiOD; in the merging, the fundamental note ofconsciousnes$ is
struck. 'For Dreiser, character was built up, as a ,matter of course
&omtheoutward details-dress, the "briUiance··ofthe dctor,the
bourgeois details on which he feasted with such belpl~ a~
tion (how religiously he noted the splendor,of the,American pat..
venu in the big cityI) •.And though some of the besttqings iMtu
work arc significandy moments ofsome deep human inarticulate.
ness, of a half-felt awarene~Cartie facing the immensity oEehi..'
ago; Drouet coming upon carrie in the dark. Hurstwood clinging to hisrocker against, life, Jennie Gerhardt following the body
of her lover as the train bears his coffin out of thestation-one
remembers how methodically he got the surface toil oEthings,:into
his books, piled up the "facts" until he' forces the density of
human affairs upon our minds. He was a man who could write,a5
it seems to us now, only from ~ne side of the page to the other.
His characters are so saturated in ,detail ~at long after they have
withdrawn, their image is stilJ blotted over the worldthr~~gh
which they have passed. '
Yet if they live So hauntingly for me, it is hardly because o£
Dreiser's literalism alone. It is because' he still feels a certain awe

an
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befpreJifeasawhole; henever ceased to be amazed bytheauelty'
of ~e human condition. I do not think he ever explained it very
well by his excursions into philosophy and science, nor are we
, lik~ly to forget the essential pathos of his career. which petered
ou~ after 4n A.merictJn TrtJgedy into long years of silence. political ~onfu5ion.and that fifth-rate book Tile BulwtJrJr.. But for him
cha~cterwasstillmore than an example of the social mechanism;
it was a portion of the human tragedy. And it is in this that I
the essential differe~ce between Dreiser and the naturalists
wh~ come after him. For with them, as even Vernon Parrington
had to admit (and Parrington is usmilly only too quick to honor
a book just for its "liberal", message), the naturalistic novel rela~ into'social inquiry. There are the reformist tracts of Upton
Sinclair, now largely unreadable except to students of the period,
, the work of a writer more radical than intelligent, and, fundamentally not rtJdical at all; there are the pseudo-Nietzsehean adventure stories of Jack London: the documents of the Progressive
period: the dreary wastes of the "proletarian" novel of the 1930'S;
thet outraged war novelists, spewing up all the misery and degrad~tion of war, but most of them hopelessly outweighed by one
suell cardinal work of imagination as E. E. Cummings' TheEnormoils Room:.and there is James T. Farrell-honest, eternally aggri¢ved, the very incarnation of all that was once so urgent and
is now so mechanical in the American social novel. Of late years
Farrell has increasingly identified himself with Dreiser, and very
un4erstandably, for he comes out of much -the same kind of
wotld, had the same long and bitter struggle against the arid
Catholicism of his youth, and has always written against all the
ob$tacles that gentility and the rationalizations of "good taste"
could put in his way. Yet creatively they seem to me very different
wr_ters. For Farrell's real story-one might say his only storyha$ been himself. Despite his militant defense of naturalism and
thtt formally :Marxist aura he has put around his novels, he has
been unable to get free of his early struggles. much less to create
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characters 0:ut of hisowrt imaglnation.He·js mucltconcerntdto- .,
day with defe~ding the Utradition'! of naturali$ID. and hasfltb~
ambiguously found new anceston forit.stattil1gfrom Tolstoy
and Chekhov. But this seems to have very tittle rcelevaneetothe
a(:tual spirit of his work; he ,tends t~ read into" Unaturalism" his
own fierce ardors and defects 'as a writer. Tbe truth is that his
literary and political aeed u;outsidethecrucial promptings of .
hisnovels~Forthe novels are anautobiographlcal saga, <thC$tory
of an .education-deeply moving for what they ·teUus of his life~
an unforgettable record of what. behind its sleek' and smiling .
face, society has imposed upon the children of ~e ce'foreignn poor.
especially when they are heretics. But it isso repetitiousandseU..
absorbed that to find ourselves being confront~d these days with
the same story in Bernard Clar~ and The Road Bt:tUJeen~ after
the Studs Lanigan trilogy and the Danny O'Nelll tetralogy. is to
feel that Farrell has missed the distinction between art and life.
The only naturalistic novelist in America after Dreiserwho .
seems to me as interesting an artist is John Dos Passos. a far more
finished and expert writer, certainly. than DTeiser"andonewhose .
inventive skill has inRuenced many European and American
noveli~ts. U. S. A.is inseparable from our consciousne.ss of'Ameri..
can life in the twentieth ttntury. But I feel increasingly that it
brings to an end a whole tradition of natut:alisticsocial fiction in
America, that it is the memorial npt only to a vanished social
period, but also to the kind of writing Dos Passos pp.etices. lad-'
mire his inclusive power; I think I admire even more Dos Passo$'s .
"feeling for the dissenters in American life against all tIte ortbodoxies, of the Left as well as of the Right." But somehow it is.~ .
very dated. kind of book, wearisomely tamiliar;and this"not .be7
cause all the storms of our twentietlt<entury life play in it, but
because it is too much like the thing it describes. It e~enseemsto
me quite a deadly book, conceived ana carried through with a
certain dead accuracy of contempt for most of the people in, it.
I am not concerned here with Dos Passos's political opinions; "
o
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~em" The trendtowardhisculTentthought was implicit U.S•
.At: it bas~?reand more directly.ent~redinto ~ his bookssin~
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sc.t Caras they are about the patterns of our societY, I agree with
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tIlen, and lit 15 of the very cast ofhlS mnd-sceptical. aloof, deeply
c4ncemed with principle, above all with the salvation of the in, dilvidual in our mass society-for Dos Passos h~ always' been on
the individual's side, no matter what classl1e comes from. But the
paradox of U. S. <If. is that the individual does not get into it.
\Vhatis lhe final effect of the four-fold plan-the narrative, the
acrid"newsreels," the biographies of the true and false heroes of .
our time, the "Camera Eye" which is turned back on Dos Passos'$
own life-but to show man irrevocably split up between its mechanisms? And what is it that makes the "Camera Eyen sectionitsetf
50 ineffective and sentimental but that it is the only' way Dos
Passos has left of commenting on his own world? It is the tiniest
possible hole cut into the prison wall to let the spirit breathe. It
is a confession that Dos Passos has closed himself up within his
own devices. In U. S. <If. man is no longer part of history; he is
only actee;t upon by forces, turned into a tiling; 'and Dos Passos
has not left himself time or space or love-certainly not Dreiser's
brooding love-to sorrow over it. The book is a triumph of
method that confutes its moral purpose. Just as the narrative
style has the final impersonality of a machine dragging lives into
its maw, 50 the crucial images for the book, in its outward structure, its concrete details, are entirely functional and technological. In the end, Dos Passos is less compassionate for the victims
than he is dazzled by the power mechanism that consumes them;
he has created the greater machine. The book is an image of the
thing that destroys almost everyone in it. It was the whole merit
of 'naturalism to describe the society of our time, in its fundamental aspects; and here Dos Passos has done it almost too well.
U. S. A. is irrefutable proof-though other evidence is not lacking
-that naturalism brought us into the modem world, but has left
us to work out very different problems in iL
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Byron Vazalias

T

poetryofactsnarroweddowntoawldstamping ceremony on the heart's B.OQr.A bard. spotlight
.
glares at the spot where. the poem is made. As we view
it the foeus shifts, the trajectory ~f vision cbatlges. A.nd.we.~e
aware that governing each change is an order -mathematical as
well as physiological. Weare infinitely removed from it andsud·
denlyit is dangling on our eyelids. (tiThe landsqtpeparts its
nightlong ferns. Sequins of dew discOver losS" ~. :')The objectot
loss is rationalized if not retrieved lly our glands. (··Beneaththese
shades, beneath love's gluttonousdtains, stoke4fires forge innocence.") And while this ceremony continues on the increasing
and,diminishing heartbeat we must look closely at the'denuded
~rm of the poem to see how. really time-bOund are its graveromantic nourishes,.. its fevered classical; pauses.,
The poet has discarded the traditional line and stanza divisions
for the simple unit of the-poem as a single utterance.·Hissubdi- ,
vision is thepbrase. the c1ause-adeliberate grammatical ,exigency
basic tobis interest in language-and the-possibilitics()f what
'langua~e may perform.. for instance, when weak nouns'are used
as concrete verbs or when faded verbs are used to supporttremulous abstract nouns. Language made like steel to flash and cut or
like a veiled fire to dart allegorically. The basic meter is still
iambic-trochaic, but rhythmica1lypitehed to the spondee for the
Il IS I S A
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effect which verbal mutatioll$ can give to heighten the voice aneL
-tighten the texture of meaning. ~feanwhi1e the periodic division
of phrase orclause maintains a striet m~uretbr()ugh natural and
punctuated pauses.. much as tbecaesura does in Pope's verse. The
pattern is there, only it is not arbitrarily ordained by the conventional.t)'pographicsystem of stanzaic or lineat' $fDUlletties. Yet it
~hares witb the $Onnet form an emph~is on the poem-length as
a single comprehensible unit and with the couplet form a closer
insistence on the value of individual phrase through a balance of
intermediate rests.
ltlodem poets, particularly the French. have been attempting
to dispense with the same conventions by blocking out the poem
in paragraph units. But unlike Byron Vazakas in these poems,
they do not usually convince us that they aren't exchanging a
number of arbitrary measures for one which is even morearbitrary. ~Ir. Vazakas indicates that the justification must be radical,
a matter of reordering the roots of language to the requir~ents
of new poetic rhythms and a new poetic tone. The ceremony has
to be made to perform the acts of the word renewed by a stti«;tly
organic use in each poem. Then it can be judged by its own standards and not by those of an irrelevant poetic diction.-E. H.

I
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with rickets stamp the vie\¥".. SiIloke"

papers doud$;and $ulphur ainksformilesaround.., .
Scrapped to rejection. bottles bur~; and. debriltots .
like' hoarded enmities. Notbingto lose grins :back
. like ~eath.Thedump.mells higb. The u$Cl~ gUt·
te~,thumb$the hurl. ,\Tinch whutle where the heel.
deep muck stiffens like .pain; andscrap-iton r~lStsin
soured poOls. This is the end, the final scheme to be
outcast, how. overground.. to be one', $elf on gritty.
basis; still alive. Ctockscrack with jagged-arrogance.
Rats root in spongy oranges. As l~ decides, the in,.
dependence of
lost grows fixed•. Ash flowen'

the

flame. Stenchresurteets decay Uke thought. ·On
mounds, in dugouts, fear· retites; and ruin resolves
the need to act. As nuclear as bone, bellsclash,gta. .
splintered, bursting suns that soun$! the alleluias of
thekanmoch~

.

BLUE AFTERNOON
\VITH FACTORIES
Afist softens cinders rimed with rust; and calm consoles abandoned factories. Like glass on glass,' thin
rain sieves blue. Disquiet'totters, and the. nerves
lean back. Now nothing but this peate is here, air
sent of pain, yet not the end. Like c1osing:wounds,
clouds dose on wounds. The railroad. siding lies ,
alone. This is the unction of a death provided by a
. deathless world. Enisled by rain. time-waits in rain.
No forges hammer; and the yards are stUll As.streatns
salve stones, the moment soothes the unaware.· the
silent winch, the gutter flowing in. the deepest will.

~;

.,

.1
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'REQUIESCAT
.
'.
UmbreUuraven tomb-lined walls. A crowd collects.
The old mUJician's dead. But through the cemetery
fence, mad trumpets keen mad promises. Hiscroniel
shift and cough and spit; at midnight blow a hallow', date to coin hiJeres andwail his wake. His end
i$ours, a whiskey chaser tbat the jig is up. The spectral watchers .quat and iweat. The March winds
toss a .ribaldskirt. Hear how the unstripped rain
cracks down besotted brickl Horns bugle home.
Somebody says a requiescat. Beads dog a bone.

THE AUTUMNAL ESPLANADES

~

Piers jut. Stone loops. And the river-straddling granite slaps the water back. As tin pan as indifference.
guns grin and grey. Offshore, the seagulls squawk for
crumbs. The landscape shuttles through the nerves.
Like sound, pain plays the past, sing-song of vice.
Chopin regrets. Here atmosphere is rich in furs. a
card engraving of a mood in place. ?tlist cottons air.
Clouds ink the sky. Roads turn. As weather turns,
emotion turns; griefs somersault; an adult season
ages to a change. It is enough, now. just to be. to
think the past, and not to think a future any less the
same. Across the bay. ships bob replies. \Vind wizens
waves. Sun shafts the light. Odd comfort that ac-'
customed things seem bettered by a backward look.
Place settles claims. Leaves lip nostalgic parapets.
The opposites run up, run down. The snakey tide
gropes for the shore. Fear hugs its softness like a
sin. Light salts its sequins on the now. The weeping
traffic dims and dims.
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NIGHTSCA'PE .
The landseape 'paru its nightlong fems..Sequins of
dew discover- }oa. plucked somberlyfrbm bladetC)
blade. 'Vind shake$.Fields frown. And levitations
rise and rise. Here. pgedexpansesgage,'ekpanse.
Though fences wire.. horizons spin. SQund $leepa.
Sound falls to ·$Oun4. as selfta self transcends its..
flags, worn messages·Bashed face to face. To beex-:
~ posed to ~inj to be exposedto$Uence.onunlivened: .
paths dissolves in me", The leaves are bordere<t with
aseptic light. Distress is frozen in a photograph.

THE SOON OF LEAVING

.
,
Injustice sidles from the door. gloves curtains with,

. a calto deceit. Lamps lockstep patterns on the rug.!
He's gone, now. from this room's sole court and!
simple round of habitance. He's gone. But weather: .
shrieksand stays. Surely. before tomorrow.pai.n willi

go, a quintet friskingto an end. Perhaps ••,. but mIl!
these endless winds prefigure Spring. Now, in a:
bribe of absence, let love pass from poignant rooms,!
skilled smiling. and his unmasked stcps. A chair, af
table,swipc his place. A tumbler poses. with a jug.r
Not for a final look. will love stretch back accordionsi..
of eagerness. Names, wordS, pained antidotes Iilel '
down their pain. Clothes amputate- this untitnbed
bouse. Glass thumbprints thought. Let himgotLet~
bim got Behind these shades, beneath love's glut..r
tonous drains, stoked fires forge innocence. Things[
change.Pajn props a maudlin melody and rattles a\.
f

piano all thisaf~emoon.
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Sour sirenssap my humped-up heart. Bells clank and.
bing. Shrieks brain my sleep. Out in the windy
whining. engines spank; and skidding wheels cry
lost. cry lost. cry lost. Now flame peels dark across
the sueet. Roofs wrench. Steel snaps. Glass. tinsels
stone. '\Vhere night clamps dread, like guilt. to fact•.
the mind deserts. Nerves fret. Fear fumes. Stripped
danger dragnets atmosphere. Against the stone, beyond entangled spigots, streams· collapse.. Heat
cracks. Fire fumqles shadows. And the nerves thump
down. Here all horizons shred and doom. Heels
scud. Feet flash. Heart heads for home. As searcltlights twin their terrors. motes of guilt rope nightmare from the midnight street. "Valls warp. Nets
strain. Steam spits. Smoke clots a window's screaming head. The eye turns in.

SPRING REACHING OUT
TO BOSTON

I

The night sops exhalations of itself. Lone crossing
signals redden, blur. Now sex caresses wiry fears as
neat as clockfaced right and wrong; as neat as I step "
out between desire and danger, curb, and cross. Airs
air their spiritual bouquets of Parma violets, acts in
drains. Search and rejection. circling back. tube hollows in the hollow streets. I shape a hollow in my
band, another, merely human face. \Vhere Spring is
sudden, hard and cold. the heart dogs sensuality;
the mind ~.niffs futures late and long. Rococo streetlamps memorize the grass-damp earth in shabby
squares. The past is here. green, bronze, equestrian;
and all the wishes of the flesh stamp out escape.

Jl
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THE GRAVE DIGGER
AND BIGGIE DOONE
when \Vindy Hill came down into the town hom his
, home in the cemetery for groceries-it was not a ~usinesstrip
at aU....he bappe~ed, to meet Biggie Doone and tlteyspentsome
time together drinking beer and discussing the past. present,.
and future.
\Vindy'sfull name was. Wendell Harrison Hill. ,but every..
body knew him only by the'nickname.OneoI his delights was· .
to tell stories and he had gained a reputation as.afq~y m~
mtha line, but it is probable that many of his statements
achieved a macabre humor not so much'pecause of their in..
herent wit as because.. he was the grave digger in the town.
Because he was the grave digger. a sober countenance would
have been appropriate for Windy~ He had never had aile, how..
ever, not even when he refrained from drinking. He bad wateryblue eyes in which there lurkedari .air of latent . miscbief.a .
large mouth seemingly always posed for laughter, and spindly
legs which, overburdened by his stocky body, .gave bim a silly,
mincing step as he walked along the streets of the town. known
by all, ribbed by many, inspiring feigned fear and undeniable
awe in the youngsters. 1
.
uThere comes Windy Hill! He's the grave diggerl"
And the children would run eXcitedly, widlholding laughter
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for the moment, as though pursued by unseen phantoms; build.ing the laughter inside them for later, when the phantoms were
outdi$tanced..
In addition to talk, \Vindy Hill delighted in drinking, but
a simple and-:-in his case-ironic law of economics decreed that
he could drink only when business was good.
He received a small annual sum for taking care of Manor
Cemetery but what might be termed the dividends - which
amounted to his money for drinking-came ~:mly when he had
to dig the graves for the newly dead.
\\lind)' lived in a small house-not much more than a shack-on
the edge of the c~metery, which was located at the highest point
of the big hill that hugged one side of the town, a narrow dirty
river completing the encirclement on the other side. Through
the years \Vindy had tended the cemetery like a garden. hating
.particularly the long winters when the ground was frozen, the
earth more solid, and, unfortunately, the people more inclined
to die.
This day, in late summer, he had made one of his frequent excursions into the town. He had already bought his groceries, consisting largely of the baked beans on which he had -virtually lived
since the death of his wife twenty years before; and then, after considering his finances from a studied appraisal of his pocket coins,
he had concluded that he had better not have any beers.
The decision regretfully made, he walked across Forge Street
and went into Ben \Vilson's Drug Store for a soft drink.
Jim Janten, the assistant cashier in the People's Bank and
Trust Co., head of the Rotary. and chairman of many banquets,
was sitting on a stool at the counter and he laughed loudly when
\Vindy approached the soda fountain.
UHyah. \Vindy," he said. "How's business?"
uOnly one in the last six weeks'" \Vindy said. "That's pretty
g'OOd....
"You mean good or bad?"
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nA11.depenfhon JloW' yOll look at it:·
"I 'sccwhat youmean.,:·
"1 guess Ben ,there's giving them 'too good' a medicine these
days. Keeping'them all h~lthy!'
lIHeYt Ben, you hear what \Vindy said?'"
"No....
uHe says you're giving them t~ good a medicin:e berethese.
days. Hurting his busin~. He only had one in·the last six
weeks. You're going to put the guy on :r~lief..tt '
i
,,'
Ben laughed from. behind the drugcounter, where he wasmaking up a prescription. as the girl brought\Vindy his Toot beer.. '
Ulguess this here cremation is hurting business, too.. ain"t' ~ttU
asked janten,mopping his perspiring forehead with his handkerchief. He was a fat-mau,'with ruddy cheeks,
lips, and
thinning hair about whi~ he made many jokes.
"Nope," Windy said. ~'Hasn't hurt me:'
"It wilI."
"You won't see it in our time," $aid ''Vindy philosophically.
"Maybe you'r~ just whistling in the dark out there ~t the
cemetery.u
"All the whistling that's done out there comes fr-om the wind
and a lot of other people:' _
"You mean you, got ghosts?"
"~faybe. I wouldn't be surprlsed at nothing any more "after
'. all I've seen. ~faybe som.e of them people feel like whistling":'
just becau,se they don't have anymore troubles."
"Hey. Ben. you hear that one?"
"No."
"'Vindy says there·s a lot of whistling out there in tlte ceme·
tery. People glad their troubles are over."
"Maybe he's got something there~ Jim."
"Could be:'
'
\Vindy picked up his bag of groceries
the floor.
"Wen, I'll be seeing you," he said.

1
.' '

loose
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"But don't make it too soon:' said Janten, bursting into almost· unconttollable laughter. "Hey, Ben:' he shouted, "you

hear what I said?"

,

.

"\Vell. \Vindysays .•• and I told him•.• :.
Once' he was outside the drug store, \Vindy pulled the coins
from his pocket once more. He examined them, he couilted
them carefully, he considered them, he reflected, about them;
and he finally decided that maybe he could afIord a couple of
beers. Not more than a couple. .
¥requently when he was this poor he went to a coupl~ of
the richer families-the Adamses or the Renfraws-and told
them their graves needed a little fixing up. They were always
good for a dollar or two. But he had made both stops only a few
weeks ago and that was out now. No, he'd have to depend on
the coins in his pocket this time and he'd need a little money
later in the week. But still he guessed he had enough for a
couple of beers. Sure, he could manage that..
The happy decision made, he walked swiftly with his mincing step toward the Forge Tavern, pushed open the door
jauntily, and walked in with a feeling of elation. As soon as he
entered, he was greeted raucously by Biggie Doone, who slapped
him resoundingly on the shoulder and stared at him from drinkheavy eyes.
"\Vell, if it ain't old \Vindy Hill from high on the hilltopl"
Biggie exclaimed. "You stiU digging them six foot deep?"
"Yep. Same,as always:'
··Great. Glad to hear ie'
"I don't want to be around when your turn comes, though,
Biggie. You're' sure gonna make somebody a lot of digging:'
"Damn right I am, \Vindy. And you'U still be around:'
"Not me:'
"Sure you will. And 1"11 give you the biggest excavating job
you ever had. That"s the one thing I can give you, that and a
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beer. Hey, ~f.ike. A beer for 'Vindy and give me ariodlet~ot!'
"Two beers7~' fifikesaid casually.·INa more Iiquo~. Xtold
you that two hours .ago:'
,
HAll rigbt, two beers. You know BiggieDoone,Mike.. I
wouldn't make any trouble. rlltake.a beer..u
Biggie Doone was big. He had always been big and now he
towered over Windy as they clinked,their ,glasses. together.
In high school he had been a hero, the finest all·TO:unda~.
tete the town had' ever produced. He had been &l$ta:r·end on
the football team, a brilliant centerJon the basketball team. and
in track and field he had high jumped. pole vaulted, and tossed
the javelin for a distance that still remainedthe'countyrecord.
He had been a great f!eshman athlete at college. too,·and then
he w~ injured playing football 'in the fall of hissophomoJ"e
year;' His athletic career intelTUpted, 'he had flunked 'Qut·_by
spring. He started to drink and he came'back to thectown and
he went into the factory, and he had been drinking' e~er
since.
The factory fired
after a couple of years and since. then
he had worked intermittently at any odd jobs which were
around. He would .work for a few weeks and then:quit and
spend-all of his earnings across,the,bar in a few days and nights.
Now, lea~ing..-heavny again,st the bar in the Forge TaVerl1,
he had a heavy growth of beardQn his large-boned face and
his eyes were almost closed. The sweat seepedthtough the thin
sports shirt which looked too small for his lvideshoulders ,and
jutting chest. He had developed a flabbiness in his stomach
but it was hardly noticeable when he stood up to his fulLstat\lte
of six feet four inches because the. rest of his rangy body wu
still so well proportioned.
As he drank with \Vindy, he became sad. "rm just a bumriow,"
he confessed solemnly, tears coming to his eyes.
"What do you mean, Biggie?tI said \Vindy, drinking his beer
and making an elaborate a~ out of his expression of disbelief.

~

hun

i .
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wh~t everybody

says-I'm just a -bum:'
·'DOnt.t 'Worry about whatpeopJe say. They gotta have somethin~ to say.about everybody or they ain't happy."
"Well. I am a bum. How do you like that?U
.cB·C
'
-.t
~ggle.....

"Sure I am. But I like you, 'Vindy. You're my pal.... Biggie
h~F

\\find)' tightly. UHe's my pal," he told Alike. ··Give
my _Ralanother beer.1t
Mike drew the- beer.
I-How about me?"
uJeez,' Biggie, vou can hardly stand now."
. UListen to that guy, \Vindy. Who says _I Qln't stand? I can
stand here and drink., and drink and drink, and I'll still be a .
hell f?f a lot stronger than anybody in the place. This is Biggie
Doone, man. \Vhen I was in high school. • • ...
IOAb,can it, Biggie. Christ, I heard that a million times already.. 1 know it by heart."
"1 rtmember you then, Biggie,U \Vindy said. "I was only
about thirty-five myself those days, and I sawall the games. I
remember you. You were sure all right:'
"Sure, see my friend can tell you. l\fike here, he wasn't even
hom then."
"Okay, so you were terrific. You were great. I believe you."
Mike turned his attention from Biggie temporarily. "\Vin4y,"
he said, "I just heard the other night that old man Rantall is
just about ready to kick the bucket. You hear anything?"
UNo, I didn't hear nothing. Usually I do, but this one missed
me, seems."
"You know old man Rantall, lives in that house way out
there on the end of ,to,,,,n, right by the tracks?"
"Sure, 1 know him. He's been poorly a long time. I ain't surprised about what you tell me."
"Yeah, that's what I hear-he's ready to kick. off anytime."
The conversation,was interrupted by Biggie's shout. "Come on,
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Windy.n he said) u you and me drinktQgether.,Two old friend$r
GllAV£ DICCE. AN»

:alGCX~

DOONE

"Right, Biggie.~·

.'
Biggie drank his beer down ir:t one gulp~ wip!ilgthc foam .
off_his mouth with his hairy arm. andtl1et1 hcstartedlQ l~ch
away from the bar.
UHe ain't so goddamned terrific 'now,uMike said. c'netter sit
him down in that chair. '\Vindy:'
Biggie opened his eyes.witheffott and straightened up.
III ain't sitting nowhere:' he said. III don't need no help.u
uLet's you and ~e take awalk.u \Vindy said, '~Get some air.
I could use a little air myself.1t
"Sure, me and \Vindyare gonnatake a walk-Good idea.
Take a walk,"
The twoo£ them moved away from the bar. \Vindy holding
Biggie meaninglessly by the arm. As they lumbered toward
the door. Biggie stumbled into the shumeboard alley. He looked
at it through glazed eyes.
'''Anybody want to play shumeboard?» 'he aSked· the empty
taproom loudly.
~fike 'Was smiling behind the bar. "Nobody here now, Big·
gie," be said. "Come back tonight."
"Damn shame. Nobody here. Nobody here or I'd take them
over right now. I can beat anybody-in the world at anything."
he announced laboriously. trying to make the words $Qund right,.
, measuring each of them' so that i~ could co~tdbute its proper
significance to the statement•.
As he made the announcement with an.upraised arm. in the
flamboyant manner. he lost his balance, groped for leverage.
and grabbed for the door. He Q\ught it and then, hanging on
desperately, he buried his face in his hands and begantoery.
like a child, the sobs shaking his huge body.- .
"Let him cry/I ?fike· said.UHe·U get it all outo£ his system .
atid then he'n go back to work for a while:"
.
'Vindy watched with embarrassment until Bi~e had finished
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Crying. and then he helped. him to walk out of the door into the

',"'

clear sunlight of the late summer afternoon.
~
TJYing jneptly tosbield his eyes from the bright sunlight,
Biggie $Wed at \Vindy as though he were seeing him for the·
first time that day.
"Well, if it a~'t old \Vindy Hill from high on the hilltopl"
he exclaimed, grinning wid~ly.
, nIt's me all right:' \Vindy said.
"Hey, \Vindy, you still digging them six foot deep?"
"Yep. Same as alwa}-s."
"Got one ready for me yet?"
"I ain't figuring on you yet for a while:'
"Better get mine started. I'll need a big one:'
"You,sure will, Biggie:'
"Guess mine will be the biggest one they ever had up there
on the hill:'
"\Vouldn't surprise me at aU:'
"Damn right," Biggie said, stopping suddenly.
"Come 00. letts walk a while." Windy said.
"Not me. I walked enough. I'm gonna sit me right down here
on these steps and take a rest:'
B~ggie sat down awkwardly and dropped his head to his
chest. \Vindy shook him several times, but there was no response.
Guess he'll be all right there, \Vindy thought: he'll sleep it
off. Windy started to walk away. He felt the coins in his pocket
again. He hadn't spent any of them yet. Sure. he could have
some more beers now-and he was beginning to feel pretty
thirsty. \Vith elation in his mincing walk, he retraced his steps
to the Forge Tavern.
"Back already," Mike greeted him.
"Yep. Think I'll have another beer:'
II'Vhere's Biggie?"
"He's sleeping it off up on the Eagles Hall steps."
III figured he wouldn"t get very far. Boy, dlere's another guy
~
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that'. going to kick the bucket any day. He·UgOqui.c'k,the Way
he beats himself up!'
··1 wouldn't be surprised none. Fellows like·that-tb~·a1"
ways go quick. He wusure some .football playet. tbatBiggie.
Doone:'

IIThat's wbat I hear.n
"Yep.. he sure was. Say ?tfike, you .get th~t about old man
Rantall from pretty good authority?"
. '
·'Best there is-his neighbors. Any~y now.' that's whattbey
told me. Just the other night they were in:'
.
'IHe's been poorly a· long dmc;all right." .For .amQntcnt
\Vindy paused thoughtfully. Then he said quickly,·'Mike; J
think I'll have a shot of liquor to go with this beer. Might perk
meupa bit:'

.
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D. H. LAWRENCE
PREVIEW OF A BASIC STUDY

·
E

in the world is relative to everything else.
. ". And every living thing is related to every other living
thing:'!
All of Lawrence's writing might with justice be regarded as explorations within this premise. Certainly his dominant characteristic is the recognition that no experience escapes its context. no
man his IUnitless connections. The seardl for man's place in the
scheme of things. a trade practice of philosophy. found in Lawrence. the writer, expression peculiarly vivid. for in his work extension rarely destroys focus on the SPeCific. and universality finds
its most acute e.?'pression in extreme timeliness.
Lawrence was deeply disturbed by the tendency of our prevailing philosophies and religions to separate daily life and universal truth.. To him the succession of experiences constituted.
not only the apotheosis of our relations with all we see and touch
but also with whatever may penetrate. encompass. or lie beyond.
known or unknown. "If we look for God. let us look in the bush
where he sings:' 2 This was not. however. a plea for isolated concentration under the bush, for Lawrence's Infinite was, if anything, lively and social. He expressed this numerous times. frequently with his light touch so characteristic and so often overlooked, as in the dialogue between fowls in "Song of Evolution":
V E.1t Y.T III N G

· \·
1
.
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:;r

D. H. Lawrence. "Amtocrncy:" in Reflections on the lkath 01 G Porcupine ad
Other Essays. Philadelphia. 1915. p. II!.
.
2 "DemocraC)':~ in Phoenix. New York. 1956. p. 708.
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,Each said.to theothcr: tlll_I ~me aCfOl$ JOU
I wasn'tawafe, of thethinp I -e:ould dOl' .

It was Lawrence·. mostpetvasiveairp.to link ~pericncesin' .
his writing'as thc=y are $eldom.linked in our thinking and in 10
-doing even to reveal
ethO$ 'atonce'individual. social. and.
perhaps, universaL This led him' to many of thes}le(!Jlations ~n

an

values that have grown ever more frequent and-urgent 'dud~g' -'. .
the eighteen years since his death. La-wrencewasspurre(lin thil :..
effort by\Vorld 'Var I; in order to identi:fy what men "should
bC willing to die for~ he felt it essential to know ,first that for
which man can live. Impending death argued.JOost cogently.
an interim. at least. of more abundant life.
.
Lawrence soon concluded that abundant 'Ufe was not to be
found in dle main currents of our culture. neither determined
service to material progress nor hot defense of words afgood
'reptit~. He found inadequate also the current versions of social ~~
reform and "evolution. It seemed to him th~y£ailed'to ·liberate
'
themse~ves from·the flaws of the past: ,too often, humane motives ' ~.
took a form too le!Ul. too arid. Neither oUt' old.eulturenor·our
.
ready-made panaceas for its Uls appeared cond\lcive to individual life. Nevertheless Lawrence felt no individual couldnr --should escape his 'fellows or his age. Alan Jiv~ within a$OCial ~~_ .
context; without it he died. But why. should social.movemen~
sharpened for action so frequently mutilate the int~ity of most . ~
adherents? Could social bate ever create in~'lividual good? Could
individual pain purchase social ease? \Vas it necessarytbatmen
live at the expense of man? It became an obsession witbtaw- ----renee to find a category of understanding that reconciled these __
. apparent contradictions. 'Vhat was the nature of this related~esst
at times so flexible, at tim~s so rigorous? If our cuiturehad be.
come too complex to be compatible with individual v.iability,
Lawrence foresaw. at best, an apocalypse.

for
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'. "Him With His Tail in His Mouth:· in Reflections on the DtGth 0/ .. Portia·
pM .n4 Other Esay$~ p. 1M. .
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The effort to arrive at understanding at once extensive and
intensive led Lawreoce to sacrifice precision in many areas and
to be frankly individual in his choic~ of materials, traits taken as
proof of bi$mystic insight on tbe one hand and of his intellectual
impotence on the other. For the most part, however, the Tange
of Lawrence's interest has been disregarded, and he has been
characterized most frequently by a supposed and specific eccentricity. Open season has prevailed (or spotting the key idea,
the hidden motive, the dominating maladjustment that seems to
promise unraveling the whole man. Consequently, numerous
Lawrence ghosts have been evoked to stand between the writer
and the reader.
The, wraiths most in evidence until recently have arisen from
Lawrence's so-called "sex obsession." Sex is certainly a legiti~ate subject (or literature; even a "sex obsession" would not
necessarily reduce the status of an author; yet the fact remains
that Lawrence's interest was not so limited but was exceptional
in its breadth.as well as depth. The disturbing peculiarity of his
handling of tllat con,-entional topic lay in his unconventional
integration of sex with other aspects of experience usually regarded as unrelated-a broad view which was not regarded as
such but wa~ seen only as a perverse extension of an interest in
sex. ~ctually Lawrence frequently came dose to presenting perception, not as we like to rationalize it, but as it comes to us,
with its incongruous juxtapositions, intricate relationships. and
obscure emotions, composites which, because unnamed, appear
somehow abnormal and forbidden. Moreover, in style Lawrence
not only shed tradition but also abjured cynicism. The resulting
unmannered honesty seemed to many a breach of taste to say the
least-Usinning against art" as Katherine l\fansfield put it. The
incidents he chose to write of were too ordinary, their ramifications and implications too extraordinary and elusive, to be
immediately palatable to a wide public. \Vordsthat had seemed
hard and flat and unmistakable became in Lawrence's writing
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gravid with nuance. tincon~deredttiftes, .~familiar as dituler
at nome, buUt arches and naves in a cathedral to Somelootning
unknown that readers felt might containanything:dernoniae .
religioils,weitd .perversions, whatever the "dated .imagination
could fetch from iBOwn hinterland. It became typical of Law..
rence enth~iaststo h~ge againstcontatnination by .a tonc9f
malicious love or tender malice. .
This creative exuberance of La~ncets, besides addi~g -color
and comedy. to literary criticism, provided a lush field forthc
ama.teur analyst. Behind such: passionate ~(fusion must lie com"
plexes of purple virulence. ~fuch was made of Lawren~tlclose
tie with his mother, JIis attraction to men, hissttugglefor $exual
maturity, and, lately, of his inability to conform to the mores
_of any social group even though he acknowledged his deep ~eed
for contact with
others. Sin~.
he was. never able either.to
.
.
. .find .
conclusive answers to his -own questions or to achieve resig...
nation, it was assumed that his whole outlook was the extrusion
of one or more pet'W~at def«is. The Solid ·.stn..ctureof .Law..
renee's work is only too easily lost in hypotheses regarding its
genesis unless it is kept in mind 'that although maladjustment.
may give emotional impetus,.and -evendirecti()~, to any creation.
theadtievement is more than the distillate of abnormalities.
Beyond a doubt Lawrence suffered deep. nialadjustmentj to
some extent both sexual andmCial, but, when we consider th~
frequent misery of the man in the street,it seems likely that
.Lawrence appeared more tortured only because he wasrnore
expressive. It should be kept in mind also that ,if life frequently
appeared bad to him, it was because he could conceive of it as
good; if his black moods were blacker than we deem reasonable.
his bright moods were brighter than 111O$tof us find possible.
Certainly Lawrence should not be disposed of by-pity$b long as
maladjustment' is pandemic, nor by patronage so long as .·the
problems he fell short of solving are still marked urgent' on the
docket of our most significant writers~
.

;.

.
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Beside the Lawrence who means to so many. readers a perverse. heroic, ()f pathetic preoccupation with sex, or, loathers.
-cbronitrebe1lion.there hovers another evoked Lawrence ghost
tbatshould be laid at once: that arising from Lawrence's descriptions of characters in terms of animals, in effect linking
them with a totem; his- admiration for "Dusky, slim~ marrowtho~ght of slender, flickering men of Etruria": his lament that
• • • in the dust where we have buried
The silenced races and all their abominations,
We have buriedso much of the delicate ~gic of life.4

This is Lawrence the supposed atavist who proved an irresistible lure to potential cultists. \Vbile it is true that Lawrence
wished to regain lOme of ·what he referred to as the buried
Ifdelicate magic of life," yet it. is just as trUe that he knew time
never rolled backward and asserted that while we should take
"4 hint from the relics our scientists have so marvellously gathered out of the forgotten past" we ~ould not try to "revive dead
kings, or de~d sages," but should instead "from the hint develop
a new Ii~ing utterance. If the terms Uatavist" and "primitivist"
so frequently assigned Lawrence are to do more than obscure
him~ it· is necessary to qualify the words out of their customary
usage. Just as one cannot consider the parsimony of .modem art
primitive in the literal sense. for it is grounded in sophisti~tion
where that of the primitive springs from naivete. so one cannot
without inaccuracy regard even Lawrence's deliberate "animism"
. as identical with. or truly imitative of, that of the savage, {or it
too derives from profound understanding rather than from
crude assumption.
lI

•

.

,

t "Cypreues.1I in Birch, Beasts and Flowm, Collected Poerm, London, 193" pp.

55-57·
.. Fantasia of the Uncomtiow, London, 1913, p. 10. Further illustration of Lawrence's opinion that no culture of the ~st is adequate for the future may be
found in the following: "Indians and ~ Englishman,1I in Phoeni't, 1956- p-. 99
(first pUblished Feb.• 1913, in Di41) : Studitl in Classic Amenca" Literature, New
York. 192! (August). pp. 101'104; "On Human Destiny.1I in Anorttd Articltl.
London, 19!O (first published in Adelphi. March, 1914) : and Mom'''p i" Mexico.
London, 191', p. 10!.
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A more and more frequently. heard dtaracterization-Of law- '
Tence is summed up in the 'Word nreaetionary.'f Liberals~.

hisc,omplete independentebm any aJ.t1'Uistic··lin~· ~d .freqUeilt attacks on what appear our mOlt ltumanesentimenl$ di. ,
turbing to say the least. They point out dlat he pretents·aome '
of the ideas that have been used by'Wcim .intheir radonalizations, that be even has been hailed as abrOtberfatcllt. It. is, .'
diflicult to reconcile these facts with the deep butnanity animat.. ,
ing murnof LaWrence's work, andoneistenipted loregret.,ltis
&equent excursions into politics and ,economics. A way out
for humanitarians loathtoretinquish good literature was provided by Lawrtnce himself when be wrote:

-0

The great social change interests~d trOubles me, but it is not.,
field. I know a change is coming-and I lc.nowwe mU$th~ve a more
generous, more hUllWllystem based on liCe values. ~d not on l1lOney
values. That I know. But what steps to tU.e I don't know. Other-men "
know better. .. • . My field is to know the feelings insideainan, ,and
to make new feelingscolUCiou$. What really torments tivilized'ptbple
is thai they'are fullol £eeling$ they know nothi.ng about; dley Wl't
realize them. they can-t,fulfill them. th~ can't live them. And 10 they, .
are tortured. It is like having energy you can't use-it deStroys you.
And feelings are a form of vital energy.' ,-

But· Lawrence did not and could .not leave alone that "great
social change" which he said was' not his field. Hence tbede,.
lusionof a.ccepting him as a. great writer devoid ot pOliticaIim;.
plication. Lawrence found lithe feelings insid4 a mann so intimately connected with what went on around'himtbat his books
ate sequential.effortS to understand the complex forces a.ffecting
those feelings well as totrackth~m as they in tum determine·.
our social history. He $aW with remarkable thorougbnevtht ( . •. •.
rela~on ~tween ind~vidu~l an~ ~oupsatWaction,,~~tbel .
feelmgs In peopleandthelt ·polttica1 slogans and «ononuccon-, .
ditions. He point~ out that the social effectiven~ofout· finest

as

.,1

-.

• "The State of Funk"· in A$Sort~d Arl'itlu. New York. 19SO.PP. uS-n<l.
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Ihoughts is negligible if contrary to our emotional hungers. As
he wrote to Aldous Huxley. apropos the latter's Point Countet>
is as you say-an intellectual appreciation does not
amount to much, it's what you thrill to:'t He knew how boredomtteated addiction to emotional jags. He insisted·that we
recognize the detours by' which our sharpest thoughts so fre-

Point:

,

,

,,

it

,1:

'~It

quently lead to brutal conclusions. In the progress of Lawrence's writing we can see presented with startling authenticity
how, at this time, the worst and the best in life so,frequently
,brood in the $a1Ile nest.
,Few writers, even now. stir up more revolutionary speculations
than does Lawrence.,and few are concerned with problems more
crucial in und~rstanding our times. He,was not alone in his
rebellion against mechanism, or in his insistence on the relativity
of "good:' or in his call for a drastic revision of our whole civilization, but he ventured where few dare in the complex integration of these ideas as they develop and apply in daily exPerience. It is fortunate for the reader, if not for Lawrence, that
he played fast and loose with other people's specialties. His
temerity exposed not only the mutilation of individuals resulting
too often from~us application of even the most beautiful
ideals, but also the social dangers of adjustments which in more
arid fiction posSess deceptive charm. He went so far as to disclose
the dangers of some of his own attitudes. \Vhat at first appears an
uncritical assi;milation of reactionary thinking is often found to
be the exploration of some yet insoluble psychosocial snarl.
These special gifts endow Lawrence with much of the prophetic significance for which he hankered. Believing himself one
of the few aware of the finger of death under the crust of habit.
his feeling of Personal responsibility for events lent him l\fessianic intensity and sometimes an apostolic manner. This set
him apart from established society, not as a self-pronounced misfit. but as one who believed our social order misfitted mankind.
f

The utters of D. H. Lawrence, New York. 1932. p. 765.

,.
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All the ·"isnu·~ mushrooming in the lut ccntull.pawn~on
,

J!

the confuSions tbattroubled Lawrence and offeted their respectivesolutions. but Lawrtnce regardedthose"i$Uls~'. likewise
poorly tailored for men. This tel him apart trom, contetnporal1
iconoclasts as well as from' conventionallOCiety. But it mould
be noted tbt. it was Lawreote's insights tl1Qrethan his. deairea
which made ,him unique. He deplored. as do We allt that,life
.is too often empty or brutal. He wanted. for the mcstparttwhat
others want: ~ full life. a warm·hearted retation t() o~m.and'
no motc pain than man can assimilate. If bethought it toOk a
new mode of consciousness to achieve this. he, conceived of thiS
consciousness as springing fro~ a. no more esoteriC$Ource than.
the ,depths of man himself.'
"You are your own Tree of Life. roots and limbs and trunk. Some:.~
where within the wholeness of the tree lies the very self. the quick: itt
own innate' Holy Ghost. And-this Holy Ghoit puts forth new buds.
and pushes past old limits~ and shakes off a whole body
dying
leaves. An,d the old limits-hate being empassed,and the old leaves
hate to fall. But, they must, if the tree soul says sO•••• The whole
responsibility is on your shoulders all the time, and no God which
man has ever struck can ta~e it off. You are yourself and so be yourself. Stick. to it and abide by it:"

or

,

Come a Laurencian wOrld we should sec few things more ood
than those we now accept as possible, for example: th'e dream of
a benevolent economic man in a free market, of intellectual
giants in a self-induced optimal- environment. or even a govemment by paragons of wisdom perfectly responsive to majority
opinion.. Lawrence's sensually alert men and women often ~p- pear less fantastic. Certainly in the bulk of his work Lawrence
represents an unusual approach to usual experience-not-: a
straI;1ge world where unheard of people do ecstatic things
mumbling obscene words-but ordinary life seen 'with extraordinary sensitivity.
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LalVret1ce', inclusive viewpoint-which left the moralists deploring his sensuousness, the literary purists his taste, the conventional I;Us instability, the modernists his primitivism, the
lpecialist his ineverence in special' fields, the reformer his excumot1$ into politics-also alienated. rationalists by its presumed
my.sticbm. Out of his efforts to reconcile the daily contradictionso! ,living-beauty and ugliness, pleasure and pain, men
and society, life and death-grew strange elusive thoughts. A1~
though he insisted on the relativity of values. on a dialectic of
history, con partisanshipa$_,a mati of vitality, neverthelcss,he
had the RomantiCistlts longing for omniscience, for becoming, or
-at least unaerstanding, more than a fragment of universal, life.
for feeling at one with it all. This desire led to frequent con..
fusion and lessened his social effectiveness. but it led to a fruitful integration of many diverse things, carried his explorations
into the unchartered wilderness between life and logic, and was
in this way the source of his characteristic and unique insights.
Whether these wide and uncontrolled explorations tailor Lawrence to fit the term "mystic" depends on the accepted definition
of that elusive word. Certainly Lawrence disliked the term, but,
of course, that dislike would constitute proof of his bent toward
mysticism only to those who are convinced, as is Dr. Tindall, that
Lawrence·s aversions betray his greatest debts.8 More significant,
however, is the incompatibility of his ideas with any of the established mysticisms. and the fact that he sought truth ultimately, not in a transcendent God. but in the perceptions of
man. Actually such an effort might be said to place him among
those searching for a more adequate "rationalism:'
• D. H. Lawrence and Swan His Cow, by William York Tindall, New York.
Columbia University PreM, 1939.
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\Ve mustnbt make it six again,
Sitting up while other men
Take proper sleep.
, To bed, to'bedt And yet how wise
This dawning is tha~still has eyes
Aware and deep
And likes to look around while none
Gives audible opinion••••
, The night and I
~fosttenderly. with nothing said,
By morning ligbt open the bed
\Vhere we shall lie.
WITTER BYNNER

SOFT ANONYAfITY
How the waves spill upon the blotter beach
to drag a watery, embarrassed tail,
and return, leaping high, to be sopped up.
pride and fury. by lascivious sand.

Again and again from the master, -urged
. by its swollenfonn toppling upon sand,
paw sucking sides where a treestan~s.

~,

\-

From the salted. rolling body stinking etnbalmment,
rot to plunge into above the head.. Soft
is the stinking corpse of anonymity.
DAVID I.GN'ATOW
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ORDER AND FRUITFULNESS
The light of the morning on her good complexion.
on her blue eyes that stuck out and on her little chinShe was brought up simply.
". • • a fundamental rule, to be courageous, firm
. and honest as ),ou have been," Victoria's uncle wrote to
her, when she was eighteen just before she became Queen.
After the Coronation she ran upstairs at home and
changed her clothes and washed her dog, Dash.
Victoria - Goethe - The different countrysides where
each lived had parks and formal gard~ns and animals
with graceful claws and horns and diaphanous-fumed.
diaphanous-tailed fishes.
\Vhen Goethe was eighty he wrote, "No more on
silken page I write symmetrical verse, no morc Iraming
tbem in golden tendrils. • .• Courtlife was good for him,
the regularity. \Vhen he was about eighty he also wrote,
U\Ve must not try to get behind phenomena: they them·
selves are the lesson:~
In the morning foggy light his old hand hardly
touches the paper, from emotion and sensual lightness,
as he writes.
t

LOU IS SECOND

THE MEANINGS OF CONSENT

·.""'-

Even in winter air his \'oice is choral of comrade crew
And reaps the full tone from the seed of sound
The nighthawk with its wing-dip dropped
Into the furrowed, loam-soft sky.
Surely himself. he passes at evening
Under the red-reined control of the returning road
And gives his greeting that is flushed
Cheerful with the subject of the heart.
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The soil h~ treads is :$Oul of artifact:

He walked here :with ancemal warmth
\Vhen the winds of undying weight. the leaf-bearing air,

Caressed him to the forward pitch
\Vith which he bore down hismonal bride.

.

He goes toward his lighted house, easy over' the .earth.

A man unencumbered by his breat1l:
The whistled threads are sheared away
Upon the axe--edge silver of the sky_ MILES

WHITE

TO BE

I thought this would be easiest to say'
But remembered waking mid-night.
Hungry to whisper ··Love.lovel"
hly very life dependent by that thread,
But ab, the lazy lecherous tongue
Lay still. it would not stir.
So now.
The usual things:
_
Ducks, their wild color floating on mirrors:
Aly lover's ghost speaking the night into promises:
That one horse I could never ride
Out of the pasture lot and splendidly down dreamed
fields
Into someplace I have been always looking for.
Like mercury under my fingertips
It gets away.
Rockets into corners of an invisible room.

I

,.

Alii can certainly say
Looking through green days of my coming here.
Counting the marbles, sand-lots. beaches. lovers
?\'{ost of the time it evaded me; or I it_
It was not. there
Often.
CAROL REED SHOCKEY
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Thelma Campbell Nason

THE WORLD AND NEW MEXICO

',·
T

>

>

'

sands of New hfexico have recorded the
• footprints of many kin<b of men. From the time of the
Spanish conquerors who carved their names and destinations on Inscription Rock to the scientists who scarred the desert with the first detonation of the atomic bomb, many individuals have left their marks upon the state. Prominent among them,
of course. are the writers, of whom New hfexico boasts a number
out of all proportion to her population. They, too, .have always
displayed the "confused and manifold variety" which Ross Calvin
mentions 35 characteristic of this section. Even though the region
at first supplied the milieu for almost all the works by New hfexican authors, the products were as different as Bandelier's The
Delight Alalcers, Lummis' Land 01 Poco Tiempo, and Eugene
AfanIove Rhodes' Paso POT aqui. Increasing that diversity still
further, a nelY trend now manifests itself in the works of recent
writers. It disregards regional atmosphere. using the region only
as a base of operations from which to view the needs and problems
of the world beyond. This trend is evident in four books published in 1949. all relating to the New hfexican scene or produced
by New Mexican authors. Their variety continues the tradition
begun so long ago.
A tongue-in-cheek account is contributed by Bill Mauldin of
H I; SA L LOW

•

>

>
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war cartoon fame. H~s A. Sort .Q14Sag41 iJ theltOtyof liischild..
hood, most of it spent in'Ne\.r "f~xico With intervals in·OlqM~.
ico and Arizona. BiU's memories begin in Mexi(;o)whereJds. '
father was working a ~ine in Parral and"lYhere me inquisitive.
mischievous youngster..learned'to smoke. cigarettes at. the ageot.
three and became the dose friend of thefat.joltY1.adies ofPartal'~~
leadingbordellQ-'-undl hbhonificdfamily di$Cover~ where be ---~ ~",
was spending his time.
"
,~'
From Parra[to El Paso. Texas; thence to Mountain Park, New ,
"'
hfexiCQ, where his father owned a fruit farm; from thereto-Ad..
,,
zo~. where Pop was ,determined. t~,grow acitntsorchard; .and.
i
back. again to Mou~tain Park, the reader follows the bumping.
j
progress of the itinerant hfauldins.,"The entire story is dQntiJlilter1
by Pop. a man of impetuous enthusiasms anda··pleasant.rolUtlg~,
voice" who could ~k "on completely empty lungf~n.,His·most>
remarkable feat. aside ·from hisabilio/ to ~onst.tuct weirdengin~
from the piteof junk he kept behind the hou$e, was his repeated
SUCC~ in talking his wife into participating in-sometimes even
believing in-theschell1csthat occunedto hjsl"~t1C$Smind..T,he
Mauldin family was always poor, always $Carching. for· the one
project that would be succe$SfuJ. The fact that they did not find
it did not destroy Pop's faith; 1t only m~detbe continuanc~ of
·:t
the search inevitable.
Childhood insecurity may explain the lack of 'feeling fOr,the'
country reflected in Bill ftfauldin's determinedly bUIl1QfO\l$;lC"
....
count of those earlyyears.The story .is told pertly in a journalistic
.
style in which details are exaggerated to make a good story", The
incidents show dearly the cartoonist', eye forme humorous line.'
:1l
i.
his necessity for making each episode complete in itself. Theel.
fect upon the reader ~ to destroy the impression of reality, of the
continuity of events. Nobody quite livestbe life of acOmi~$trip.
Qne has the feeling that Bil1~fauldin is a
too far from.his
sources to write thusort,of book successfully. Through the haze,

'\'
"':

man

1 WilUam Sloane A..odates. 1949-
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of popular~lidmjustly arouJed by Up Front (1945) and BtJC~
Home (1947) andfronuhesafidistanceofNewYork, those early
days seem good only for a laugh•. It is only fair. however, to admit
that one does laugh, though not always with much Olnvietion.
The principal value of the book lies in the illustrations, the lame
. vital,. appealing cartoons that lighted the grim days for the nation
dutingthe war. (\Villie out on the Arizona desert peering into a
crock ofhomtmade beed)
Awannd", more genuine view of Ncw'l\fexico is that portrayed
by Alice Marnolt in The J'alley Below.s MiSs l\faniott, an out·
staodingAmerican ethnologist. has producedseveral bQoks on Indian cultures, the best known of which is Alaria" Polter Of San 11de/ansa. After the war, she came to New Mexico to live and to
continue her ethnological studies in one of the small villages of
the state. Round Valley. twenty miles from Santa Fe, offered itself
as a ptace~to live because there she and her friend l\fargaret Le
FJ'aDc, the illustrator of Mariti and The Yalley Below, were' able
to rent a house with a well for five dollal'S a month. Later, they
bought the house and settled down as bona fide members of the
community. Of the intention of her book. ~fiss ~farriott says. "I
started with the idea of an orderly description of a society that
was blended of three elements: Indian. Spanish. and Anglo. I
found that I couldn't describe the society without telling how we
came to be part of it. I couldn't analyse the people without describing them. and the description took the form of telling the
impact of their character on ours. Then I came to the talcum powder-in this case. our house-and it got all over and into everything. \Vhat I have finally written is a book about a house and its
being lived in, and about some of the people who came and went
there:'
The account of lithe house and its being lived inti· includes
their troubles with a recalcitrant pump. the sex life of the Siamese
cats for whose care they were rash enough to accept responsibility,
2 University of Oklahoma Press. 1949.
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the "care and feeding ~fltove$,t' tb(fprqbletn$ of ittigatioD;and
the, neighborhood 4ttJf.imtJlitos~" together with"4eteriptionsof
-their Spanish.American neighbO~ the, Indian 'Women' who
worked about the .place. Inman dances ,in nearby .pueblO$, and
even·the inevitable ad\'enture with the Penitentes.
As in all"The World and!,1 tYpe of writing. the humor is a
bit too deliberately introduced. the author appears abitlOO de.
liberately scatterbrained. However. 'sincethatquatity
10
he ont of theaceeptedaandardsfora~kof
thi$ kind,pcrbapl
it is churlish to object. At any rate,f.fiS$ ~fatTiott brings 10 the
subject enthusiasnlandan understanding·oftbepeople ~n~oJved '.
that lifts her book into the da$S of authentic New Mexicana~One
preference of mine- and admittedly, it ·may be. ungracious-would:be to have less sex life of cats and more acquainWlte with
Miss Marriott's charmingneighbors, Mac1ovio. Cristina, Boulder
Johnny.·
andJhe test. s
.
Indicative 'of the tendency to· go beyond the 'region. into'
national and 'World problems is Tht! Houts 4ndth!AglJ'b"l £d..
ward Nicholas. A native Ohioan who has studied history in·
Princeton. Harvard, and Catnbridge~Mr.NiCholas now owns a
ranch' near .Roswell.
that contemplative vantage point. be
is engaged in shaping his historical restatth into ar~ic16
books. The Hours and the dges~ isa real contribution to thesta.t~
ure of Southwestern literature.
In his book. Mr•.Nicholas has attempted :toexpiainthedevelopment of America by presenting certain figures who expfeu .
the tenor of the epoch in which they lived and 'Who ~ontributed
their own -effortsand spirit to its further development. ThemesiS
of the book is set forth by a quotation from ElIlerson·sessay. }lis·
tory. "The hours should be instructed by the ages and the ages ex..
pl~ined by the hours..•. Each newfaet in his [individual man·s)
private experience flashes a light on what great bodies of men
have done, and the.crises of his life refer to national mses. Every

seems

From

1(-

and

c

I

William Sloane AIIoc:iates. Inc.. 1949.
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. revolution was. ·lirsta thought ·in one mants mind. ~ •" Every re- .
.form was once a private opinion:' Developing,thh thesis further
and adapting it to his own objectives. ?tfr. NicholaSc·rernarks in
his prefatory chapter. "The history of America is that of in,.
numerable men and women, each one enmeshed in his days and

I
,~

p)ates,.cach one confronting alone the eternal human problem
of realizing the impul$C of the spirit in the intricate' recalcitrant
stuffof the world. ""'. And yet. the social organism is: outside the
individual ~. well as within him. The life of society is more than.
the sum of the lives of its members. " "" The courses of nations
exhibit huge moods and intentions in which the individual is
swept along. "• :~
Mr. Nicholas shows us bow the America we know developed
through the lives of a series of individuals who ..... had their
small personal concerns and patterns; but within them and above
them moved the overlife of their society.:· He begins with South
. Carolina in the pre-Revolutionary period and pictures it through
an enterprising and remarkable young woman, Elizabeth Pinckney. He continues through the Revolution with such men as Sam
Adams and Thomas jefferson, the formative years with Andrew
jackson, the Transcende~ltalistmovement with l\fargaret Fuller.
and the years of the imperialists. with jessie Anne Fremont. In
short; as Henry Seidel Canby says in his review of the book,
Nicholas portrays "an American pageant" that lends to eras and
. people "the composition and focused interest of great historical
paintings.
As the artist adds to the interest of his composition the. beauty
of color and line, so the writer here strengthens his impressions
by the clarity and charm of his style. The authQr of The Hours
and the Ages is a man whom New l\fexico is delighted to include
with her best, past or present.
Another equally deserving of distinction is Rudolph Kieve,
author of one of the year's significant novels, The Sorcerers.· Now
U

• Houghton MilBin Company, 19490
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.a practicing psydtiatristin Santa; Fe. Dr. Kieve was· -born in Hei~
.delberg. Getnwly, where he bega'n his ttaini118'.. Cbn~ontedb1 .
the ~PProaching sbadowof NaZiism, he·leftGetmany. completed ..
his $tudies in Italy, and came totb~ United States in.1956•. Th~
SoTCe1'eT$~ his first major work in 'English, is a beautifJ,ll, violent.
gloomy book Showing how ~heevilforcesthatrelUlted in Nazi
Gennany rolled. relentlessly over th~ land after the FitstWorId
War. like a unitoftanb in attack..
The novel spans the yeanfroul1910 totbeearly'lgtQrsand
depicts Gennany during the war and the rcginle oftbe'short..
lived, unhappy \Veimar Republic, doomed beforeitwasbom by
the warlike spirit of tbe PrUS$ian Junkers. The fundamental con..
met lies between the ingrained, militaristic belief
a ruling
c:lasson'the one hand and the democratic ·belief
vatueof
the individual on the other.Thesecontrasting·~liersare-embodied in Schuck, the Prussian manager wh()comes to.southern .
Germany to take charge ofa run-down estate and in Albert SUIt..
berger. the young Jew wlto is fora while Sthuck'$partnet in the
'. venture. In his youth;. Albert tdesto run a:wayftOm bis tace and
his responsibilities. l-lis partnership with the $lave-drivingSthuck
is something that he can endoreonly by$hutting hi,eyes to
brutality and abuse.. Slowly and inexorably, a·socialconsciou$l1e1S
develops in Albert. and eventually he is driven by bisownllature
to championing the cause of.the ordinary man. Therein lies the _ .
tragedy of the book, the futility. of the fight· .against ~at entrenched militarism which uses the people only to serve its own .
designs. The ending of TlleSoTCe,.~r$ is one of the most bitterly .
tragic in contemporary fiction. As the gigantic. swastika rotateS
against the mountain side, the physical sickness of Albert ·Sulz,.
berger symbolizes the spiritual sickness- 9f an,entire people enmeshed in that advancing, crushing emblem.
The hand of the psychiatrist is evident iii the .splendid. well..
developed characterizations of tbe~ book. The brutal Schuck who .
dies by his own violence; his voluptuous. amoral ~ife: Albert's

in

in the

\
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'irresponsible brother Gustav who' typifies the evil whichresu1ts
fToma Jack of JOdal morality; Carola, rnotherofthree 'sons of
contradictory character; Pauline, whose lite is over at eighteen
because of Gwtav ...... these are a few random choices £ram a rich'
gallery of personalities. all c:llitinct, all carefully evolved with
rare, incisive insight.
.
Here we have considered four books which represent the great
variety characteristic of the works of this region. Two of them
picture the. Southwest from divergent points of v.iew. Two survey the outside;world with the calm detachment afforded by the
ability to work in this quiet comer of the world. The latter development is ~ valuable one, avoiding as it does the danger that
regionalism may succumb to the sterility which is the result of
inbreeding. Perhaps Dr. Kleve was able to write more objectively
of the Gennany he knows and whose problems haunt and harass
him as he contemplated it from the comparative quiet of New
Mexico, and that for Edward Nicholas the concept of our nation's
development took on clearer proportions when viewed from one
of its youngest states where social frontiers are still taking shape.

Edwin Honig

TOWARD A LORCA THEATRE

A

early book on Lorca, recently issued
in America,· still urges the poet-dramatist's untranslatability. a paradox in the face of the increasing availability
•
of his work outside of Spanish-speaking countries. True, there
has always been the difficulty of making decently approximate
it T U It 0 B A It E A'S

• Lorea: Ti,e Pod .~d his People. (Translated from the Spanish' by lisa Batea),
Harcourt. Brace and Company. '90th-
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transIationsof Lotta's ,pOems. at leut ,in English. 'But the dim...
culty is general and applies as well toEnglisbinglUl~e,Vattry.
Eluard, etc.. The paradox i$ only irritatingan4 needle.ly· intimi.'
dating when it involvesbis. d~. For ,one thing••;$ M'esrrs..
Graham and O'CoJ)neU have shown with reg;trdto ~e pl~Y$J the
~ of adequate translation ·isnot ~ formidable as with 'the
poetry.. For another,petf()rmanc~ ()f Lorca'.dratna-in many
American cities empbasizethecoDvicdon.ontbe part .of :certain
venturesome companies that there isa w~lthofactabledrarilatie
material in the plays. So the paradox is. misleading noW'. buedas
it is pattlyon eX(essivetbeoridngabout the Spanish tempera·
ment, which' ignores practiCal dramatic values. inherent in the
plays, and partly on a misreading of'the facts regarding the failure
of earlier stage versionsouuide Spain and Latin Am.enea. _.
_
I don't deny there are probleDlS in gettini Lorca .s,taged. But
'again; some of these problems are general becaule thcy;.rethe
_.OOk$ AND GOMMENT

i
I

1
I

''\I

i

I.

same confronting any poetic or highly imaginative drama-a fact
.which Lorca bimselfconstantly recognh~'and(on~endedwitb~
(See his introduction to La tAjHJtera, ptodigiQsa"his sJ*Chto the
original actors of Yerma, his puppet. farceElretablillo 4e Don
Cristobal.) One wOldd expect his supponel'$ to be at leaKa$
militant as Lorea was in the battle against apathy and badwte
in the theater. ,Not that his plays today. any Jnore than those of .
Brecht, are better able to find an enlightenecl..reception by the
commercial theaters. The best potential audiences are' $till the
patrons of universitytheatel'$,' ~m~·pTofessionat little theaters,
and summer stock companies.. And it is there tliatthe issue must
be fought and won. ButBareaspeab of specific failures.. such as
that of Bodas de sangre when in 1939 the French version was
staged in Paris. It failed there, he says, tI(1espite ~n excellenttransladon and in spite of praise' from critics who mixed admiration
for [those fighting for] Republican Spain with amysueal-and
snobbish-admiration for the 'blood and soil' quaUtyandthe
lyrical symbolism of Lorca's text.'.' And Barea goes on to explain:
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UXt wa.sbound

to fail, because foreign spectators- understood it
'only, throughalaboredinteUectual proceR, not through the
ftlifttpiercing associations and sensations it produced in'a Span-

\

'.

J,-

ish public:' ,
Granted -the difference in reaction between a native and a
foreign audience (a difference bastd on many ino:>tnm.ensurables) Barea seems only to be.exchanging lIlobberies with aities,:
J

-

,

one stamped with nationalist pride for one chained'to transient
historical phenomena and. literary dandyism.. ~ides. the j~dg.
-ment is relative to matters which the play itself'has little to'do
with except 35 an object for stimulating social or ideological sanctions. For example: couldn·tone use quite similar reasons to account for the recent success. rather than failure, of Lorca'sBocla.s,
Yenna and Btmarda Alba in Israel, Russia and Czech05lovakiV
But Barca says nothing about the playas a spectacle. the dramatic
action, the interpretation of the actors. Instead he quotes R. M.
Nadal's comment on the play's earlier reception in. New York
where it abo failed because "whether we like it or not. Spain is from many points of view a world apart, and an attempt to transfer, in Lorca·! most Spanish poetry, Spanish values of men and
tllings. meets with an almost insurmountable barrier." Add to
these opinions the cautious discl~imers they have inspired in
timid non-5panish critics. and you have a situation in which aD_
arbitrary judgment u hallowed to the detriment of furtherwrca
productions on foreign _stages. In one sense the same sott of categorical criticism must originally have hampered the theatrical
propagation of Synge and Chekhov, writers whose tone and spirit
are a good deal like Lorca's. One can only guess how much more
persistently it has stymied the production of new intemational
drama in general.
Lorca's theater delights in variety: spectacle, mood. dramatic
inventiveness. And these are things which can be superbly trans.
fated by directors and actors who know a rich text when they see
it. But even more essential to his drama is the subtle interrelation
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of those characteristics demanding teMQint inditetdon and ~t.
ing~a toning down of all dements of txa~ation 'for theeJfect
,of tbewhole: comedy on the borderline of caricature becoming
. pathos; tragedy on the verge of melodrama becomingl)ncism:
the strong Julcrumof reality provided by an old' seri'alltor .n,
earthy peasant woman to keepthefantasyand~ear-teal'$from 'be-

aoox.s

AND COMM£NT

coming maudlin~ .a.leading ladycotutrained from: OVd't exhibi· '
tionby a company of clearly individualbtd counterpart$. .- .•
I once saw a French production ofLaCasa'de.1Jemard4 Alb.
,which 'failed not because of the- untranslata:bility of language ~t'
spirit. but because an o.veremphasis on ~t:or andsuge btlsi· "
ness. There was exquisite attention paidtotbewhitc:nets and
thickness of the inner waUs, to the bluing lights of dawn, :latbe .'
somber essenti.a1s of allousehold where no man waJallowedto
enter. And even though the language wasFrench~ 'tltere was: no
incongruityin theolfstage Spanish.male voice and guitar mutedly, .
invading the, tense company of five expec.tantvirgins. 'But the
playwas producedas'thoughit wereanotherBodasdesangr~.Tile
Crlada cackled like an old bawd. the hardbitten indornita1i1e'
mother boomed out her prohibitions like a basso profqndo; tire..
lessly hammering the stage with her tremendous mahogany cane.
It offended dIe eye~ it conf~sedthe ear. And though one .heard ,
and und~tood the language of the 'five dauglltel'S~onecould
never teU dIem apart. so stylized in ttlovement.$O unmodulated
in ,tone ,aiere their gestures and accents. It might have' served
partly to render the anxious chaotic movementandephemml
lyricism of Bodas;- it distracted one from dIe stolid butsha~ply
differentiated crises of Bernarda Alba•
.Later I saw an amateur group of American univet'Sitystudents
perform Yerma on a very cramped stage. None of the players
knew the original or had much kno~vledge of Lorca'sotber works;
few had beld roles in more than t\Vo or three plays before. The
decor was crude but unobtrusive-and in this dIe amateurs-eScaped a pitfall which professionals might less easily have over-

0'
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come. But theprodnction was vibrant--it stressed the tight
thing$: Yerma;& own'renUe questioning" her obsesaiveyeaming
. for a child, which;' though slowly progressing to a violent climax,
never· touched hysteria, never broke Lorca·s illusion of self. embracing impasse•. ! remember the moments when in the com..
panyof Victor, ber natural though not her legal mate, Verma
held her breath, and Victor was silent without awkwardness or
btavincM,passionate without moving a muscle; and though they
stood facing each other only a few inches apart, one felt that

I
I

r

abSolute distance which Lorca had ordained must lie i?etween.
Finally. when Victor turned to leave, it was the audience wh~ch
broke the spell by drawing in its breath and sighing.
This performance convinced me that LOra's spirit could be
translated on an American stage. And if it could be done there
without the advisements and elaborations of the professional
theater, how much more effectively could it be done if the interpretingimagination were both zealous and trained.
The real problem then, as with anything original and valid, is
somehow to give potential audiences more and more accessibility
to Lorca's work. The plays should be presented in repertoire, if
possible, and in a cycle of five or six repeated weekly for a season.
Directors, actors, and stage workers could thus be brought to
concentrate on the variety and genius of each play in tum. Having learned in this way, they would eventually familiarize their
audiences with that rich spirit now obscured by stale disclaimers
in Lorca criticism. \Vhen this comes about~ a boqk like ~fr. Ba·
rea's, with aU its insight into the "profoundly and revealingly
Spanish and at the same time universally human" nature of
Lorca's idiom, will have a sure basis for being used and enjoyed.
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MARCELPROU·ST.
CORRESPONDENT

IS

was of unique 1ignijicancem .Martel
... ProIl~'S tragically Vic:n.roIlS life, His ~ettel$ oonn~1tim
.bke so many ArIadne threads WIth the outside 'World
while his steadytetreat irlto the labyrinthof bis inner being was
ETTEA WAITING

in progress. But they could not keep -him from meeting death
through his maternal Minotaurus. His was increasingtythe lite
of an invalid, obsessed with the state of hisbealth,~ternaUyvigi.. '.
Jant for signs ofde oration or improvement. "He noteclthem
down with agoniz~ preci~ion.awareo~the decaying burdenot
his
As the yearS 'Wore on, this 'body grew ever more into an
unwelco~e intruder. The sensations of its insufficient functioningcommandeeredspreading areas ·of"attention from the realm
of his av.'areness. They reached an extent hardly imaginable to .
anyone beyond himself.
His body became his alter ego, his demanding thUd, never to
be placated for long. He had to tend it, now lovingly,
hatingly, but always more carefully: a never silenced companion.. ·, .
enemy,
whom he could not be as one, against whose dron...
ing he wrote his letters and his great novel.
.
.
There was hardly an instant's harmony~tween Proust', ~y
and his spirit. The two were always warring, always at ood$, it- ~
re<:oncilable. And as the time passed, the war became m~re cruel,
the moments of truce shorter and shorter. Toward the end, 1»tween cbo~ing asthma and a heart thafcouJd not holdout agai~t
the strain of contracted blood vessels.in the lungs; ProuK had to
somnify his body to the point where his· mind also became
clouded. His memory bega~ to fail and deprived himmoinentar-.
ily of his greatest solace: hiS intellectual sobd~tYf his $Uper·

ten

body.
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receptive sensibility~ Yet until the moment ofbis extinction. he
hat 'Work-on his epic. As the one ·is finished the other expires, as
the body diQthe work is complete.
.
Miss Curtiss, the translator and editor of this remarkable 001lection,· has perfonned two simultaneousservices, each of which
alone would have made her labor a significant conriibution toward the understanding of Proust.. First of all, she has given the
American reader a translation of great and beautiful faithfulness,
fabricating for the purpose a suitable language,. at once subtle, _
easy, urbane. A translation· in many ways superior to Scott l\foncriers and carrying also an excellent selection of infonriative
notes and a beautifully complete index, this by itself would have
been an accomplishment. But in addition she has gleaned from
the almostastronomical
number of Proust's letteJ;s a sequence of
. .
such suggestiveness, clarity and compr~hensionas to give us what
is ~irtually a biography.
Proust's life and person were no~ of the kind that ~ends itself
naturally to any conventional biography. It was a dTame.inteT;eUT1
the drama of the inner stage of memory and reflection where past
events· were enacted as for the first time, removed from their
original places, times, causes; where friends, lovers, acquaintances, adversaries went through a special process of emotional
and mental purification and were dissolved into their component
elements in order to become real to the author~s delicately refined) selective and exclusive system.
The magic of Proust's art is the magic of the flesh-eating plant
and the parasitic orchid. In highly complicated, cleverly camouflaged ritual, the cruel but compassionate cannibal sterilized,
anaesthetised, digested and assimilated his companions, shedding
bitter tears over his destructiveness, suffering untellable agony
over his cruelty which never passed the threshold of his own exis• Letters 01 MllTCel Prowt, translated and edited, with notes, by Mina CUtWt.
with an introduction by Hany Levin. Random House. 1949.
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tcm:c. For be was the m.ost ttu)dea.consideratc,s)1llpathetic and
helpful of men, in the world of action,
,
'
,
As we read these letter~ as. their 'writer grows.ol4er(ortnOtt
mature. if we realizetbat with bUn. maturing was dying s1owIYl~
more 'withdrawt\t mote abwrbed (and We mean absorbed, as the
juite$of the fly that is $u11 alive btitpanll)"ledandcaught in tbe
net, is being abSorbed by
spider) ,we come toreatileinslQw
but incontrovertible steps that'we~re witnessing the spec~cleof

~
,.~

the

~

a human life. all ~ut intolerable to itself. e<>mpelled totran.sfc;itm
i~lf into a ,yprkofart.\Ve,are witnessing a mysterioustransu}).
stantiation that is at once terrifyingandawe..inspiJ:itlg.h1ayDewe
--hada faint not,iO:n that $uchtransfigutation otcurre«ioccasionally
i,n a poem. But never yet had we'stood before anythingcompata..,
hie .to this wanton act of absolute creation,a.s.thougha~u.lptor
wer~ to'use-his ownfteshand litnbsfrom wbich to fashion'~statue.
, It is not that the man ~ecedes before.the importance of his
work, becomes unit:t~restingt insipid. Nothing of the kind:. to !liSe
last- heart beat Proust remains fascinating. It is rather that tight .~
'before our eyes his very-substance changes and flowstransfonned '~
into his work, leaving no waste. no refuse, notbmgthat ~d not
transmute into his n01Td.The most private and remote corners
of his self melt under the heat of his creativeness and come 'out .
p~re artistic matter. In the end there is a ~orpse and a work of
art. Life has slowly moved out of thetorturedquartersofa gradu.ally dying body into the permanence of animmortal1iterary
structure.·
The lettersshow this .change very clearly. FrOID the clever. $elf..
conscious gossip of the youth to the· movingly serenc.resigned,
self-assured, because.selfless, notes of the dying man. First we meet
a clinging, arrogant. apologetic, introspective' youngman 'of we
world (which actually ~e never w~ but rathertb.e oppOsite; the
unconscious, scornful caricature of such a character). Deep,and
hidden psychological blocks ~ept him 'frombecomblg'a savage
social satirist of Swiftian dimensions for which he had alltb.e .
--

I

•

#

.,

G'
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nat~~ equipme~tt

save one, the capacity to come tace to face
with his abysmal hatred.. Thus impeded, he did the next: best
thing: instead of drawing a. caricature, he enacted, embodied one
in startling emulation of his friend Robert de l.fontesquiou, a
precious, quite insignificant homme de societe., remembered today not for bitwriting but for having posed for Proust's portrait
of Baron deCbarlu5.
This, long maintained emulation will serve as well as any to
:point out Proust-$ basic attitude toward his friends_ ~{ucb has
been ~d of his excessive courtesy, modesty, obsequiousness, his
inclination to overpraise the works of his mends, the beauty of
liis feminine acquaintances, the wit and talents of people mani·
(estly mediocre. Excess and exaggeration are the psychological
key to caricature. And Proust's letters overflow with both. Until
.

.

.

.

.

we become aware of his hidden quality as arms, they tend to em·
barrass and anger us. His devastating ambivalence toward those
close to him made it necessary to conceal his hostility in wads of
cotton. This ambivalence-eharged with suppressed bate-fo~
him to overemphasize out of all proportion. in the direction of
flattery. In this, his technique is entirely. Victorian: ingratiating
and genteel. And this technique he borrowed-although unoon·
sciously-from the surrounding world of fashionable ladies. Anything he touches becomes vitalized by this ambiValent, feminine
mali~e, the malice of the disinherited, enslaved sex with whom
he identified himself. Therein he was a woman of his time, and
not a
In the end he can never be sure whether he loves
whom he hates, or hates whom he loves. The supreme exception,
apparendy, is his mother. But she is also the suprem~ example.
This he could not face. He preferred death to the acknowledg·
ment of the fact that he not 'only loved his mother adoringly, but
also hated her devastatinglyJ and both in the same breath.
But back to Montesquiou: here was a precious dandy, displaying peacock-like the insufferable artifacts of the quasi-intellectual.
Here was what Proust detested most deeply and. was compelled

man.

,
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to imitate tUcmmeuculouUy,thatisto say~tocark;..tutetand.fur..
titer than that,to.tlatter, idolize and defend~ The,oungerPtoust .
doted; upon the older ).{onteteluiou., ubbmoth-er had' doted
upon bim.. apo~ling him to the Point or deJtrUctioitWiththeSut..
rogatt$~f ber love~' Here 'W~ ICe hiintom~Uedt" ~tbe
.cenes bis mother had enacted for him~ the. uncon$\tll11l1ated. love
between mother and $On, although incaricatute. But the teV~~
, is also true.:lsalmost a1way~ with Pl~Ust. All ~ple witb.wh()m~
h~ had ~nal dea1ing$ for any length of time and who would
lend themselves either to the role of mother. 'or that of ison" 'W~
obliged to do ao, as he in tum would' supplement' the ,play by a$ol
sumingthe otherrole. AndoccasiouallytheaerolesosciUated:dl1r. ,
ing thepetfonnance.,
the first analysis, his whole (non-technical) (onespondente
is.oIJ.e long letter to his mother in which be ftatt~ her .he
dUdes het, indicts ber as. he exCUlpates her.sedute$ bel' as he
jects her" The two are no longer apart. He -has absorbed her in
totol has devoured her. It is only after her death that.thelongpm..
jected work gets und~r way.-It could not have been written 'before. And now his'asthma becomes WOl'Se,a5 tboughhe bad in..
haled a substance which clungtobis lungsand defied'allatternpts
at exhaling it. The mother within chokes him.. But he will not
give up until his work is done. He will not.atone with his demise
until the novel is completed. Then, at last.. he. letS her take revenge on him.. offers his breath to ber and chokes to death. We
can have only a limited understanding -of Proust as long as we
do not see the pervasion ofhis life. his cosmos.. his ~ork bY.the
exhalations of his mother-at ,once poisonous and etemalidng..
Anything they touch dies and becomes material for hu'Work. Im..
mortality has been achieved.. and with it final independence fr0l1:1
bismother.
This was a dreadful life of unrelieved misery.. unrelieved de-"
pendence upon a gentle. overdevoted mother who eould no~gi'Ve
up her SoD, and more tragically, whom her son could not give

In

i .

*

\
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up. AU other human relations were to him real only insofar as

they permitted the primal ,one to be re-enacted.. Else they were

.

""'-~-.

.~

I

but pale,. shadowy deviatiolls from the original, the sole relation.
Of cour5e, we realize that this brief psychological enquiry contributes ~othing toward the explanation of his genius. It is not
the suffrance-charged, unresolved bond between mother and son
which is at the base of his tremendous intellectual and creative
endowment,altbough there is not a word be uttered and wrote
which is not touched by it. And it is quite clear that the particular
direction of his literary research (he considered, and rightly so,
his entire work as a sequence of researches into the human soul)
was determined by this attachment, his interests were made specific by it-his strikingly feminine sensibility and gentle touch
were bonowed from his mother. They supervised ~be selection of
bismaterial; they c:onfinedhim to this particular world of the
elegant, wealthy and decadent French aristocracy whose only
virtue is in his exploration of it. It is not nearly so vigorous or
dynamic a world as that of Balzac and Stendhal. But in Proust'spresentation it becomes exemplary. a laboratory in which the
-laws of human intercourse are made visible: the laws of memory.
of attraction and repulsion, of nostalgia. jealousy. possessiveness.
prestige. greed, fear. grief. courage, unfaithfulness, loyalty. and
the infinite facets of the human character which are lit up by conduct only to be proved illusory by the oscillating tool of his ambivalence. The human character is assaulted with the devastating
concept of relativity. and nothing is left of it but the barely related projections from his magic lantern.
Harry Levin has furnished the introduction to this volume. He
points out the operation of what he calls the Proustian irony. But
he does not show us how intimately this irony is related to the
.most savage satire. Nor does he tell us of Proust's peculiar ob·
session with caricature. Proust's novelistic characters are. after
all, caricatures lifted to the height of finished portraits taken from
memory. (And in this Proust is not unlike Henry James, or
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rather'Henry James not unlike Proust.. Jam~ QU·alfotd to'~
less gentle. since his hate u less'intense. But both share that loye
of beauty which in reality isbu:t a lying in wait foreraeks in <the
armor of perfection S<l tltat .they may pounce lJ.ponanything le$S
than perfect and tear it apart.
A love for the absolute which is
.
but the miUk ofbate for the imperfect) 3 secret, cmelenjoyment
in the flaws. \Vbat would Henry James' novels be if all people
could have perfect-mannersand tastel), But a.part from. this omis·.sionon Levin's part, he does a most ,satisfactory jabof invesng;tt..,
ing Proust's specific ability to express himself thrQugh ,the. mean~
of the opposite statement. He also sal'S intere~ting and.pe~tinent
'things about Proust's manner of writingand dealing with human
contacts in the phobic Proustian way. He 3fuplifieswhat many of
the letters state more obliquely: that when the final count is
made, we find Proust on the side of the angels, on the side of toler·
ance and justice.
"

Florence Hawle,
ONE NAVAHO'S LIFE PROBLEMS,
one of the most detailed andearefully planned studies ever attempted $tudents, of man..
.
kind and his ways has been going on in a little known (Qr·
ner of New Mexico. This is the uRamah Project,U conceived by
Clyde Kluckhohn and a group of advisers and 'C~workc;rs(often'
graduate students) who :t>eganobservationson th~ Ramah Navahos-in 1936 under the auspices of Harvard University. The
intention is to describe historically, physically, culturally. pSy"
chologically, and in relation to acculturation this~ther isolated
group of people, whose nearest -neighoo" are' the Indians of

F
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Zufti pgeblo, SpaniJb...American and Mormon michers. The
, project, to 1)econtinued on into the future by.a series ofoblerv..
entrained indifferent disciplines and hence, through extension
in time and the number of individuals cbeding upon each
others' interrelated data, aitXlS at providing a more meaningful
interpretation of the culture dynamics. of this group than other..
'wise would be po$Sible.
The first report arising directly from this study is Gregorio,
the Hand..tremblefl " the combined work of two prominent
P'YchiaU'ist·anthropologis~Alexander and Dorothea Leighton.
,It is not~ct1y a literary production but bears on human affairs
and is of interest to scientist$ and laymen alike. Two volumes
.by CIydeKluckhohn and Dorothea Leighton, The NtrtJ(Jhoand
Children of the People, appearing in 1946 and 1947, provide background to the present monograph concentrated upon the
events in the life history of Gregorio,.which finally led 'to his
becoming a hand..trembler or diagnostician of disease, an
honored profession among these people.
Gregorio's father was a silent man who took almost no part in
raising his sons. Gregorio's mother died when he was seven and
he btcatne a part of the household of an au~t and the maternal
grandparents. His childhood ,vas spent herding sheep for the
family. During one of his lonely vigils he saw his first white man:
"It looked like a man, I said, that had wool allover his face:'
Gregorio's, grandfather wa$ a medicine man and four'of the
family practiced hand-trembling, the deVice by which the diag-nostician, after deriving power through trance and rev~lation,
identifies the ailment of a patient by sitting beside him, thinking
of possible diseases and noting at which thought his extended
hand begins trembling. A certain medicine man is prescribed
for the curing ceremony, and if his cure is succe~ful both
specialists are rated efficient.
• Gugorio. the Handtrerrtbler. a PS)'chobiologictd Personality Study of a N«Vdho
Indian. Papers of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology.
Harvard Unh.-ersity. Vol. ~ No.1. 1949.

r.
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At fourteen .Gregorio lnOved: away' from ,the home of '. his
maternaJ.grandparentsand wentwithhb.uncle to herd .Ibeep
~

for the local "Mexicans:' The considerable knowledge concern..
ing handling and breedingof flocks picked upduring this period
of contact with SpaniJh Atneti~becatnethe badgroundfor .
his scanty «OXlOmic aublistence when be returned tohilpeople.. "
But the long i80lation left him J1ightlyiU.=tt ·ease.unoog the
other Navahos and depri\·ed~im. likewise, of that knowledge of
,native religion .which would ·'have pennittedhim. to-' utilhe"at,
. oncethe~powet for:hand-ttemblingacquiredin a strange'illneN
which occuiTeci during this sbeep .herding period... .
After eight yearl he tetumea ·to hilpeople. !tilttlatiVeJ"
almost at once andwithoutconsuJting hiOl.arranged·a mattilF
whichwa a' fallute Uo111 theitart.. The hand"trembling, which
he now began to practice• .alfordediOme cornpen~tion,in, <:,ut..
side interests ,and after. the second y~ he'l~t ,bi. wue.·Four
years later anentetprisingold woman .petlt;taded him to marry
her daughter. who was dull but not ·uncbn1paniQ~ble. Their
first four children were stil~bornor died in in£ancy~~afterwJtich
a girl was hom and survived. two morewert"bomand died. and
finally twornore were' born and managed-to livetTb~ 10SlefJ
plus illnesses and ddingaccidents expetienced by Gregorio, are
added to his dtildhood 'exJld:iences inanaiysis by the Leigbtons
as major events pushing the individual toward imecurity. "jn
combat· with those few, pushing towar,dsecurity.Gregorio,as
the result of this battle.is~haracterizedas u. .. .. '$by, tiniid•.
sitive to the opinions of other Na\1ahos.,pesire for prestige, tapa...
city for bard work; low normal intelli~ce. Backache~ )ta$f. to
get along with.~~ The authOi'sconclude (upon the basi. of a previous background $urvey of $()urceS of fear and uneuineo iume
community) that discaseand the violation of religious rule.·
rank first as source of concern to Nava.hO$ in .~neral and to
Gregorio as an individual. Interpersonal CQr.tBiet ii the second

.en..

,

important source of distress.

,.
#':
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. ~thropologbts and others dealing with psychology of nonwhite groups will be· interested in both the methodology of
field collection and of systematic presentation of this material,
for maximum clarity of interpretation. The first section. entitled «JFonnulation/' covers the problem~ the ~ondensed ma·
terial,. and general conclusions. Following this is the life story as
dictated by Gregorio.. Then,. for eaclt major need in Gregorio'"
life· (subsistence. survival, social relationships, etc.) the authors
. . give a $uilUnary of pertinent data, followed by breakdowns of
such data by SUbtopic in text or charts, a synthesis of attitudes
toward the general topic. an explanation, and a notation of gaps
in available information. ~faterial for tlus section is taken from
field notes of other ,vorkers in the Ramah area as well as from
the life text. The biography of Dezbah. Gregorio's second wife.
makes .up the last section of the volume.
Biographies provide basic data concerning the effect of a cuI·
ture and especially of its value systems upon its carriers. As the
author points out in his summary, insight into the equilibrium
system of a number of individ~als representing some group.
combined with a knowledge of their cultural patterns, provides
not only scientific understanding of cultural dynaplics but also
the. most practical background possible to administrators responsible for plans concerning control and guidance of a people.
Gregorio is very dependent upon the opinion of his own peOple.
That is not surprising but we are struck by the implications for
Indian Bureau and other acculturation programs of Gregorio's
valuing the judgment of Spanish-Americans and trusting them
further than the Anglos. Consequently, it seems apparent that
'"methods for improving agriculture and husbandry techniques
should not be such as to interfere too much with his religious
and social life, should not expose him to criticism from other
Indians, should not put him in the position of being dependent
on the word of [an Anglo] and would be much more effective
if taught by a l\fexican [Spanish American] than by [an Anglo].
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He woul~ resist to. the last any effort tbatthreatened' hit
position as a ~ostidan, but be would ~pond teadilytoin",.
struetion ,in first "aid and honesetting.provided ,he: could trUst
the instructor and could seetesults ftomthe work:'
The only criticism which might be levdedat this excellent
piece of 'Work. is the small nuttter(but..o f emotional connotation.
and possible confusion itt. the Southwest) of tetainingtbe Na.. ,,
vaho translator's appellationofu~lexicanuintefming to Span~
ish Americans and of Uwhite people""
referring to ~glOl.
•

•

'I'

in

A1'cllie ]. Bahm
COMMON· SENSE FROM INDIA
,.
'.

W

westemscholar seebbeyond the bed of
..
spikes. rope tricks, and trances for tile PhitO$OpIl,iea.1
.~ases of ~ndia's outlook in the Vedas, Upanisbadsand
Bhagavad~ita,he may yet be misled, for most of thosewho sif
India's doorsteps are not good guides. A., Thangal Kunja ~fusa..
liar. business magnate of Travancore. Writing in Malayalaro. pub...
fished. in 1946 "the slim little volume bearing his name": Man
and the lVorid. 'Practical PhilC?sophy and Law o/Natu/re.-Tbe
book. was written to be read aloud in native vUlagegatherings u
a sermon-to help the humble to find happiness. For the common
man it is packed witli conunonsense, drawnttom innumerable
sources, not the least of which is life itself. ,\Vestern lCience and
Eastern mysticism intermingle with channing$implicity. yet with '
noticeable absence of both Hindu excesses andAmericanexaet·
HEN THE

on'

,-

• Translated from the Malayalam by S. sath)'avageep1ara lyer.'san Vicente 'Foundation, Inc., santa Fe, 1949. (A note on the san Vieente Foundation 'W'i&S siwnin
nThe Editor'. Comer," Winter 1949 illue.)
.
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nea. Not once is there mention of Brahman, Nirvana, Yoga, nor
once of a chemicalfotDlula, mathematical equation, or statistical
graph.
No plot or theme, except the persutent. one of how to find hap.
piuesa:. inhibits the:reader who might wuh to begin wherever the
book happens' to open. He can find exhortation on an endless
array of homely topics, such as eating, sweating. bowel mov~
ments" sudden changes in atmospheric pressure, fresh air, pure
water, games, rituals, pilgrimages, autosuggestion. and of every·
day virtues such as eady rising. systematic habits, self·reliance.
thrift, decencies and proprieties, and ietirement in comfort. Yet
these are interwoven with remarks about man's destiny and cosmic significance. l\fan is depicted as endangered both by aggressive egoism and failure to rise fully to his. potential heights: "In
his vanity man imagines he can alter the face of things and make
events toord~r"· Yet there are Uno limitsto man's progr~s." Even
though man's fate is destined by laws of etemal justice, power
over his own happiness remains largely in his own hands. Divine
d~m and human hope, pantheism an~ humanism, bru.te facts
and tender.values apPear together as naturally asconlmon human
experience demands. Both reincarnation and heaven-hell doctrines live together uncritically with each other; yet happiness
i$ to be found not ·by running away from life but in attending
efficiently to life·s most ordinary needs-such as urination and
gratitu~e.

.

Science is advancing by leaps and bounds~ The relentless struggle
(or existence results in tbe deaths of thousands and the wanton waste
of means of subsistence. For it is the immutable law of life that all
things grow. reach tbeir climax. and then die away-to resume their
original state. • . . The days of the week, month and year are caused
by the movements of the sun and earth, for if these did not move there
would be no past and fumre. . . • Between his loss and his r~ining
of consciousness, man does not know anything of the elapsed time. no
matter what its length. no matter if it was only a second·s duration.
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Westerners ~iU approvetheauthor'.abn~ty to make wide use of "
simple scientific· knowledge. ·for human improvementi.~ough
"they may be appall.ed.and irritated by hiS mistakes, even. iftrivial' .
fortno~ purposes. as, for example~tbat 'fthesunburnsa it
tr.tvehowing to its tremendous$peed~u .
"
The Western mind may neYcr be able to understandh()w~e'
spirit of India can be at once SO diffuse and tet $0 integrated, so
unsystematic and yet m unified, JO spiritual and yet 10 ptaedcal.. - .
Musaliar makes multitude5 of d~fferent" pbU()$Ol'hiCl--contradic..
"tory and incompatible to analyticalmintb-:-nterge imperceptibly .
together, with no feeling of rough edges, umess the teader; al..
ready trained to de~ectandmagnify,bringshiSintdlettual$Iic;:ing.
tools with him. Their naivet:ohex:ence '~ay ~eU represent'a pro.
.

founder wisdom than sOphisticated analyses-may riotbC so naive "
after aU. Sweeping .~neralities illustrated by· bomelyexatnples
and intuitive appraisals of life .not bound by the laws of ·'mere
reuonn-yet inherently reasonable tOCOUl:1l1on sense--.leavea feet..
ing of depth and grandeur, ofsc:ientificbollness,of profou~d .sim..
plicity. s. sathyavageeswara IYe1".ofH. H. The Maliaraja'. Uni..
versity College, Trivandrum. translated the book into. English.' .

It may have lost in the process some of the charm of itJoxiginal
genius. Yet it remains an excellent table pieCe, an in$pi~tional .
handbook, a steadysOurc:e for. those in a mood. for .meditation..
And it has been beautifully desiped by ~er1e AtInitage ~d'at·
tractively printed by Progr~Bulletin under the supervision of .
M. A. Johnson.

.
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·WESTERN NOSTALGIA

·.1:.·Nume,·
alS "Salute t.o <:en.e Rhodes," ·h.ich introduces~.is vo~.
Frank Doble has presented the man, the quabty of hIS
w.

writing. and the reasons a passionate few" keep his work
alive. ~fuch of it is nostalgia, though it may be that when lhe
youngand brash critics who do not like Rhodes' style or his point
of view have been forgotten Gene, like Stevenson, will be revived
as a writer,of good, racy,_ and characteristic prose.
~ne might take exception to Dobie's statement that Rhodes'
characters' "talk is uniformly natural:' Frank Dobie has known
more cowboys-than I have and it may be that they uniformly talk.
.like this: rounded periods, sparkling with·whimsicalities, heavily
interlarded with classical allusions and apt Biblical and Shakespearean quotations. But I somehow doubt it. 'Vhen a sheriff
named Barela, a near-illiterate cowboy, and a tenderfoot proving his mettle talk just alike I suspect they are all Gene Rhodes.
Because Gene, of all things, loved words. He may have been an
indifferent cowboy, as hinted. But he always carried a book in his
saddlebags, and as he rode he read. He read under a flickering
~esquite or aromatic creosote bush, or resting up against the
station water tower. He was always reading. A real reader is little
distracted by what he is supposed to be doing. So a lot of words
and apt quotations drifted through Gene Rhodes' mind, and
many stuck. He loved words, the very sound of them, and their
synonymity: the way they could be piled up, played with,
arranged and rearranged to say the same thing over and over,
maybe better and better. So that's the way his cowboys talk-like
Gene Rhodes who loved the vernacular and used it as well as he
U

• The Best Novels and Stories 01 Eugene Manlove Rhodesl edited by Fra!lk V.
Dearing. with an introduction by J. Frank Dobie. Houghton Mimin Co•• 1949.
112
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used the c:lassical $peech~ _But who, whatever he did. did it like a
literary. man.
· So were his plots literary.intrieatelycontrived. In(()ntei~"able
that such things could have happenecLButtheywere fun to r~d.
as any Io\'~ ofatories would have to admit. Th~y are.. in addition.
unfailingly true to ·the scene in which they are laid. Nobody was .
better than Gene Rhodes at giv~ng the-feel of ail', tbc$me.llo£
· growth or sandor a corral. or tbe lvayacountry ~ises to pate blue
peakS or fcides off into d~Itnothillgne$$.hfostofa~. hb tales ate
truelviththettuth-to.-typeofamanwhowdtesoflifenota.itwilt
or even as he knew it to be.. but"as a man of his generation would
$peak-of people not present-with gentle j~dic:iousness. Only hi!
villains are presented with -50nie ,rancor, but ;nnu$CCl nncor and
in the aure knowledge that dtey wUlbe downed in tbeen~ when
the knightly hero gets the delicate heroine. lvhq5e bair is $Oft and
· misty even in a sandstorm and whO$C'·hands ate always amall.No
'Wonder Saturday Evening Post readers loved Gene devotedlyc tor
awbole generation.
. This is a volume to have at hand for ~scape reading or to' put
on theguest..room table.'

.....
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Genevieve Porterfield

A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
OF THE SOUTHWEST, XXXII

a service of the University of New ~fexico's
Research Bureau on Latin America and Cultural Relations in
the Southwest, the School of Inter-American Affairs, the Department
of Sociology, and the New .Mexico Quarterly Review, attempts to
list, with such thoroughness as time and resources permit, cunent
material!' dealing with the Southwest. The Southwest, as here defined, includes all of New )'fexico and Arizon~, and parts of Texas,
Utah, Oklahoma, Colorado, Nevada and California.
The symbol (F) designates fiction: 0) is used to indicate materials on the juvenile levet
In order to conserve space and avoid needless repetition, recurring
items of a general nature will be listed only once 'a year, and for
the same reason items from periodicals that are indexed in The
Readers Guide to Periodical Literature, The Education Index, and
the International Index have been eliminated. The listing of thesis
titles. generously provided by tbe librarians of the· area, because of
space limitations will be distributed throughout the forthcoming
issues.
Included in this issue are mainly those titles which \\-ere published
or came to our attention between September 1 and December I, 1949.

T

HIS BIBLIOGRAPHY,

BOOKS
ADAMS, &ENNEnl C!.YD£. California misdons. Culver City. Cal.. Murray and
Gee. 1949. 75c.
BAILEY. FLoRA L Be'ween 'he four
mounlaim. New York. l\faanillan. 1949.

$1·50. (IF)
BLOOM. Lt:ONAaD A.!liD RUTH

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss1/1

Ru:vn.

Remot!Gl Grid return; 'he
nomic elftcl! 01 'he lI.'42r on

soci~to
J.~ntse

Americans. Berkeley. University of California PreM. 1949. $!.15. (Unb-ersity
of California Publications in Culture
and Society, v. 4>
BoLroN. HnanT S. Cortmedo. AlOO·
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querq\le, .Uni\'mity of New Mexico.
P~IM~ '13.00: .New York,. Whit..
tletey HOUle••949-$6.00.
Bunt. HtunT' 0r.m:I. Will_

115.

Gl.'llDt. EDWINCUrtAY,. CfI1ifonda .#I111a

*Mt$;« ~4b1ric41."itt~•.k ...
ke~ ..n4 J..,QI. AlJ.Ide$•.. University-of
caliromia pJell, 1949.$10.00..
.,HANCX)C$. 1lAtPJJ. Fohlou botll~.
New York. Funk and W~b,.t94g,.
$!.so.lVilahlrc JSOule\-at4 "in 1.0&. ~•.

Bl«Jtmore; _ .~ .shle'y i" tlte .economic ~loP!'!e,.t 4ftlie West. Vol. 1.
The SJM"isli~Ntxkart tll"4 C'!n" 01
NQ1 Nexico.tul ColOfWl:lo; Vbl• .I. g e l e s . .
I
Ecrly fi"'~"f 0/ the Dmver .,.el Rio HOLLON, ElUNL7'h,'Ost J",ltjit#hf':
Gt#l"de Rllil~· Den\'et. Bradford ZebulottMott.lgotnt!1 Pi1ct.NotrAl\\..
R.obinson Printin~ Co., lMg. $15.00.
Unh'mity of . ~ p"*, .. '9!~
.
. . .
!at':\u.· Hu.L~ MMaA. CalifQt1'lic,' its $3·75.
IImllZinf story. LoI ~gelCJ,Weucl. .JIIIEY, CoL~1U. T~~1eth'
19{9.$1~.
.
sl?!rit. New York, Crown, J949.$3..Qo..
CLArn. L A.&. S. Shirley leUers from . (F) Mexkansift California. '
theC4lifor1ii. m;ntl, .r8j"~j2. New )~ .AuCZ.ANDOl1ttu. T.ht daert·
York. Knopf. 1949. $3.50. .
• ~oi'1J. e;. ~tud1 o/the. P4./JQ
•.. o.lkd
... i.at$.
COl.-lOS. HoUOCD Su.u:u. HOpi. Xc·
ChicaRQ. Uni\'cnityofChieago Pms.
eJ'iruJ doHs. Albuquerque. Unh-ersity pf - 194~ $6.oo.(lndianedu~.tion ~atd1
project .eries}~
.
New Mexico P.resI, lM9. $1.50-'
CoLros. WALUL Three )"urs ift ClIli· Kp(p,. DosAJJ) CoMnnr..CotorlUlo·s
. lorn ill. Stanford. Cal., Stanford Uni,-cr· little 1cingdom. Den,'er, ~ge Books.
sity P.ras.19-i9. $5.00. Photograpbic 100,1949. $5.00.
"
uaimUe of a diat)' of 1850.
KE."Il"NEU.\',. A1tDnH.The pt~lIble1cifJ§'
ColU:. EDWIN. The RO)'1I1H;ghwcy. dom. Bailon. 1lougbton, MUllin CO.,
New York, Bobbl-Merrill. 194~ $4.00.· 1949.$S'oo. (F) Story of Motni()l)l in
,
History of Highway 101 in california. Utab.·
OtoUCll, WJSSlOS ASD !>EA..... ~Eu(;&."'i£
l..EWl50 .05t.u. Ccli/ornia laerit.p. New
McHlQ.V. Gdi/ornia gocremrncn'; YOlk.. Cro1\'ell. 1949. $5.0<). Picturaand
politia lind Gdministration. rev. ed.• text giving a(.(()unt Of CaUforn~ his.
lletkeley, Uni,"mity of California tory 1769 to 1880.
.' \
Pre5I. 1949, $5.00•
M~~ICKLt, .J).EkcY.. They r4t'llt here
DALE. EDwAIlD EnllEn. The Indi4l," of first; the ffJ!ic. ollhe Amfflciln Indi,n.,
the Southll:('st. Norman. UDivcnity of Philadelpbla. Lippin«>tt. 1949'· $3.';5- .
(Peoples of AmeriQlM:ries).
Oklahoma p~ lM9. $4~.
DEIO, A....c;lE. Oltlchomll, footloose ."d McWILLi"MS, CAuv.Ctalif()tni4:the
/4nC'Y-fue. NOl111an. Uni\-ersity of Okla- "'~Qt exceptit:>tI. New Vork"W,'D.I949o
..,
homa Prell, 1949. $3.75. The conlem~ ${.oo.
rary KeDe.
_
MAttus, PAttI. SlDN£'" C(}(hiie.nd
EMJUClt. Dcsc..w. It'11IlJ old U ild lVtst
ltfogotlcm sit~s; Pinel.c'wn VIIllq,tII($t.
custom. New York. VanguardPrea. em New Aft'x;co.Chicago,ChicagoNat..·
19-1!.). $3.00. (American cusloma aeriei) ural History Museum. 1949; $5-50.
.
F05TUe Snl'llEN CLuL. El !l.uochc"o; ?fAtJUIIN. \VJWAM H~'Y•. A ··lQffo/'
hmv I k.'4n' to hdp mae the cOJUlih&": 's4g.. New York. William. Sloan AMotion of a.li/ornic, stirrinK historic4l1 in· dates. 1949. $5.50. Boy life in Arizona
cidents. Los Angeles. D;;awson's Book and New Mexiro.
,.
.
Shop, 1949. $2.00. Account of the C:;di.
Cornia constitutional ronventioD of M£YDS, BW-Ow. weo!
"OIU. Philadelphia, WestmilUtef P.ttlS,
1849.
G.un. WA\,S£.. Frontier jwtiu. Nor· 1949,$1·50 Of}llandlttory.
m:ln. Unh'ersity of Oklahoma Press. MlUJi LotS. Scdt11~SIl"d Mi1.f......booi
01 Cllli/orni«.Culver City, eat., MU~f
19490 $3·75·
.
and (;ee.lgf9o $r_~. JUl}111f=ItelUng
Gl1.P1.~. Luru.The Rio Grende, ritoer
of d~stin>'; II" i"ta/Jret.tion 01. the the early history Of California.'
rive,. the Il'Jtld and the ~ople_ New Mo.""TCOlall\'. Roes (;otuJo~ ANIlOl'fttU.
York, Duell, .Sloan and Pearce. 1949. FT41IcisctJ,.· Jfw4tOl-oi; theexclrVOtion .tid
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(ndY,. '01&111 in NorIhttulene Ari:mw. Sl;nu.. Eml'l:re 011 athe~h. Stanford,.
Cambrid~•. ~.,., Peabody MUJeUm.
Cal.. Stanford Uni\:ersity Prell, 1M9I!H!). $8'35. (peabody NUJeUID P~pen.. $3'50- {Stanford lWU~rtation Jeries}.
v. aU)
Wap freishtilll' by the. firm of R,llSl\fOAA, JO$UK JAQNTO. ,.Ii/omio1; 'he !ell. Majon and Waddell.
"gc of 'he la.hi·ridinl lwqUtrOf, SIIEl1tY. .EsHUl' 1\.";]) MAULYN WB.Americ&"s fint CO'IIJboys. New York. UA!oU. The social IITtlU 01 Los Angeles.
Los Angelo. Uni\"eJ'Sity of CalifOrnia
Doubkday, 1949. $3.75Owni5.· Ltt.. Americc,. squ.re dllnttf Prea. 1949. $t.oo.
of the W~.st lind Soutl,wtst. Palo Alto. SMlTlr. HAnY A.t.uN. We trent that·
Cal., P~fic Boobo 1949. $3.50.
away. New York. Doubleday. 1949.
PAY~"E. StUHE."'l. Tt'ef't·age cowboy stor· $2.15- Description of the untuuat thangs
ia. New York. L:mtem PRY. 1949. oblen-ed in a trip to the SouthWelL
$2·50 OF)
TAYLOIt. BAYARD. Eldorado • ••• with
PUUl'S. !\{Ak(';;\lU. Toby on the sheep
dritoe. PhUaddphia. Macrae Smitll.
19-19- $1.·50. ill Boy in Arizona.
RUOllO. E(!cE..~t MANto\~ The bed
"owls lind $'orit! of Eugene 1\lanIOt'e
RI,odts: edited by Frank V. Dearing
••• B 0 Ito n. Hougton·MifIlin. IM9.
$5·00.
ROODS, WILL. The autobiography of
Will. Rogen; selected and edited by
Domlld nay. Boston. Houghton-MifBin.
1949. $3.00•
ROUNDS. CLEN. Rodeo, bulls. bron"
and buckaroos. New York, Holiday
Home. 1949. $2.25.
SErru:. RAYMOSD W. AND MAlty LUND

introduction by Robert Class Cleland.
New York. Knopf. 1!H90 $5.00. (West.
ern Americana)

A tate of Texa: _
b001 01 recipes. _ • • New York. Random Home. IM9. $3.00. Includes
Indian. Spanish. French lind deep
South rool'ery_
WILLIAMS. ELGIN. The animating pursuits 01 speculation. land traffic in the
annexation of Texas, New York. Co.
lumbia \1nh'ersity Press. 1949. $3.15.
WotU. MulUEL SUIEt,L. Stampede to
timberline, the g/lOst towns and mining
camps 01 Colorado. Boulder. The Author. 1949. $7·50.

T'aAIlEY. JAN!. 11).

PERIODICAL ARTICLES, PUBLIC
DOC U ~f EN TS, AN D THESES
AGRICULTURE A.."'lD RANCHING
CocKEJtILL, P. W. AND OTIiERS. Prices 01

f

.

New Alexico farm and ranch products.
New Mexko Agricultural E.x~riment
Station. Bulletin M8. State College.
July 1949.
EVANS. Mows. New Mexico chicleen
and egg production. New Mexico Agricultura1 E.xpt:rbnent Station. Bulletin,
S52. State COllege. July 1949.
HAmOR."i. Scorr AND DEIIARD B. JOliNSOS. A study 01 the possible eRects 01
the standard demity gin press on the
marketing of Ari:ona cotton. Arizona
Agricultural Experiment Station. Bulletin. 224. TUQion. Aug. 1949.
Oklahoma. Agricultural Experiment
Station. Oklahoma agricultural $fatu·
tics, 1894-19-17' Miscellaneous Publica·
tion. MP·14. Jan. 1949.
(1l0MAS. w. P. AND OTIU1tS. The Colo-

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss1/1

rado Riuer and Utah·s agriculture, tr!eliminary report. Utah Agricultural Experiment Station. Special Report, ..
Logan, 1949.
ANTHROPOLOGY, ARCHAEOLOGY
AND SOCIOLOGY
ADAMS. E. T. "Skeletal remains of man
and extinct animals: a camp site covered by river drifL" Texas. Archeologi-

cal and Paleontological Society. Bulletin. 20: 7'20. 1949.
CAMPBELL. T. N. A!Io"D JAC% Q. FRIZZELL.
"Notes on the Ayala site. lower Rio
Grande Valley. Tex3$"- Texas .Archeological and PaleontologiCtlI Society_
Bulletin, 20:63-71. 1949.
COLTOS. HA)tOLD S. "The prehistoric
population of the Flagstaff area:- Picteau, 22::U-25. OcL 1949.
DkAKE. ROBERT J. "Shells and shdl-.
tempered pottery in Texas archaeol-
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orr." £I p.rado, 56:~"t. sept. ~949

. Rh.*w" . 19:a8S-SSg.AUU.l1IUI .1949.
Criticism of Peyton',u ··A. . .i~·. beatt..
land. the bthwe:.t.
. '
A~t.m). M'A.'it.'tL .'t~ Chll1tl of
my. people, .. taldto nOlt Battb....
lkserl" It: is·••, Oct, 1949:
~.. THOMAS. 'iaeliet," .'It.'e. Mtx..

EDwAID'P. J>ozu:L

Autul1U\: 1949- Short atoryO«t tb@\~ of
rditionshipbt:twcen "AJ1~'" and

DUlTO."f. BuTKA P. "$eniOrlirl ICOUt
tt
~Q1 ampl of '949- £11'••
''''10,36:118'185. sept. 1949. HOIjtIt.HAnv• ..4" etlCt1tbl cfidiotl.
." 01 tlte T-oJtt..... la"ptI¥.Uni\'efsitf~t (:alitornb. Publiationsin lin..
gulStlCS. v. s. No~ I, July It.l9f9HOIjD, HAnY AND

·'The P!lonemca of Tewa, Santa Clara
dialect." Intent.tion.l 10umalol
dmmca" Linpistiu. 15:1!9"'(4" July
1949,
Kw.!:v. J, ,~··Arcb:aeologia1
notes on two exca\--ated houle. struc·
tures in Westem Ten..·' Texu Archeologitll 4I"tI Paleontologiccl Soc~t,.
Bulleti,., 1O:8g-U4. 1!M9KINe. bAU: S. Nal.teihu,. exttroatioru
at • Putblo III sitt on' IVupetti N.·
tiontl Afonument. Ari:on•• Museum of
Northern Arizona. BUlletin. Z!' flagstaff, 1!M9.
The le~.' It.tUS 01 fComen in the
United Slides 01 Amaitc.. 1.n. '. '948,
report for Nta1 Mexico. U. S. Women's
Bureau. Bulletin 157-3Q (revised)
Washington, Go\"etnmc:nt PrintmgOf.
Gee. 1 9 4 9 . .
.
QUL'l/N. JEAN AS!) JANE HoLDE."l, ·'Cai'C!l
and ahelters in Dawson and Bonlen
Counties.'· Texu Archtologicld anti

PGleonlologiCtlI Society. Bullelin..

tO~

lIS-1!1. 19-19.
ScIlAEtl£L, R!CIlA1U> P. "'The Karankawa
of the Texas Gulf Coast:" Southwutem
Journal 01 Anthropology, 5:u7*137.
Summer. 1949STEPHEN50S. ROIEkT L "AtchaeolQgical
sunoey of Lavon and Gam-Little Elm
rt5en:oirs; a ytelhninary tCJX?rt:' Texu
Archeolo~tl ' .and PtlleontologicllSo.
ciely. Bulletin, 10:11-61. 1949TA\'LOIt.HEUEJlT c.. JL .~'A tentative
cultu~l sequence for the area about
the mouth of the Pecos..·· Textl$ Af-cheoloJ{ical 4nd Paleontologietll Sodety. Bulletin, 10:,,-88. 1949TO»lAS. IItE.'l/E. "Problems of continued
staff stimulation and dC\'etopment in
the comm'bnity' guidance dime. Dallas.
Te~as.'· Journal oJ P$Ychiatnc Soa.z
Work. 19:14.18. Summer 1949.

ARTS

AtI.EN. ClIAILES."The Southwest in a
minor. dlofd." New Mexico Q.uarterly

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1950

koQ.&ltfterlyRtrJitw, .l9:3~~$G.
2\fexican·Am~(ana.

Bo.\'I1t,IGHT. MODY '0.

..
,"
"'Ilae art olltalt

lyink:' Southfl)tsl R~" M=SS7:$6!.
Autumn 1949-

BunMA.. .~HON~.~·!Ceniusill.tbapt.
the
.nd ....orbofCharUe RWlellr
Ari:O,.. HightIJttyf"t5.:l6-!9t Nov.i949_
lllu.trated ,dtb 1Cl-enfull pag«; fCP-fo'
'tluction•. of' his~intinp .andotber
e.~lXlples .of his wotk,
.
BVNNf:l, Wn1uAND OUva LA. FA;.ct.
ms.."Alite, Cotbin:an .a~p~iation"·
NtfI1Mex,(o . !luarttrly 'Rmew",19:
55'79, Spring 1949.'
CMSlDV. INA $IZEL "Art and :artists of

me

New Mexico: New 'Mexito t11l!t$l1lcn.'·
New Mexico.I'1:.6• .<f9. Nov. ~!H9'
CASSIDY.. INA ·Sltta. "Attand masuo!
New Mexico:' International FolkMuseum." New Afexko..
50., Sept.
1949,

.':3.,

and attistl of.
New Mexico: art in Los Atam.ot." Ntw
Me,dco, 27:33. 6.(. Aug. 1949.'

CAS$IJ)Y, INA StUL IIAtU

CuB. JOE l\f. ·'Summer theater'" New
Mexico, l1:2.-I~. 50-St, July. J949CooK, HOWARD, ·'Ernest L. lUumen..
Khein. theartht in his envif()nment~"
Netl/ .AftX;~ Q.U4ITlerly Revie'81, 19:
18-14. Spring 1949' -,
..
ENEJlY•.~NE.."Woolc:umroideries of
New Mexico:JOl11e UQtel on the ,.tilth

emptoyed:'EI Palmo,.56:3'9·U5. Nov.

1949·
.
GOFF. Lt.oYD ,Low. '#K<mntth M.
Adam..·' NetIJ· MtxitoQ.surdtrl, .Re.
view, 19:"4,-'19. Autumltl949'
WClITOS.I>oJlO1'lU'.Ac. "Rehabilitation

of the Nal-abos'" New AlexicoQ.u4rttrly Review, Ig:Sgo·39!. AU1UD1lt 1949•.
Crititism of "Th~ People:" by
1. Sancb=.
.'
Mc.~nY. JANES G."The MeN..., organ.·· El P"lacio,56:t59't6t. SCpt. 1949.
P,,\ClI.. WALTEL "JohnSlom)' Nt!tJJMex.

(;eo.
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ko Q..,.tt"'r, /levitW, 19:177"181, Sum...

~t94~

,

,
'-The resident ans:

ltOlUinf'l.D. JOlt~.
the:: \'ilbilutin putlUe. berttSou'hliltsl

'95-s98.

'J!.erMwr

M:!l?·SI5.
Autumn
1M!). Tbeattl' In the SouthWCIl.
Tf~. E. \Y., II. ~'The bunted."

Ne'lII Mexico fl..,.,terl, Rnriewl 19:
18~-19J'

Surnttlerl949. Shott story•.

""'the humanities in
tbe Soutb~t:' New .Mtxito Q.""terl, BttIktu,. 10:5-17. Springl94!)'

'WYNN, Dl'llUY.

YOUNG, Vn.'IOO!'l"

"Fran'k W'atets: prob-

lena of:' the regional impetative'" New
Mexico Q.lI4Tttrlyllet:itw, 19:355-57"
Autumn 1!Hg.

.

JUIDIOS, DAISY BAXTtL "0, H. P.
baxter and early Pueblo." Coloreo
M~ne. 16: 305-307" Oct. 1949.
~fummr EwJ.. uUr. Rose JUdd Deere.

first Colorado .ntlQe in the Philip-

pinef..... Colorcdo M"KW~i 16:161-165.
JUly 1949- .
.
"Reclamation-, ball of fame ••• Con-

gres$1Dan Iticbant J. Welch." Reclame·
tioft Ertt. 35:110-111. Nov. 1949.
S1'lAL~!, ISA Husl'. ''1leminj,cences of
Ig lIunt Stearns. edited by Isa Stearns
Gregg..' Colorado AftlgtUlne, t..6:183-195.
JUly 1949.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Ross. ·'Some Southwestern nat-

CALVIN,

uralists:' New AfexlcoQ.uarterl, RelUBtlOGRAPHJES
vi~1 19:ISg-SOO. Autumn 1949.
"A bibliogtapbf of the archaeology of Ctram. 4-\WUNC&. "A 'key to the snakes
California'" Californi4 Archaeological of Dalla'! County. Texas:' Field end
Su~. Re/1Orl,4.June to, 1949.
LaborattJry, 17:J46-1!jo. Oct. 1949Nal Mexico Magazine. Card index of HAIUlv. Ross. "Notes on mammals from
volumes 9 to 17.19'. to 1949 on file in Arizona, Nevada :1nd Utah:' Journal of
Reference I>eparunent, University of .MtlmmalQgy.
50:454-457, Nov. 1949New Mexico I:ibrary.
HA\'WAIlO. C. LYNN" "The short-tailed
StIELTON. W1L?fALoy. "Checklist of weasel in Utah and Colorado." Joum'"
New Medco Publications." New Mex- 01 At.mmalogy, 30:456-457. Nov. 1949.
ico Histooau Rtview, 14: 1500155: 115- UWlS, TnOMAS H. "Dark coloration in

235. 500"53 1: April. july, Oct. 1949. To
be' continued_ Inclu(fes ":111 officl:i1 literature which has been printed and
publhhed from 1850 through 1M8 by
or fOT the State or of which an edition
ha! been purchased by the State for
distribution:'
Publications of tl.e Bureau of Business
Research. Austin, Unh-ersity of Texas,

Bureau of Business RC5e'uch. 1949.
WII~

\VlWAM. "D. H. Lawrence: a

cbecklist.19SI-194S.'· Bulletin 01 Bib·
liography. 19:174-177. Sept.-Dec. 1948:
209·~n I. Jan.-Apr. 1949: 131;-259. MayAug. 1949BIOGRAPHY
BANCl.OFr. CAROUSE. "George A. JarviJ,
of Jarvi5 Hall: Colorado's New York
friend." Colorado Maga:in~. 16:177-187,
Oct. 1949.
BIlOWN, SELE'lltA A. "A Colorado centenarian:' Colorado Maga:ine, 16:2151St, July 1949. An interview with Mrs.
Millie Ann Kerby Webb, 1848-1949'
JACKSON. CuIlENo: S. "I remember
J~ck Howland:' Colorado l\faga:ine.
26:SO';-Sog. Oct. 1949.

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss1/1

the reptiles of Tularosa

Mal~,

New

Mexico'" Copeill. 1949: 181-184, Sept.
15, 19'-19·
MCVAUGIt, ROGEIlS. "Bot:miQ1 records

of field work in the Southern United
States in 1945 and 1947." Field and
Laboratory. 17:lIS-142.Oc:t. 1949.
PIlOCfEll. CLAm ~fEyEJt. "SaCt'Cd mush..
room of the Aztecs." Desert. 12:l8, Oct.

1949·

LLoYD H. "Nomenclature of
Texas varieties of descurainiapinnatl
(crueiferae) _" Field and Laboratory,
17: 14:;' Oct. 1949.
SIIlN~'EkS. LLoYD H. "Notes on Texas
compositae.'· Field and Laboratory. 17:
liO- l i 6,Oct. 1949.
SHlNNEIlS. LLoYD H. "The Texas species
of conYla (compositae)." Fiela attd
Laboratory, 17:141-144, Oct. 1949.
SmsNBS. LLOYD H. "Transfer of Texas
species of Hou5tonia to Hedyotis (R.ubiaceae)'" Field and Lo.borGtory. 17:
166-160. Oct. 1949.
.
SIIlNNEIlS.

VAN DEN

Ann.

JOJl!l:

B.

AND VANEZ

T. WILSON. "Twenty lean of bird
banding in Bear Rh-er Migratory Bird
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Muter. thesis. UniYmityof New Met·
itO,. 194-7..
_
GAQ:i:rT~ Ht.UA VAM SlU'JU.
Ol1f[lJ...

A.ltQ)

'*Preparation for man'iaKCand

tamUy life at the University of Utah.·'

M.~~ 4"4 '.milyLivinK. U:J17-

,0'
~

..

~."""

~c

Jou""" 01 Marlcetin,., cI4:159-171. sept.

1949uChemica1 retOUfCeI of the,..-estem
ltatQ.·· Chemkill and . En&inemng
News. li:aooo·~3. Oct. 17. 1949, R.e-port· on minei'a1s and olber natural

~rces of ele\'en 'Western states. .
130, Fall 'M9.
.
HOWAlD. HOMfJt H. I" step ..,ith the Cu:sswtu.t JOHNC-. ··R.~onalltudy of
$t,tts,. comperUcmo! $t,'eand Indi.n bu:dne. ~tentiall in tlie light of mi·
Sttvice td~ldh)ft.l method!. U. 5. Bu-' Rration Of industry.poptJliltion and.
leaU of Indian Maits. H:ukdl Institute income shifts:' .r.tllgcine o/IVall ~trtd.
85:61-63. 9J."94•. Oct. II. 1949. Includes
Print Shop. Lawrence. Kansas. 1949.
.
KlMtnlt. DONU. ddurc ~duc.Citm· tIC- statistiC1 for the Southwest.
tWitks- oJ the public: «hoo&. repprl of Etttn. ROHkT CLAu. A hal/ ttntury
• .!uroq.. 11)41"19.,8. U. S. 0f6ce of Edu.. 01 economic detoelopmtn' in Northern

Washington.' A.r;:ond, 189J-1912. Unpublished Master's thesit, ArizOna State Teach-eu Col·
lege.. FI~gstaff •. 19f7.
homccronomics t~c:hets happier in Federal Resen"C: Bank of Kansas City
their wortt" N~ Mexico. School Re· and University of New Mexico Bureau
tiQ!; 19:~. Ott. 1949. Analysis of New of Businesl RC$earch. The econornyo/
Ptfexico data from American Vocational A.lbuquerque. New Mexico. 1949A!Jsoclationsun"ey.
"First New Mexico Conference on In·
.MIW•• j£:\NUI'E C. A. hittory 01 the dustrial Development:' New Alnico
Olrlahoma Association 01 Negro Ttach- Proftssionld Engineer and Contractor.
ers. Unp-ublished Master's thesis, Uni- 5:11-14. Oct. 1949.
versity of New Mexico, 1948.
"Garvin COunty plants sec:tion."Oil
and Gas Journal. 48:74-110. Nov. 14.
MlTCllttL.. KAnlEJUNE. Prit'tJtely owned
summer camps in Ttxas, tlltiT IIdminis- 1949- Oklahoma oil developments.
tration.. facilities and curriculum. Un· GERMAN. W. P. Z. ··Imports as a 'Vest
pU~Ii5h~ Master's
thesb. Baylor Texas problem:' Independent PetrolUmvmtty. 1948.
eum Association of America. Montllly,
National Edu~tion Association. State 10:40. Nov. 1949. Problem ofoll imlegislation aBeefing school ret,'(nues. port••
1911-1948. R.esearch Bulletin, v. 17. No. LEDBETmt. BETtY' BELL!. An analysU
!' OCt. 1949. Includes legislation by 0/ the organiUltion and funttionsof
Southwestern states.
tile personnel departmenu 0/ Neiman"Stale school finance. income from fC\"c- Marcus (I Co., E. M. Scarbrough (I
nue and non'fC\-etlue sources to finance Sons. Gnd JosM's. of Texas. UnpUbope;rating costs of public elementary lished Ma5ter's thesis, Baylor Umverand secondary sdlools of New Mexioo. sity. 1!K8.
1948-1949'" Nt:W Afe:(;co SeI,oal Re- McGREGOR. STUAaT. ··What shall Tcxa5
do about natural gas?" Texas Geo·
vitw. 29:10'21. Oct. 1949.
gT'apllic
Maga:ine, IS:1-4, Spring 1949WUlTAKEIt, j. M. if $Un.'t)' of the socioeconomic status 01 pupils in Franilin "New Mexico begins to produce
D. Roo$evelt elementary school, El barite:' Mining World, 11:10'11. Nov.
Paso. Texas. Unpublished Masters the· 1949·
··Problems of non-ferrous metal resis, Tc.'US Western College. 1948.
SCl'\"es." Federal Reserve Bani 01 Kan·
FINANCE AND INDUSTRY
sas City. Monthly Review. 54:1-6, Oct.
BoYLE, LuCll.tL Tile economic history 51, 1949·
Of Albuquerque, 1880-189J. UnpuJ>.. REVNOLD5. DEXTU H. "Can New Mexbshed Master's thesis. Uni\'el$ity of ieo be industrialized?'· New Mexico
New Mexico, 1948.
. Quarterly Review. 19:149-161. Summer
CAssADY. RALPII JR. AND WYLIE L
1949·
STORMS, WALTn R. Afining methods
JOSES. "The Los Angeles wholesale gr0cery strUcture: 1910-1946: a case Itudy:' and cosU at the Atlas No• • &inc-1Htl
QllQO. Pamphlet

10';.

Go,"etnment .Printing Office. 1949Lt.mI~t Runt. "What would make
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GENEVIEVE

112

PO~TEkFI£LD

irt t1r~ lord.". Yc1ley,Vtu. Water-sup.
ply Paper" Iotg. t!Kg.
U. s. (;eo~ Survey.. Q..,.tit, of JUT.
I«e fIt,tets of Ihe Unilt4S"'tt. Water·
supply Papet.. IO!O. t!Kg., lndud6 river
ballQ$ in New M6ito and Texas.

u. S. GeolOlica1 Sun"er. $ur/.,;e 'lI,I.'et

$uJf!lIJf the

U1Iittt! St.Itt, '941, Ptn. Color4tlo River .Basin. Water-supply
Paper" 108g. 1949.
U. S.G<ological· Sun-ey. $ur/cce 'll!ttet
IUPbl, of tlit UnitcdSt.tts, 1911. Pt.
10; The G~({t Basin. W'ateNupp'ly Pa·
per, logo. lM9-lndudcs Colorailo and

Utah_

u. S•. G<ological Survey.

Weier In'tll

and .tttsian prtS$ur'e in obsmJGtioft
wclls In Ihe Unittd Sttdts in 1946. Pt.
4. South Central· Statts. Water·supply
Paper•. 1074. 1949. Includes Oklahoma
ana Texas.
WIUGIlT, Huow O. "Foail abell$ from
a vanished sea'" lksert. 11:11-a6, Oct.

1949·
GOVE1lN~(ENT

AND POUTICS

'V.
SdlGritt. Gnt!
traga of munitipd employecs in Textu.
BWOG&Tr.

TEDltL.

Uni~enity of Te.'(llS. ~ureau of Municipal Research. Information Bulletin
s.1g,t9·
Nevada. State Planning- Board. A sixj'ear plan for constructIon and develop·
mentl State of It(etJtMtJ. period 1919'
.l9JJ.
City. 1949.
New Mexico Ulli~emty. Department of
Government. Dimion of Re5earch.
Comtitu'tional amendments in NeuJ

oman

.Mexico. 19i9.
PF;mlSOS. WAL'IE1l C. "The 1m An-

geles city sal~ tax admini5tration'" National Tax Journal. 2:151'146. Sept.
1919·
TlloltSE."'i. TliOMAS W. A."iD EVAN A.
Ivnsos. TI,e Utah Municipal League.
University of Utah. Institute of Government. Institute Publication 7, June
'949'
HISTORY
AvEltS. JOliN. "A soldier's experience in
New Mexico:' New .Mexico Historical
Review. 24:259-266. Oct. 1949.
BANDEUER. ADoLPU FRANCIS ALPnoNSL

.d scientist on the trail" trat!el letttm 01

A. F. Bandelier. r880-r881. Edited by
George P. Hammond and Edgar F.

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss1/1

~. Berk~, Quivera Society PubtiQUOftt" .o~ 1!Kg.
CttU'J(A."f. Br,u.ls B••~ claim of

Texas to GrcerCounty." Sou,hwntens
Historic.,. Revieta1, ~,ag.·!4~ July. 1949:
16"-179. Oct.. 1949. To b;ecootinucd..

CLAU. JtsIlE L

·'Bo)u·.

Ferry 011 the
Cache la Poudre." Color,a" MIIg.zine,
16:18"-190. Oct. 1!J.l9CoNNOIt. SEVM01JIt V.. "Log cabins in
Texas." Southwtslern Historiall Quarterly, 55:187-'90. Oct. 1949.
DA."iIn.. JA)(I:$ M. "E.~~ition of Captain Rubin de Celis from El Palo to J.:a
Junta. 1'150-" T~x4$ Geographic AI"gG:ine, 15:u-1g. Spring IM9DAn5~ E. O. "Building Colorado's lint
mountain railroad-TIle Colorado Central. Golden to Black Hawk:' ColorGdo
!tf.gtu.lne. tf):lgS·!OS. Oct. 1949- .
FUEM'A."l. W. G. "Freeman's teport on
the eigbth military depat!metlt, edited
by M. L. Crimmins:' Southwestern HistoriCtll Q&4UteTl,. 51:54"58. 167-174.
141 '158: 5I:lOQ-u)8. *'7-1 35. 3049-35'.
444-447: 53:7.-77. toa·lOS; Jan. 194.8•
Oct. 194~
Hue. CHAU.D W. "The Fred Harvey
s}"Stem'" Colora4o ltfGga:ine. ,6:176185. July 1949LrNC£CUM•. GID[()~.

"Journal of Lincecum's tra~e1s in Texas. 18,S. edited br.
A. L Bradford and T. N_ CainpbeU.·
Southwestern Historiccl QuTter1y. 55:
lSo'101, Ott. 1949.
McEuIANNOS.JOSEPH

c.ut.. "lmp«;rial

Mexico and Texa!"· Southwestern Historical Quarterly. 55:l11-1~O, Oct. 1949.
McG~. D. B. "Parrott City, shortU,'Cd
capital of the San Juan Country." Col·
orOOo l\fagwhe, 16:191-198. Oct. 1949.
MAJOIl, MJtS. A. H_ "The curtain rinRS
down on North Creede·· Colorado
1\faga:ine, 16:131.155. July 1949. .
OVEllTOS. RICILUD C. "The Colorado
and Southern Railway: its heritage and
its hi5tory..• Colorado MagtUine. 16:
81-g8. IgG'I19o April, July. 1949PETnSON. Eu.E."l Z. "Origin of the
town of Nucla..• Colorado MagtUine.
26:251-258. Oc:t. 1949.
Poun. KENNEnI W. "Negroes and Indians on the Texas frontier~ 1854-1874."
Southwestern Historical Q.urterly. 53:
15l-l6~. Oct. 1949. .
POWAltS. JOSEPII M. "Early da)"S in Silo
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1949, and the Cowie GallerieJ.Los
Angeles, December 1949- Last .year
-he was elected' National Academician, gra~c class. He is at present
guest teacher for the Spring term at
the Minneapolis School of Art.
The twelve \\-ood engravings in
this ilSue, reproduced for the fint
~me, wereespedally done for the
NMQ..
Carl 'Zigrosser, curator of prints
and drawings in the Philadelphia
Museum of Art,since 1941. 'Worked
with F. Keppel &: Co., N.Y., '19U.1,;
did research at the United Engineer.
ing Societies Libraries, 191'~18; and
directed the \Veyhe' Gallery. N.Y.,
1919"1940. He bas been twice a Cug.
genheim fellow, 19~9, 1940, and was
awarded the medal or the Philadel-

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1950

phil. \Vatercolol" Clubj .lQj6. He hu
edited· Twelve Prints

oJ Conttmpo..

t."Amerit',a ;f.,,~tS-,:191g. LithoPlihs b1 ~'Ulrec, l!KG,and is the
author of Fine Prints; Olclculd NtfP"
1937. Si:c .Ctnlt,niu· oj Fint 1?rints,
1937, The. Artist in ·Amttit4i '1MI, '
Ktt-tlht Kollwit=J J946, BoollpfFint
Prints" 1948, ande.rolin, DUriell:C
(Foreword), 1949.
Replying toinquirieJ.I the Editor
wishes to llate that1he order ot .po
pearanceo[ ()urgueltutistld~not

follow a pretQnceivedtditorial plan.
'Veda 'hope: to ha\'c represented in
the Quarterly, in adtIDe' ofvadety
of ,~ges and techniqueJ; the Jigni..
ficantpersonalitieso( New Mexico.
.~ POET

SIGNATUR.E,
iV. Byron V.aultas wasbom in N~ York City, where ,obis father. a
gws~

U.

Kholar. and" writer, had a

school of his own. 'He has publiShed
a ~olume" of poetry, Transfigured
N;ght~ with an introduction byWn..
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liam carlos 'Villiams, ~(acmillan.
194,6, and $in(;~ 1940 has contnolncd
to anthologi~.4merican IVriting,
1944• .d.ccentl J946• Cross Section,
1947. FOC"f 4; 194-7. and to maga..
zine" Kenyon, Sewanee~ Partisan,
Poetry - and others. Mr. Vazabs
writes:" "1 believe that the United
Statet il pre-eminent in poetry today
in spite of much negleCt and lack of
support ofits artists:'

11» ART I C L E S.

Alfred Kazin.
fanner literary editor of The New
Republic, thirty-four years old, has
already made a high mark as critic
and free·lance writer. Since 1984 he
has pUblished hundreds of pieces in
leading American and European
periodicals. He has taught at the Col·
lege of theCity of New York. Black
Mountain. New School. Queens. and
the Salzburg Seminar in American
Civilization. Twice he. was awarded
Guggenheim fellowships, 1940 and
1947. and during the war held a
Rockefeller fellowship for the study
of popular education movements in
the British Anny and trade unions.
In 1949 he received die Award for
Literature of the National Institute
of Arts and Letters. His On Native
Grounds, 1942. was an important
contribution to the better understanding of American literature.
UAmerican Naturalism:' from a lecture delivered at the University of
Rochester in January 1949. is related to his interest in the. Unative
roots" of our modern fiction. At present he is working on A lValheT in the
City. to be published by Harcourt.

Bnce. He will teach thiS summer at
the Univenity of Minnesota.
The work of Frank 'Vaters covers
tWo decades since the publication of
his first novel, when he was twenty·
eight )'ears old. He has since written
eight full length novels, three nonfiction books (see for a complete bibliography~ NAfQR, Autumn J949).
and many magazine and newspaper
articles. He covered the first InterAmerican Indian Conference in
Mexico for King Features Syndicate.
Two of his novels. co-authored with
Houston Branch. have been made
. into motion pictures by Universal·
Intemational and Paramount. Ana·
tive of Colorado Springs, ~rr. 'Vaters
is the grandson of Joseph Dozier, one
of the early settlers, a contractor and
builder of most of the schools and
downtown buildings of the time. in·
cluding the first unit of Colorado
College, which Mr. \Vaters late~ attended, studying engipecring. Al·
though writing has been his avowed
profession since youth, Mr. \Vaters
has worked as engineer for Southem
California Telephone Company:.in
the Imperial Valley, Las Vegas. N~v .•
and Los Angeles. and during the
joined the Office of the Coordinator
of Inter·American Affairs at \Vash·
ington. He recently completed a
book. The Four Corners, a comprehensive study of the Indian country
where the states of Utah. Colorado.
Arizona and New Mexico converge.
Since 1985 Mary Freeman has
been working intermittently on' her
recently completed manuscript, D.
H. l~awTence: A Basic Study. Hers

war

i
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.lAdy·Ly'l1C1.. 1!HS, TAt Siflgle RIM,
1948. and "tori~N.t*.rltrt#ico Tnp. ,
. Thcarride feD. H.Lawren~. Pl'e- ~ lyclt, 191(),tev~lthe worldo£tbe .
\'iew of a BasicStudy't is~on the $Out struggUngfor ~~()n. 1'The
firs.t chapter of the longer v.:ork~ A ~lack E'ft-e,u ba5ed 'on data. ~ther~
graduate of 'the University of Louis-from $Cluercd bbtontal'JO\artes, u
,iUe, she·is marri~ to Dr•. ElUs Free- a talc""'here r()lkIo~and kaUtyatt
man, a, psychologist. They have twin Ultedtothe l:uger 'poeti~iliJ:netUion
sons born in 1935 and Ji\-e at Sara.. that Fray Angelico's, eye always ~.
has bc¢n mainly all ideologic: ap.

proachtothe Lawrendan problems.

JOla, Fla., where Dr. Freeman bas.de-

signed and erected his home and an
apartment building. Mrs. Freeman
has begun ilt1 extensive critical study

Among the ..s hon ${0ty ·'ft'ritel'$o[
today Frank Bri>okhouse:rbas dutin..
.guisbedhtmsel£ by a gift l()~t'Ondle•.
pitture.muingdial<>gUc a.dapted to

-of Arthur Koestler.

character and situation, and a com·

lIP S TOR I E S.

passion for human frailty which.
through adroit turns of expre$sion
~nd a.ction... -saves it$eU trom 4enti- -

Fray Angelico

Chavez entered the Franciscan Order
at Cincinnati in 1919. when nineteen mentality. "The Grave l>i~rand
)"eanold, and was ordained to tlte Biggle Doone" ist)'l>ical. Born in
priesthood in Santa Fe. Born in Fon! City, Pa., inlgil. he has
\Vagon Moqnd, N.ltf•• ofone-.of the work~ since he, was seventeen years
oldest ,Spanish families in the State, old as a newspapennan on small
he has been .stationed for yean in town and In~irop01itan, dallies. For
Pefia Blanca parish. which includes the past fQur years he has been 'Writ..
the Indian puebloS of Cochiti. San ing a localtolumnan(l teviews{QI
relipe and Santo Domingo. F.ather the Phi1ad~lJ1h;a' Inquiref'. ,Some

Chavez has done wide research in the forty magazines have publisbedmore
history of the region. -and published than J50' of· hi! stories since the first
many erudite articles. During the one was accepted in 19~9 byS~."
. late war he served three years as Reprints have appeared in Whit
Am1y Chaplain. ministering in the Burnett's TimettJ B~Y()Ung,194!),
invasions of Guam and Leyte with the O. Henry Memorial Award Pri~
the 77th (Statue of Liberty) Infantry Stories of 1946 and 19/81 ~faTtha FoDivision. A man 0.£ refined artistic ley's The B~$t 4merican SharfStorit:s
sensibility. he touches literature and 01 1949, .and half doten European
human re.lations with the grace that countries. In 1947 Alan ;Swa1low
comes (rom peace with himself and brought out a collection, Rtqut!st for
the world. As the monksol :old, he Sherwood Anderson and Other
decorated the little church in Peiia. -Stories•.
Blanca with fine frescos. Published
in magazines and books. IUs poetry. ~Nl\fQ. POETRY SELEO
Clothed With th~ Sun, J937. El~ven T I O'N S. \Viner B}-Doer, Phi Beta
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Kappa poet: Harvard, 1911, eatifor* ito, ,and hu contributed series of U*
nia, 1919.Amhent, 19!h1ecturer. ed* tides an<l 'bookmiews' to various
itc>r, conectOr of Chinete paintinp periodicakincludingEIP4$OHer.,tl
and jades,leading fipre in the Santa Post, lVor~d Outlool and the ChiFe art. colony, has. published sixteen Cllgo Sun. She was formerly boot reo
boob of poetry aM prcse. He bnow view editor for NAfQft.o. '
Rudolph Kieve, a practicins plytravelling inlhe Mediterranean
countries. and preparing a book on chiamst in Santa Fe, bom 1911 in
D. H. Lawrence.
Heidelberg, Germany, studied media
David Jgnatow Jives in New York. cine in Heidelberg. Berlin, Florence
He edited ~nal,t;c, a literary map.. and Turin. came to the U. s.. in 1936,
zine. and was coi'ltributing editor to and has lived in New Mexico ever
Liiet4"~'lU,.dmerican Scene, 1935" since. He has published poems an<l
39~ Since 1947 he has published verse

travel pieces in SwiSs aud German
in a number of magazines, and a periodicals and i$ the author of a
book.Poemsj Decker PretI, I!JiS.
novel. The'SorceTen, 1949J reviewed
The author of a novel, Ptavement, elsewhere in this iRUe.
19z9. and shorutories, Louis second,
Florence Hawley. Ph.D. Chicago.
Topfield. Mast... played on Harvard 1934, of the Anthropology Depart..
pol() "tcam. foun<Ied and directs the" ment, UNM, has published ten
Children's Summer School for ex.. boob and monographs, and over
ceptional underprivileged children, Eorty anides' in learned journals in
and has been on the Board of Direc.. the fiel~ of ethnology and lOCial
tors of the New England V.. S. O. His anthropology.
poetry has appeared in magazines
Edwin Honig, our Poetry Editor.
and a New Directions anthology.
teaches English at Harvard. A bioMiles White, Leavenworth, Kans.. graphical sketch of him was given in
was the author of uPoet Signature. our Summer 1!H9 issue.
11" in NAfQ.R, Autumn 1949.
Archie J. Bahm. Ph.D. Michigan, "
Another new poet from John Dil- 1955. of the Philosophy Department.
Ion Husband's Tulane University UNM, bas published numerous ar·
writing courses (we printed Charles tides on philosophical subjects in
Ramon's first poem in our Winter various periodicals and for the Dic·
issue), Carol Reed Shockey, twenty· tionary of Philosophy. He was contwo, is in charge of the newspaper tributing editor of Philosophic Ab·
morgue of Times PiclJ'jime in New stTacts# and has been recently apo
Orleans. "To Be" is ber first pub- pointed associate editor of The Hulished poem.
manist. In 19S6 he taught at the Na.
tional University of Mexico, and in
. . .B·OOK·S AND COM- 1939 conducted a field. course in
ME NT. Thelma Campbell Nason, "The Social Life and Culture of
teacher of Spanish at UNM, has done Mexico."
A biographical sketch of .ERNA
graduate study in Spain and, Ma-
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..u

we!i·bown Albuqyet.. , needs 'to hear W
'fOi(Clof'
que writer, 'W'is 3iven in our laItu. ·~.'~thltStO\ft1argeitt tbe u.flersue. to whic.blhe cotltributtddlewank,ttleep'us.t it. ' .
le.d.rtide.
We .bad ann.ouncedthlt togeth~
Our .iGuide to. the Literature Of with thii blue 'We~ld live. ~
, the SouthweJt is now helD( 'com- plete I~of lhenitldCf:n1'01~
piled by Gene,ie\'c·Portei'field.Ref.. tOfu, pubUtbi:d, and.bo.ln£~ ..
erenteLibrarianat UNM tiricel946. don on our backisme.. The la~
MiSlPorteriie1dis a graduate of the involved WI$. llrserthln "We antid·
Library SchOOl of Carnegie Institute plted. The Index. is nearing toiDple.
'of Technology. Chicago (B.A.), andti~and "iUbepu~lithedjn.Jepl'"
Ollumbia (M.A.), and hu had eight- ate b'l'Od1~e 10 be tent tOlUblcriberJ
. ten years experience as a librarian in on reqU6t. Otherwise its bulk would
varioUs institutions.
~e tOCllargealpace mone nf our
FDG"'JlQN"

U

I.

isaueL

.CONTR.IBUTING EDITORS. Lyl~Saunden,asIOdated WCHANGE OF TITLE.
with the Quartedy$inee 194t 'as. com.. Readen will obIen'ethat weba"t '
pilerot ··A Guide to the Literature dropped '. the word "lleview.·' The
of the Southwest," and Elizabeth original title 'Q[ourll1&gmne 'Wa'
"Poe, our New York representative, The N$ Me~icoQ.lUlrttJ''' froan.
have been appointed mntributing 1931 to 1941. In 19{1When m~ng
editOl'l of the NMQ... Mi.. Poe is a with The· New Mt~icD 8JUi~t$$ Re·
native New M~can who hu worked· vitTl1,the dtle was' chlnged to, TAe
as reporter on theB.ltim.ore S"n, . New ~fe~ico Q.tutfterl, ~:tvitfIJ" in
pUblicity writer for theSqilComer- order, we assume, to preserve tome-varian Service, editor of the Rio thing ofthe,:nameotboth m.gazines.
GF4nde Writer, and teacher of Eng.. 1:{tu1 ltfexicoQ.ll",er,,~ the title we
lisb at New Mexico A. Ie M. College., have adopted now, WC)uld~,ino~
She is now -editorial researcher in the fitting.fol' the substantive "quarterNational Affain section of Time 1y" means. accotdingto Weblter. ".
magazine.
periodieal "'orkpublishedonce a

.,

1

. quarter, or four tilJl6 a year:.tJThe

W

T\VENTIETH YEAR.
This Spring iSlue $tarts our twentieth
year of uninterrupted pUblication.
Nineteen yeats is a tong time for a
quality review to live•. Support ,is
cuity found fol' popular literatur¢.
but editors and publisbersofthe
other kind of literature find it hud
toing. 'Only faith, in the enterprise

and the conviction. that America

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1950

addition of -the word"teview" is a
little redundant.

WSOUTR\VEST COUN..
CIL ON lDUCATION
OF SPANISH-SPEAKING
PE0 PL

Eo

Thilorgani~ti()n,

whose aim$ ueto help in the: JOiu- .
tion of ,theeslucational pro~lems ·of
the Spanish·spnking people of the
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Southwestregion# held its Fourth Re.- of this treaJure of 'Mary Austinianl.
gional Conference.. January t~·t5 at in an iilteresting interview with Mrs.
the UNM. Tbeuniversitie$ of Texas, Stevens published in the February 16.
Denver, and the New ~fexico De- 19!J0. issue of the Santa Fe N'ew ~rex
partmentol Educational Santa Fe ;cGn. Among the unpublished. mawere hostJto the first three confer- teria,ls there ate articles and speeches
ences. The 1951 conference will be listed on 150caros, a book, (LotJt Is
held ~t Los Angeles, The Council Not Enough), I t sb.onstories, several
is m~nly 5Upported by a grant from pla)'S and scenarios, poetry. andesthe Genetal Education Board, and sal'S on religion'. Mrs. Hay writes:
has contritiuted a socio-eronomic sur- .. • • • the collection pro\idesan envey of· the Spanish·speaking people trancing study of how an author
of Texas. and several pUblications in 'works _ • • scripts that were written
and rewritten. sometimes more than
the field.
one version being saved, sometimes
1I)THE MARY AUSTIN only the corrections sho\\ing with the
PAP E R S. A few da}"S ago the Edi- original writing."
Mary Austin is a capital figure in
tor called on Mrs. Thomas \Vood
Stevens and in the l\fary Austin the cultural development of New
Room <>£ the Laboratory of Anthro- Mexico. not only becausc of the inpology at Santa Fe saw, neady classi- trinsic worth of her writings, but also
fied and filed in a four·section steel . because from "'The Beloved Housc"
cabinet. the rich fund of literary in Santa Fe, frequented by almost
papers willed by Mary Austin (1868- everyone of worth who came to our
1934) to the Indian Arts Fund. Until state, irradiated much anistic and
1944 the papers reposed in the vaults civic initiati\'e.
The NAfQ hopes to publish in the
of the Laboratory.. It was Mrs. Stevens, life-long friend of the author, near future a critical essay on the
who most unselfishly undenook for contents of the Mary Austin manufive years the task of ordering page script collection.
by page this material, with only
small financial help received at the ' " LANDSCAPE. SCheduled
end of the project from the Indian to appear this Spring in Santa Fe is
Arts Fund. The papers were in a a new quanerly. Landscape, devoted
confused state with missing or loose to "'arious aspects of the human geogfolios. After an exacting task of dat- raphy of the Southwest, and edited
ing and identifying, the job is finally by Mr. John B. Jackson, well·known
done.
writer. A few of the subjects suggestThe collection consists of Mary ed in the prospectus are fanning
Austin's published and unpublished methods and farm layouts:" house,
manuscripts and literary curios town and village patterns: types of
gathered by her. To Mrs. Calla Hay roads: methods of using the natural
we owe dIe first general description resources-together with their effect
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'ilg

on the human landscape; Certain as- ti\ities·()( the Spanu.b.t\nlSodety
pew of ethtlC>logyotnd ~ttha~losy; in the emydays of .tbe Santi. Fe
in sbotf.aU that is patto[ man'$ ·re-att (olony. the ·cttation o( the Tay.
Iationsbip to his e~.vironment.
lOr ~{u~utn 'J,t <bloradoSp~~gs.in
"The magazine wiU attempt to ap- , 19S6, through .the initial puteba.e
pea.l to the educated layman inter-of 'the Apptglte Collection. uter
ested in the rontempol'atl u·well.a$ subltantiaUy _ecnritbed .nth --9Ot~
in the historic andprebistOrie S<M.ltb.. -accession. made l)otcible ·by the
west • • • technical ~pers dc\-oid of munifitenCeof dle Museum tounderjl
~pecuJation and - without literary M'~' Alice BenUI Taymr;dleextQ'" .
merit • .. .. will not be suitable. .. • • ordinal}' -exhibit put together .rew

Itisboped thatintemtinLntdsc'/Je)'ean ago by ~' Taylor Museutll.
will not be confined to professional and displayedineveral~f the ·tead··
lKientists. ••• J{uman~phtis ·jngmuseul1B of thil C()Untry; -the
not a science: there can be no final -strengthen~ng bldonatio~ _of ;the
judgment passed on any pha~ of it. New M'cxioo -insutunonalrotlcc..
It is a way or observing and under.. nons. iu-ch asthoaeo£·the'-lu$eUl1l
standing the ,,""Orld around us. .. ...ct. ot New ltfexicnat Santa' Fe. '.the
Landscape will' be printed by the Harwood Foundation at Tw (gilts
Valliant Company 'in Albuquerque of Mrs. Harwood. Mrs. Luban) and and will carry line' dra1\-1ngs when others.
,
nece5Sary for illustrating the text.
-But'cl'tn more than to these -fae.. _
The NMQ wishes well to Mr. Jack.' tors.· it is to the 'tudenuand

son and associates itt their promising
venture. The address of the new
magazine is 553 Canyon Road. Santa
Fe.

~ SANTOS. In 19~1.·the lint
time the Editor came to .New Mex·
o

•

"

ico. ·a santo could be purdiased for
a very few dollars, in any of the
mlio shops or through bargaining
with individuals who had. them -in
their homes. In Jater. years the interest in this manifestation of the,
anistry and religious faith of the
New Mexican villagers bas grown so
that it is hanl to find santos any
more.. and when found. one bas
to pay handsome prices for them.
There are several causes rorthis

revaluation of the santos: the ac-

•
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eon.

noisseui'$ofthis unique popular art

that cr«tit is due~ Their siudies l1a\"C!
made .us .a,ppreclatemore -fully. the!
sPQntaneity and dtamtof _these
pieces as the outlet ofthe1iinple
faith--of an .isolated people -rooted
to the $()il and using itselementt
to express-and' ·practice their .~li.
gion. AlmOstt\"ery- house ·in north..
ern New Mexko has Sflnio$ adorn·
ing the walls. The santos have been
a constantimpiration o£painten.
From the general tetpl santos

(saints) one .dbtinguislle$inNcw
Mexico tliebultos {thre.e-dimemion..
at carved piecesor$CUlptures).'te..

i,
-It

-~

'~

I
t

\

Itlblos (paintings on wood-llSUally
on small boards or tablets), andre•.
redos (a series or -retal/JOt . framed
together to form altar backgrounds).
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Now comes wIdet'. teeOgnitioa.
The' National C.Utry of Art at
W..wI1gtQII has. .nnounced ill de-.
are ·01 acquiring "..dO$.. At. reponed; dlielly Je$IJOn'ibk for thiJ in..
tere.t is·du: Pasadena. artbtE.. Boyd.
who wrote ~ book on u,Uos. He
caUed, -the attention Of Erwin O.

ieo. abo contain JOUle unpubllihed
material referring to.fafttos.

Chrigensetl.cuQtor of the Index of
American Design, who in tum Iele(ted euI.llpte. of 6ultosand re.tablos &om the Index and convinced
the Boatd of the advisability of accepting gifts of I4Intos lor the per.
manentcoUec:tioq of the Gallery..
Soonl therefore. these humble S41ra..
lOll crudely wrought by the toiling
hands of ·the villagers of New Mexico. will ]ivetogether under the

The text. based on Robert Bright's
novel, The L;f~ .,.d Death 01 Litlle
JOI pUblished by Doubleday in 19{4.
is a simple story of villagel'l in. the .
mountains.of NorthemNew Mexico.
Itpottrays their penonal.andc:ommunal liCe in a poetic tone.
The musical ICOte of Mr. Robb

~nvidios6s IIi eravi..
diadol'-oeither envying nor envied) with the universal masterpieces
ohnore sophisticated craf~men.
After this note Wu set in type we
have read a thirteen.page essay by
. E.. Boyd on ''The Literature of San·
tos" .in the Spring 1950 issue of
Southwest Rniew. Miu Boyd gives a
much needed bibliography and valuable critical comments on the his·

same roof, ("ra;

tory. production and cultural meaning of the S41ntos. The bibliography
is excellent and covers all significant
printed items. There is ~side5 an im..
portant book in manuscript. Spanish
Colonial Arts. profusely illmtrated
with photographs of rare examples,
left by Frank Applegate and ~rary
Austin to the now inactive Spanish
Arts Society of Santa Fe-a manu·
script which should be printed: and
the New Mexico 'Vriters Project files,
housed in the Museum of New Mex-

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss1/1
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"LITTLE JO:' Theworld

~ere of the opera in a Prologue
and two .am. "Little 10:' by
D.•

J.

Robb. was given on January 18. 1950.
at the Albuquerque Little Theater.

utililed twenty.four authentic New
Mexican folk songs, molt of' them
collected by the composer. Working
these into a modem thematic ar·
rangem~t. the opera annot be said
to bea ··regional derivative," but
rather an individual interpretation
of a piece of )ife, as it affects the
sensibility of the musician.
"Little Jo" was an ambitious u~..
dertaking. A cast of ele\-en principals, a chorus of fQurteen. a dance.
group of eight, and an orchestra of
fifteen players. aU· people of this region. rehearsed for almost three
months. The stage settings were designed by Uoyd Golf and executed
by Ted Schuyler, and the costumes
designed by Roben Klein. The stage
direction of Kathryn O·Connor.
musical direction of Kurt Frederick,
choral direction of Joseph Grant.
and choreographic and dancing di·
rection of Dorothy Miller. were ex·
traordinarily",-ell coordinated. James
O'Connor was technical director of
the production.
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In senerat,the' reaciionof the '1:1lt hnponed. Japan paPer ~
public was enthusiUdc.n ,mdented ltotk,..· atqutt#t ftocR.·hnth~
by thefa.et ·that well over 1600 saw boOb u. kCl()Yef tlOQl one, of itt
the four-..f.--..-..··
"""'""
:-l.-- ........ Oft
t""' 6 6 .......
0_/
Puhr·:.......•
1Cil....",...,... 'b.:nti.,,*.,-"
......~ ....- ~~
. ..' .

:seat

being dd and nw'lY people bcingan·okl WalblngtbO balKl pIS.. Tlle
turned away-anattel'idance'X'eC()rd :tilk ~ cover. ".. ~etUted by
_for the Albuquezque Little Theater. LoWe Ewin!, .lid thebindi.. ·~
The aida for the molt pUt were dOnebJ Patty Hue-With an~
abo enthusia~c. SOme found faUlt i~enQ,plt1$ J.*t.knte.. ·intelli.. .
with the operator its lack ·of ~ ~. &'OQdttlte. lnd ·theci't'.f.tb'e
penie and lack of rapid. pace. Such joyoI l'doing.'"hat _~* ~'.~.
aiticism it debatable. for ··Uttle Jo", ·e¥tej)tionalbQuty.MiI, Stewart did .
wu never inteJided to be a $Ullrt. aU the drawings, and the whole pro-..
tut·moYingptay,.butratberasttaDKe duttion ··wu accomplished, iJttpby
chapter £rom. life. Ue l1100dl of"tbe Jtep.~ in her $lOOio. She prite4 the
people with 'Whom theopel'a deallbook.t Its andlimited the~itio:n
are not lut.rn(ning and their key.. to 100 copie.. .
note not one of unnatural $USpente,
nut.·· feat ,of Mu.' Stewan
but rather the "natural unexP«ted~ (0 mind ..fin~ hand·printi~t 'yffljd1 .

'bn.

ne. of life." The music, it $eet11S to
U$,

was aptly coDJerVa.uve in adapi..

ing itself to the'leisurelymythmof
nfe in thole isolated villaget
The NMQ. extends wann con..
plUlations to the ntanypenom who
pve their. generous. efortto the.
ltagingof the lint New MexicoopeQ
-a mil~lone in our cultural history.

11) HAND PRINTING. AI
one in the San Vicente Foundation
series (see our note in ,the \\'intet
1949 iaue. NltfflR)1 Dorothy N.
Stewart. of Santa Fe haa pubUsh~._

hand-made book. H4m~t-4. Y;f1UIl
Present.tion. The bookconuslSof
lhirty·{our luge pages bJock.prinled
in colors. with le'"era1figures on each
block. .depicting the Keno ·of the.
play. The fonts used tor the quota-

has been for yens. racetofeulil.lral
a(tirity in
rich little wod4of
New Mexito. There .·are'the &ydal

mil

It

PmI: the Writers' Ediuoau of Slnta
Fe directed by. Hamel 'Lot1~ .Tht
lAlt«hifitg llo.rse# band_ ..-dprint..
ed in TaOl bY. Spud JObQlOrl Oll •
p~he .till keep' in the batt of hi.
living roocn; .ll. tnementoofthe
Lawret1(e dlys~the Driou. h.na~
presaeditiomof':art boob OD:ha~..
made pa~by Gustave Ba~n of

Slntt Fe•.Chips 4,,4: .Sluallintt,.1919
(u» copies). Frijolel C.n,orlPicltr
&Ttplu"" J939 (4oocopie.). mel Sidell
Booldef.I949: theex(ellcntph done
by lotepb OtICane FOlIei' 011 his lit-tle ~chOf PreSt. handJetting and
printing on v~colored papen hi.
own work, The Gr~4f Monte%IIm4t;'

1940. whim was exhibited. 'inthc
tions (rom "Hamlet" were obtained "Five Hundred Yeanol -fine Print..
by Miss Stewan from a· nineteenth , ingoPal the. San Ftandt<» ·World
century printing shop in Espanola. Fair; the volumes of ,'mea! J. C.
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Crews and others from The Motive
SlwpofRanthosde Taos: tht:South'West Editions whim has just put out
S4ZJI Cristobal PdrogC,plu by Agnes
C.Sims; and surely mOlny-more which
ha\'eescaped our notice.
Thou~h of a different nature. it
would bepertintnt to mention here
the band·written t~tbook of an and
commetda.llettering by Ralph Douglass. just pUblished in offset by
lVauon.cuptill, and dedicated to the
memory of 1\11'. Dougl;m' lIOn. Don·
aid Ralph Douglass. who l't'M killed
in the Battle of the Bulge. The work.
i! done with great artistry and care.
~

LET' S L I V E A LITT L E" is the tide of a new musical
comedy ,by Leonard Pacheco of
Belen. N. ~f.. recently played to a
packed home in Pasadena Sexson
Auditorium. Young Mr. Pacheco is
a music and voice major at the Pasa·
dena City College. Its Student
Chris\
tian Association produced the play.
which includes thirteen songs with
words and music by Mr. Pacheco. and
a solo he composed for himself. Mr.
Pacheco was bass soloist for "The
Messiah" at Grace and \Vilshire Pres- byterian churches in Los Angeles
with a joint chorns of 150 voices. and
last fall had small parts in two operas
by the San Francisco Opera Company at the Shrine Auditorium of
Los Angeles.
U

tD G EO R G E FIT Z P A TRIC K. One of the most useful
citizens in New Mexico is George
Fitzpattick. He had been reporter on

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss1/1

the Erie DisJHItch Herald for three
lears before he came to New Mexico
in 1927 to work. for se,,-en more le~n
on the Albuquerque Tribune. In
19M he became editor of the monthly New ltlexico ltfagazine. Another
man leu experienced and less mlIOurceful than George Fiupatrick.
'Would have slept on the job. for the
New ltfexico 1\fagazine was at the
time a semi-official paper. Inste~d, he
has built a magazine. still receiving
support from the State Land Office.
Department of Game and Fish.
Highway Department and other
more or ICM official sources of reporting and advertising. but ecUtoriaUy
and financially independent. Its circulation of more than twelve thousand reaches every state in the Union
and several foreign countries.
That, the organization of the annual E. H. Shaffer awards in journal.
ism for New Mexico newspapennen
and women, and his numerom articles on New Mexico subjects would
have been enough to justify a career.
But George Fitzpatrick. has abo been
an active anthologist. Beginning with
Poems of New Mexico, 1936. he followed with New Mexico Home Plan
Boole, 1940046. TlJis Is New ltfexico,
1948. and finally Pictorial New Mex·
ico, December 1949. The materials
(or these books. mostly reproduced
from the magazine files. give a comprehcmh-e account of our poets. artists, builders, writers, the land and
its people-altogether an important
contribution to the knowledge., of
tbe Sunshine State. His books "circulate" too. Of This Is New Mexico,
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copies ha\'e ~ IOlcL And
Pictorial Nac. 'Me~ico is doing quite

!j.OOO·

well, acoon!ingto reports.

art museum,. an-lura!· lU$tOryand
$dence mU5eum, a.ndan ind\l$Uial<
museum•. T-entati\'epro~ls ha~e

been made for lfint mUle\Ul1 unit to
WSPANISH FOLKLORE. hmueobjectsmd l'eCOtdu.lready.(()l<>
Marjorie F. Tully and Juan B. Raet letted by the Old Albuquerque His"
ha\'epubUshed Aft Annotated Bibli. toncal $oclety,or mJ.tenalJ <mthe
ography of Sptanisb Folklore t'" NeJI) . ~n of individuals 'Who lR::
Mexico and Southem ColoTlJdo. willing to .donate them.
UNM Press. 1950. $1.00,
pases building will abo proYidesuffident
listing the pUblished boob and at'- space for ~xhibition. o(C:01itempotides dealing\\ith the subject. This rail' art with ,special ~ti()n devot..
is the first bibliography' ofiu kind ed to Indian arts and crattJ.
The His{orital Society has made
available to the students of this
phase of So~thwestem folklol'C. ,\Ve arrangements to rceei\'cdonation$o£
understand that the authors will lol- artic1esiwbidt . will be Ql'C(ully
low their admirable labor by prepar.. stored. in a warehouse until the Mu..
ing a supplement with folklore rtfer- X\Ul1 is built. ThOle ptl'1Qn$ inteteSt;
eoees in the general literature of the .ed in adding totbeSodety's -collec·
Southwest. and also. if pouible, the tions should contact MorrisL Kight,
large amount of material existing in 606 North l.tIl St~tt Albuquerque,
manuscript fonn. For instance. the telephone 5.1355.
Mary .Austin collection o[ papers.
mentioned elsewhere in this section. 1jp THO U G HiT AND
has interesting manuscript materials, LITERATURE OF THE
A MER I CAS.. With the esta~
now accessible for research.

n.

W

PROPOSED MUSE-

U M SIN

ALB U QUE R-

QUE. The gift by Mrs. Julia Bottger Gallegos of a site for the proposed Historical Museum has just
been announced. The land is located
in Old Town and comprises approximately three city lots. It was at one
time -occupied by an old anny barracks which was headquaners for
General Philip Sheridan.
Long range plans of the Museum
Committee of Albuquerque and the
Old Albuquerque Historical Society
call for three units: a historical and

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1950
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lislunent in 19480£ theOtganization
of American StatCl-whidt, is ett;ec..
lively helping to make the Pan
American policy truty multilaterala few significant aetivititsinthe cultural field have been undertak.en.
The Quarterly points with praise to
one: the pUblication of the JCrlC$ of
anthologies ·'Thought and. Literature of the Atn~ricas" under the di·
rection of tbe Division of Philosophy.
Leu~rs and Sclences of the Department of CultUral Affairs of the Pan
American Union.
Paper bound and neatly 'printed
by the Talleres Gn1ficos de 1a Nadon.

<

<
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SCP£RS,in Mexico City, these attractive-volumes.are within the
of any purse. The five titles so far
-publUhed in the- section UEsaitores
de Am~rica:· under the- general editorship of Ennllo Abreu GOmez,
Mexican author. range in price from
thirty-&ve (en~ to- one dollar. They
comprise $elections from the 'Works
of Justo Sierra, CarlO$Artuto Torres.
Machado d~Assi!1 Justo Arosemena
and themodemist4 poets. with introductions. notes and bibliographies
by distinguished aitia.
First in the-series "Pensamiento de
America" is a volume of 374 pages
($1-'15), La fi1o.sofla ltJtinoamericana
contemporanea. This anthology,
edited by the Argentine philO$Opher
Anfbal Sanchez Reulet, with an in·
troductory study of the life and 'Work
of each author. includes texts of
twelve of the notable modern thinkers in Hispanic America.
A third series "La filosoffa en America" is represented by monographs
of -Dr. Sanchez Reulet in honor of
two great masters: John Dewey, en
sus noventa ano$, and Centenario de

reaw

VQ1"ona.
The Quarterly commends this
series to the schools in our region
where Spanish is taught. and to the
many citizens who know the language. The Quarterly also hopes that
the Pan American Union may eventually decide to prepare careful translations of these texts in English so
that they may become standard teaching material in the schools of our
country.
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W SPANISHTRAN$LAT ION. Under the title "Ayuda':'"
Bosquejo del. Sudoeste:' ~ Spanish
translation of "Relief-A Southwest
Sketch," by Thomas Bledsoe. published in the Autumn 1949 iAue of
NAfQR# appeared in the section
"Mexico en la Cultura." April I.
1950. Sunday issue of the daily newspaper Novedades of Mexico. Preceding the text, there wu a biographical
note on Bledsoe. The translation was
done by A. Cardona Lynch and G.
Baqueiro Foster. Beltnin. one of the
leading young ai'tists of Mexico, ·contributed a fine drawing as illustrati9n
of the story.
WSYMPOSIUM ON
\V R I TI N G. The Western Review has published in its Spring 1950
issue a symposium on tiThe Teaching
and Study of Writing,"by Allen
Tate, Lionel Trilling, Eudora\Velty.
\Valter Van Tilburg .Clark. Malcolm
Cowley and Wallace Stegner, together with an editorial etA University
\Vriting Program," by Ray B. \Vest,
Jr. These pages contain much of in·
terest (or those concerned with im·
proving the quality of our literary
production.

ll'

COVER DESIGN. The
cover design of this issue. from an
original wood engraving by Howard
Cook, reproduced elsewhere in smaller,size, is a symbol of the "Sun and
Rays Over Mesa."
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KeDDethM~4 ••"','
PORtFOLIO OF
--lITI-lOGRAPHS
"... featuring eight of this noted Sontbwest-

ern artist)$ -prize-winning tbhograpbibrU..
liantly reproduced in deep tone olf"$et on
handsome It" x 1611 -mati. Included i$ the
movinglybeautifut HaJW$l.. the'oU'of which
~was awarded New ltfexicoState t~ir'$1949
.Grand Prite,. and other favorite$: The

Spring, The' ltfiner,two, .luperb' headsDona A.$censioJle and Taot Indian Woman
-andthtee stunning Ia.ndscapes•
.. ... indeed -an "extitingfitstU and fitting in..
troduction to the· New Mexico AttiStl Serieswhich will continue to praent worbot
outstanding artUt$ from- Ta.O$, Santa Fe and
other. Southwestern art colonies.
.

ReleaSe date: April 5

SIGNAT1JBEOF THB S,1JN
Favorite lines fromWitJer By~ner, Grace Noll
Crowell, Alice Corbin Henderson and D. H. Lawrence are among the 270 poems presenting 185
poets in this delightful anthology reflecting the
trends and moods of Southwest poetry over the
last half century-and complemented by eight
penetrating, critical sketches by the collectors and
editors, T. 1\1. Pearce and l\fabel l\{ajor, (Gauthors of the classic Southwest Heritage.

Release date: May 15'

TI-IE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS
,

.

Albuquerque
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New Mexico Spills Over Into Texas

tlte sprin/Issue 0/

$Olltltwcst Ncvicw
p1llJlisltci wi/It pride
THE PUEBLO AS A FARM
By JOHN B. JACKSON - Controversial conclusions, perhaps,
but the result of careful analysis and vigorously expressed.
THE LITERATURE OF SANTOS
By E. BoYD - Intelligent summaries and evaluations of published material on this old, though now popular, religious
art, written by an authority.
, .

,

CORONADO'S NORTHERN
EXPLORATION
By E. DEGoLYElt - A professional geologist and scholar of
the Spanish period in Southwestern history disagrees with
some of Herbert Bolton's statements and conjectures as to
Coronado's route on his Quivira expedition.
T R A D ERA T TAO 5, a poem by Elizabeth Coatsworth
These and other essays and short stories readers of the UNew
Mexico Quarterly" will {illd of interest and significance.
ONE YEAIl,

$200

TWO YEARS,

$350

THREE YEARS,

$350
-'

Soutltwcst Kcview
SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY, DALLAS, TEXAS
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21:RO PRESS BRlTlSHPOSTOFFtCE tAN6IER,-MOROCCO
. . .'
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~

.

,,Amarasinglrn
,Eicher',
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW M-EXICO
announces Its 1950
"

Summer Session
JUNES TO AUGUST

5. 195 0

A mmprehenti.e p-opam of 0)UtIeI I"lbecol~ of Arts"'.
!denceI. Butinell AdminitU'itton. 'EdUCItion(&pee;aaloleri~
leacben and adndnlstrators). Ensineerinr. Fine Aris,~. ~
of later-AmericaQ Attain aDd Graduate !cbooI
~

Twenty-fivt Visiting Professors
FIILII Sa-oN 1M ~: aesJcJeilt faCulty
TAOI flna Sc1iOOL OFAIlT: Kenneth M. Adams, O. J!. BemtncblUli ErDat L.
m",-..bdn, Howard Cook, ~rc:w Dubul'l
AaTJtt IN AuuQUOQUI: Howard SchJectc:r
01ftA W ~ (1eCOftd ",mmer): RObert Kont. lonIedy heIc10pera
".
Departllalt. Cincinnati con. of Music
Orna.INGI tltStoANIlU Atilt bCUI...AMOICAN An'AfII. 'Resident faculty and.. Yldt!'
Ins ~e.an. Enrique Noble (Cubl): Ann'll SAnchez ke'llkt (A. . .tina);
Ir. and Sra. Anuro 1'ortel·RIoIcco (Chile); NichoboDB. AdamI (Unlv. North
carolina); NadaUnc W. Nicholl (UnIY. florida)
"
,,,,rtHlwtiotc
Latlfl Alftniat • - TIt~ Gownu"IfI"of !Ali.. ..fMnitc •
Hm."., Nodm. Spaifl • Hu~k Tltotl~h' • SotMI Problnu 01 uti.
AHferK:- • HU/MHic. Fol.lrr.lu • HuJM"tC ClviliuUott • ""'flAffWricali Hut0f7 • ~~ 4fMtricft Lit".,uu
CoHc:IHTaATD Cc:W'IsE IN Sl"ANJIIK ". MOIilDN LANcvACZ PItoNEI1CI w..
OIlATOIlY • TaAvu. STUDY Totiu
OPmtINCIIH.EHr'.usK.1tesident faculty and vkhinrpr1!fe.ort 'Betnlrd:& p~.
0( lhe New Sc;h004 or Sociitl .Recttch. ruder ror ttie. Book-of.tbe.)lonth Qub.
edllor 0( Indiana Univcnlty Pre.: Louit Locke (Nary BaklwiD) .~ltor of
The &plkaar.
"
CCltItndJo,." 1ktlott • AcfN1ttH Cre.IlH Wrlll"1 (creative 'Wrld~con,.
tests) 1..udurft Vrtln ,,.. Sr.n (dislinCUiIbed speUeI1 on reaioaallaleQrJ '"
aacI CUlturallOpia)
"
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